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ABSTRACT
RESTORATION, RESISTANCE, AND RECONSTRUCTION:
LIBERTY AT LAST IN CLARKE COUNTY, VIRGINIA, 1865-1 879
by Kyle Allen Ainsworth
August 20 10
The transition from slavery to freedom after the Civil War was a drawn out
struggle to define how African Americans and whites would share the new social,
political, and economic landscape. In Clarke County, Virginia, whites attempted to
create political solidarity by demonizing blacks. Black and white voting patterns show
how well the editors of the local newspaper, the Clarke Courier, encouraged the
restoration of white supremacy with their negative writing about African Americans.
White concerns about potential black challenges to their political and social supremacy
created cultural space for African Americans to resist in ways that white people did not
find threatening. . Blacks took advantage of poor Conservative party discipline and white
class schisms to build community institutions, like churches, schools, and mutual aid
societies. The restoration of white supremacy encountered stiff black resistance, but
elite whites eventually consolidated their power. Although it would be another century
before African Americans could freely, and without the fear of retaliation, claim equal
social and political rights, during Reconstruction they found their redemption in the
creation of all-black towns.
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CHAPTER I
A WALK THROUGH TOWN AND TIME
In 1923, Lawrence Shaw Mayo, a contributing writer for the Atlantic Monthly,
visited Clarke County, in Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, which he described as " ... an
enchanted land ." Sixty miles northwest of Washington, D.C. and home to about 7,200
people in 1920, Mayo found its landscape striking. From Berryvi lle, the county seat and
largest town, "the Blue Ridge was never bluer, the rolling fields of winter wheat never a
more vivid green." 1 While in Berryville, Mayo also had occasion to visit Joseph ine City,
an all-black settlement of about 150 people, located on the outskirts of town. Formed by
a group of"erstwhile slaves" after the Civil War, Mayo satirically identified the
2

community as "the most picturesque element in Mayville." He described it as a
coll ection of shoddily constructed shacks and cabins. Every fam ily owned pigs and
maybe a few ducks and chickens. By and large, "the backyard is largely a repository for
scrap-iron."3 Writing in the racist vernacular of the day, Mayo found that
The best time for a stroll through Josephine is late afternoon. Then you
will meet the old-school darkies, who bow and scrape one foot with
appealing deference. Groups of pickaninnies, of various shades and hues,
return your familiar ' Hello' with a proper 'Good-even in'. ' Rastus leans
on the fence and talks with Alexander, who is spading up his garden; and,
at the first suggestion of the humorous, slaps his knee and doubles up with
loud but melodious mirth. How happy they all seem!
Accompanying Mayo for his stroll down the length of Josephine City was the ten-year
old Lucullus, who was the darkest African American Mayo had ever seen, and who

I

, Lawrence Shaw Mayo, "The Shenando' Vall ey," Atlantic Monthly 13 1 (May 1923), p.628.
- Th~ accent of the people in C larke County fascinated Mayo. Throughout the article he uses a phonetic
~pel.hng of Berryville (Mayvi lle) to represent the local dialect.
lb1d., p.631.

2
seemed unaffected by his "shabbier raiment" of a "a plaid cap, many sizes too large,"
shoes of a similar size, and a "much-worn jacket, which was too small."

4

The scene described above was very familiar to Mayo ' s presumably white
audience. The blacks Mayo met conformed to the way white Southerners stereotypicall y
thought of African Americans. These blacks knew their place, were respectful, and
otherwise harmless. The "enchanted land" of Clarke County was a dream, a nostalgic
and romanticized vision of the New South- a place where whites had successfu lly
5

restored Old South culture and society. The reality was quite different.
The transition from slavery to freedom after the Civil War was a drawn out
struggle to define how African Americans and whites would share the new social,
political, and economic landscape. The restoration ofwhite supremacy encountered stiff
black resistance, but elite whites eventually consolidated their power. Although it would
be another century before African Americans could freely, and without the fear of
retaliation, claim equal social and political rights, during Reconstruction they found their
redemption in the creation of all-black towns.

: Ibid., p._632.
The cla1m by the white people of Clarke County "to be the best people in the Uni ted States" was not an
exaggeration, according to Mayo. Like the planter elite of the Old South, they possessed perfect " Southern
manners, Southern friendliness, and Southern hospitality." Ibid., p.630.

3
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Figure I. Map of the Shenandoah Valley.
( I) Kenneth E. Koons and Warren R. Hofstra, eds., After the Backcoumry: /lura/ Life intire Creal Valley of Virginia. 1800-1900 (Knoxville : The University of
TtnnesS(e Press. 2000). no pa~e number. front matter.

African Americans' efforts to counter the restoration of white supremacy during
Reconstruction drew upon a tradition of resistance established while they were slaves.

4

Elite whites wanted a return to the pre-war racial and class hierarchies of the slave
society, even if they no longer had slaves. The elements of social organization from the
antebellum- patriarchy, honor and religion-were still a fundamental part of their
psyche in the New South. 6 With African Americans sharecropping and working the land
much like they had as slaves, antebellum paternali sm was also resurgent among elite
whites.7 The importance white Southerners placed on the paternal master-slave
relationship had far-reaching consequences that extended through the Civil War,
Reconstruction, and beyond.
In actuality, the master-slave relationship was not one of harmony and patriarchy
as some slavery apologists claimed. Antebellum bondspeople resisted slavery despite
sexual coercion, violent punishment, separation from family members. The major slave
revolts of the colonial and early antebellum periods helped slaves creolize their folk
traditions-trickster tales, song, dance, burial rituals- into a collective consciousness of
8

their shared African heritage and American experiences. Part of the success of fo lk
resistance was its constant evolution. As the experiences of its creators changed, so too
did the message of the trickster in the story or the lyrics of the song. Folklore was an
intellectual language between slaves that many masters could not decipher and thus as
important to the slave psyche as the physical space of the slave quartersY

6

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese and Eugene D. Genovese, The Mind of the Master Class: History and Faith in
~he Southern Slaveholders' Worldview (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
Eugene D. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll; The World the Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon Books,
1974).
Douglas B. Chambers, Murder at Montpelier: lgbo Africans in Virginia (Jackson: University Press of
Mississippi, 2005); and Walter C. Rucker, The River Flows on: Black Resistance, Culture, and Identity
{ormation in Early America (Baton Rouge: Lou isiana State University Press, 2006).
Lawrence W. Levine, Black Culture and Black Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from Slave1y
to Freedom (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977).

8

5
Slave resistance entailed much more than violent revolts. It was about control of
labor, reproductive rights, family, free time, and other liberties. Slaves regularly
disobeyed their masters, illicitly congregating with fellow slaves from the quarters and
other nearby plantations for activities like prayer, celebration, dancing and drinking.

10

They broke tools, stole food, and ran away. They would do many similar things as
freedmen in the same spirit of resistance.
Community was at the heart of slaves' family, religion, culture and resistance.
Abroad marriages, slave hire, and secret rendezvous after dark extended the
circumference of the slave community significantly beyond the limits of the plantation.

11

These neighborhoods of slaves formed information networks that transmitted local,
personal, and social news.

12

African Americans used these same connections during

Reconstruction to coordinate social gatherings, political meetings, and other events. The
antebellum historiography contributes nicely to our understanding of a plantation district
like Clarke County. While there were definite regional variations in agricultural
production, plantation size, concentration, and economy, many characteristics of slave
resistance were ubiquitous.
Emancipation changed everything. It opened up a wealth of opportunities for
former slaves- the right to vote, own land, work for a wage, marry, protect their families
and move freely. Reconstruction was also a time of great uncertainty, however. White
Southerners-confronted by the end of slavery and the complete overhaul of their social
10

stephame. M. H. Camp, Closer to Freedom: Enslaved Women and Everyday Resistance in the Plantation

~outh (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2004) .
. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll ( 1974); and John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community: Plantation Life
:~ the Antebellum South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979).

See Douglas B. Chambers for an analysis of eighteenth-century slave networks and Anthony E. Kaye for
the same argument in the nineteenth-century. Chambers, Murder at Montpelier (2005); and Anthony E.
Kaye, Joining Places: Slave Neighborhoods in the Old South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2007).

6
and political hierarchies-immediately sought to restore their systemic supremacy.
Across the South, the combination of African Americans exercising their new freedoms
and whites trying to suppress them led to violence.
Unlike the rest of the country, however, neither Democrats nor Republicans
consolidated power in Virginia. From late 1867 until the Readjuster party took control of
the state in 1879, the Conservative party controlled the state. Although many
Conservatives were former Democrats and party members voted for Democrats in
presidential elections, the Virginia Conservatives' platform was on the whole much more
moderate than the Democrats or Radical Republicans. Elite white Virginians eventually
restored white supremacy, but Conservative policy tempered the transition. Strong
oppositional rhetoric, rather than the violence that wracked much of the Deep South
during Congressional Reconstruction, defined, at least in Clarke County, the white
response to African American resistance.

13

While Leon Litwack and Eric Foner provide a nice context for understanding
black land ownership, the importance of religion and the transition from slavery to
freedom , their focus on a general history of Reconstruction, instead of case studies like
Reconstruction in rural Virginia, limits their applicability to Clarke County.

14

Early

twentieth-century local historian Thomas Gold 's book (published in 1914) is useless for
local black history. Like William A. Dunning, and other hi storians fr~m his era, Gold
ignored black hi story, and focused on Clarke's colonial origins, the American
Revolution, the battles of the Civil War and the valor of the local white men who fought
13

Wi lliam N. Ne lson, ed., Clarke Courier (Berryville, VA: William N. Nelson, 1869-1870); and John 0.
s rown, ed., Clarke Courier (Berryville, VA: John 0 . Crown, 1870-1879).
Leon F. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath ojSiave1y (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1979); and Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America 's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Perennia l
Classics, 1989).

7
in it. African Americans hardly garnered a footnote.

15

To acknowledge that African

Americans resisted the restoration of white supremacy at all reminded white readers that
their parents lost the Civil War. Anything that demonstrated African American
independence from white influence was unacceptable.

16

Black historians like Carter G. Woodson and W. E. B. DuBois, however,
counterbalance the Dunning School, and provide some nice context like Litwack and
Foner, but ultimately they also fall short to explain what was going on with blacks in
Clarke County. But at least they rejected the raci st rhetoric and cast aside longperpetuated myths that African Americans were dependent, ignorant, lazy, and
irresponsible in their social and political affairs. Woodson and DuBois illustrate that on
the contrary, blacks were active participants in post-Civil War southern society. They
became citizens, sought land ownership, pursued education, and improved themselves,
their families and their communities.

17

Black leadership during Reconstruction was not

the disaster that contemporary whites and other historians made it out to be. Even when
Southern whites did everything in their power to dissuade blacks of the notion of political
equality, resorting to social discrimination, threats of vigilante lynch mobs and the Ku
Klux Klan, Union labor conscription, poll taxes, and even literacy tests, blacks resisted.
The only book that really gets to the social situation in Clarke County during
Reconstruction is Laura F. Edwards's 1997 study. Much of the conceptualization for
chapter one in this thesis comes from Edwards's analysis of how Granville, North
IS

Thomas Gold, History of Clarke County, Virginia and its Connection with the War Between the States
(Berryvi lle, VA, Printed by C. R. Hughes, 19 14).
16
W·111·1am A. Dunn ing, Reconstruction, Political and Economic, 1865- 1877 (New York: Harper & Bros.,
1907).
17
Carter G. Woodson, The Rural Negro (Washington, DC: Association for the Study of Negro Li fe and
History, 1930); and W. E. B. DuBois, Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a History ofthe Part Which
Black Folk Played in the Atlempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1935).

8
Carolina's white upper class sought to mitigate the social and political influence of its
black population. The struggles of elite whites in Granvi lle to mobilize lower class
whites to vote with them also correlates to problems elite Conservatives faced in Clarke
County. In both places, the most effective tactic to garner white votes was to emphasize
black criminality. Newspaper editors in both locales were happy to oblige.

18

Jack P. Maddex, Jr. 's classic study of the Virginia Conservative pa1ty illuminates
the political workings of Reconstruction in Clarke County. T hough now 40 years old, it
is the only narrative that examines the sudden rise and quick fall of the party. The
creation of the Conservatives, was extremely confusing, with numerous different interests
pushing and pulling in all directions. Maddex's ability to clearly explain the internal
machinations of the various factions and parties is invaluable.

19

The creation of an all-black town represented the zenith of African American
resistance. It was not a common event. So far, hi storians have documented at least 100
all-black towns in the United States. Black towns were generally either geographically
isolated settlements or were formed in close proximity to white communities.

20

The

success of Clarke County's Josephine City (founded in 1870) was a result of the best
tenets in each strategy.

18

Laura F. Edwards, Gendered Strife and Confusion: The Political Culture ofReconstruction. (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1997).
19
Jack P. Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives, 1867-1879: A Study in Reconstruction Politics (Chapel
~i ll : University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1970).
. See Norman L. Crockett, The Black Towns (Lawrence, KS: Regents Press of Kansas, 1979) for an
mtroduction to black towns that arose geographically isolated from white populations. See Melvin P. Ely,
Israel on the Appomattox: A Southern Experiment in Black Freedom from the 1790s through the Civil War
(New York: Vintage Books, 2004), for the history of a black town in a Virginia plantation district. See
Sundiata Keita Cha-Jua, America's First Black Town: Brooklyn, Illinois, 1830-1915 (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 2000) about the creation of a "suburban" black town. For an urban African American
community, see Leslie Brown, Upbuilding Black Durham: Gender, Class, and Black Community
Development in the Jim Crow South (Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 2008).

9
Israel Hill in Prince Edward County, Virginia, was another all-black commun ity
that has been studied in depth. Established in the late 1790s, African Americans at Israel
Hill carved out a social and economic niche for themselves in a slaveholding society.
They used the county court to neutralize racial differences and sue white neighbors over
debts, resolve marital disputes, and contest land claims. Slaveholders were confident
enough about the permanence of slavery to allow free black individualism, economic
competition and achievement. The success of Israel Hill was the initiative and
determination of its black population to engage whites in those spheres-.like the Jaw and
business- that were more or Jess colorblind under the right circumstances. African
American freedoms, author Melvin P. Ely found, did not occur in isolation. Instead,
"paradoxicall y, to defend and enhance their independence, free blacks had to assert their
rights within the white-run institutions under which they lived-and they had to take part
in the local economy."2 1 African Americans knew their "place" in the Southern
hierarchy, but this did not inhibit them from pushing the boundaries and using white
institutions to their own advantage, and they continued to do so in the post-emancipation
decades.
The proximity-model for all-black Israel Hill is a sharp contrast to the isolationmodel. Black solidarity and an ideology of mutual aid and self-help convinced many
African Americans that self-segregated black settlements were the optimal means to earn
self-respect and demonstrate to intelligent whites that they were capable of being equal
citizens. Leaders advised their towns to avoid giving white outsiders and newspapers
anything to criticize. A "spotless" moral life demanded a strong work ethic with a
minimum of time devoted to leisure. The communities censured citizens engaging in
21

Ely, Israel on the Appomallox (2004), p.l 06.

10
drinking, prostitution and crime lest outsiders get the wrong impression. The ease with
which the black-towns accommodated white restrictions to their freedom had the
unintended consequence of"reinforc[ing] the white belief in black inferiority, thereby
. .

.

encouraging further InJUStices.

,22

The black communities in Clarke County, of which 20 have been documented,
were a saving grace for African Americans at a time when everything else was going
downhill. Historian Edward Ayers captures the pessimism of blacks in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. Especially in Clarke County, where Democrats never let the
short-li ved Readjuster Party take power, the optimism that greeted the beginning of
Reconstruction waned. The bleakness of the future, Ayers wrote, was on the blank stares
of African Americans who were worse off than they had been in 1865.
Disenfranchisement, violence, segregation, and poor finances plagued blacks. They
resisted, but there was only so much African Americans could do.

23

This thesis is the product of a close analysis of seven sets of primary sources. The
majority of the statistics come from census data transcribed into Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets from Ancestry.com?4 The Clarke Courier newspaper was the second major
primary source interrogated. 25 Its use consisted of a survey of every issue of the
newspaper from 1869 to 1877 and the photocopying of each article where "Black" or a
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3

The Black Towns (1979), p.l 03.
Edward L. Ayers, The Promise of the New South: Life After Reconstruction (New York: Oxford
~niversity :ress, 2007), pp.426-432.
Each Afr1can American fro m Clarke County in the 1870 and 1880 censuses, as well as in the 1900, 1910,
JP2?, a_nd 1930 censuses for Josephine City, is in these spreadsheets.
_C 1tat1ons in the thesis from the Clarke Courier are the product of research on microfilm provided by the
Library of Virginia and the Handley Regional Library in Winchester, Virginia.
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pejorative synonym appeared.

26

Local and state election results and the data on alleged

African-American criminality, as well as a number of articles, come from thi s source.

27

The Clermont Charitable T rust was also gracious enough to let me photograph every item
in their archival collection dating from 1844 to the mid-1870s. Significant findings in
chapter fo ur and the conclusion are a direct result of thi s access. The last four primary
source sets compiled and indexed were C larke County personal property tax records
(186 1, 1862, 1865- 1870, 1874 and 1877), land tax records ( 1866-1879), deeds (18651877), and Virginia School Reports ( 1871 - 1875 and 1883).
Where primary sources were unavailable or too time-prohibitive to access, two
secondary sources were particularly helpful. Mara! S. Kalbian and Leila O.W. Boyer's
unpubli shed 2002 Final Report: African-American Historic Context: Clarke County, VA
should be the first stop in any scholar 's investigation of African Americans in Clarke
County. The historical context and appendixes are particularly helpful. Also invaluable
were photocopies of more recent Clarke Courier articles about Josephine City from the
Josephine Street Community Museum, and this collection was an integral part of chapter
four and the conclusion.
While the restoration of white supremacy and black resistance is not a new topic
in the historiography, this thesis attempts to suggest new directions to take in the
scholarsh ip of this important topic. Chapters II and III use black and white voting
patterns to assess how well the editors ofthe local newspaper, the Clarke Courier,
encouraged the restoration of white supremacy with their negative writing about African
26

The derogatory ways to refer to an " African American" are striking to the twenty-first century reader of
the Clarke Courier, but they must take the use of th is language (African, negro, nigger, black, mulatto,
~~lored, dark ie or darky) as commonplace in the vocabulary of nineteenth-century Virginia.
A number of articles in the Clarke Courier do not have a title. Often the editors would do what
amounted to one sentence bullet points of the most recent local and national news.
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Americans. Historians often treat voting records with caution and skepticism; however,
in this case the small population of Clarke County makes them useful tools to gauge the
ebb and flow of white attempts to create political solidarity by demonizing blacks.
In Chapter III, Conservative white concerns about potential black challenges to
their political and social supremacy created cultural space for African Americans to resist
in ways that white people did not find threatening. Blacks also took advantage of poor
Conservative party discipline and white class schisms to build community institutions,
like churches, schools, and mutual aid societies. A substantial part of the chapter also
contributes to the growing historiography of historical memory by considering the
significance of African American public celebrations.
Chapter Vis a case study of the all-black town Josephine City. The relationship
between Josephine City and Berryville' s black neighborhood, ' Blackburn Town,' is
another interesting dichotomy scholars may not have considered. What did African
Americans that did not live in all-black towns think about them? Did they, as was the
case with 'Blackburn Town,' try to buy into the symbolism of resistance that all-black
towns represented?
Finally, Chapter VI is an introspective on the two narratives that exist for the
creation of Josephine City and asks where they came from and what they mean for
understanding the history of African American resistance to the restoration of white
supremacy in this one particularly interesting comer of old northern Virginia.
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CHAPTER II
THE VIRGINIA CONSERVATIVE PARTY:
THE STRUGGLE FOR CONSENSUS, 1865-1870
Since Bacon's Rebellion, elite whites in Virginia had recognized the inherent
danger of poor blacks and whites transcending the divide of race, and identifying as a
class with the same economic and political ambitions. Although the elite possessed the
wealth, they would always be a minority of the population. The planter class therefore
elevated the white yeoman farmer above black slaves and, in so doing, created a racial
1

hierarchy that subdued the issue for nearly 200 years. The political struggle to
administer postbellum Virginia threatened to sever these longstanding racial boundaries.
Reconstruction politics splintered Virginians into many factions, often within the
same party, that warred for constituent and policy control over issues like the state debt,
transportation and public education. On one side were the unreconstructed Democrats, an
uncompromising group of the former antebellum elite who sought their old power at the
top of Virginia's social and political hierarchy. Critical and obstructionist, many chose
not to participate in the early Reconstruction elections.
Opposite the Democrats on the political spectrum were the Republicans. The left
wing and so called "Radical" Republicans represented the interests ofVirginia's lower
classes- whites "with only a minimal stake in the social status quo," as well as the
2

majority of Virginia's African American population. With the cohesion of black voters,

I
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Radicals could count on mobilizing nearly half of the voting population for each election.
White businessmen and professionals formed the other arm of the Republican party.
Former Whigs and Unionists, they cared more about the influx from the North of
industrial capital ism and other economic opportunities than the welfare of African
.

Amen cans.

3

A third option available to Virginia voters was the Conservative party. Begun in
1867 and lasting until 1879, it ascended the ladder of Virginia politics with a moderate
course between the Democrat and Radical Republican extremes. The Conservative party
was the product of Whig and Unionist disillusionment and defection from the Radicaldominated Republican party and later "alliances between those 'conservatives' and
Oemocrats."4 The Conservatives appreciated, where Democrats failed to understand, that
losing the Civil War irreparably changed the hierarchical social structure of the South.
Virginia under the Conservative party adapted and enacted the Reconstruction policy that
was necessary to escape Congressional control, as well as other important legislation, but
at its core it was still a party of white supremacy and a pre-war social status quo adjusted
to accommodate some African American political and social freedom. 5

Divisions, and States, Working Paper No. 56 (Washington, DC: Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau,
September 2002), Table 61. Virgi nia - Race and Hispanic Origin: 1790-1 860, online at
~ttp://www.census.gov/population/www/documentation/twps0056/twps0056.html (accessed 3 April 20 I 0).
, Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), p.49.
4
Ibid., p.xiv.
5
C. Vann Woodward wrote that " Redemption was not a ... restoration of an old ruling class." Jack P.
Maddex, Jr. supports Woodward with his statement that the Virginia Conservatives were "a new elite,
agents of adaptation instead of restoration." The problem with these conclusions is that they suggest the
antebellum elite, the vast majority of whose wealth was tied up in slaves, were incapable of being
Maddex's " new elite." And yet, as Robert Fogel, and William K. Scarborough, demonstrate, slaveholders
were capitalists with a wide range of business ventures and investments. Quick economic recovery and
fewer African Americans, especially in the Shenandoah Valley, allowed at least some of the "old rul ing
class" to maintain their antebel lum social and political standing through Reconstruction. See C. Vann
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During the early years ofthe Conservative party, 1865-1867, Unionist Governor
Francis Harrison Pierpont ( 1814-1899) tried to draw the centrists from the Democrat and
Republican parties together to start a system of public schools and encourage the General
Assembly to pass the Fourteenth Amendment. Pierpont's search for a political middle
failed because white Virginians did not yet fully appreciate that Reconstruction could not
be accompli shed with token acts of black social and political freedoms. In 1865 and
1866, even the progressive elements in each party were in no rush to enfranchise blacks
or allow them to testify in white trials. 6 This attitude changed in March, 1867, when
Congress passed the First Reconstruction Act and the Supplemental Reconstruction Act.
These bills forced Virginia and the other Southern states to "hold constitutional
conventions, whose members would be elected by biracial suffrage, and to organize new
state governments whose legislatures would ratify the Fourteenth Amendment."

7

It

would be the product of these bills, the 1867 election for the constitutional convention,
which served as the genesis for the Conservative Party. The Democrats did little to
prepare for the election, doubting the resolve of Congress to see military reconstruction
through. This distressed conservative Democrats, who could not convince obstinate
members of their party to register to vote.
In contrast, the Radical Republicans, the majority of whom were blacks voting for
the first time in any capacity, mobilized quickly. They overwhelmed the conservative
Republicans at the April , 1867 Republican State Nominating Convention with a platform
that "placed equalitarian demands for racial equality, free schools, and equitable taxation

Masters ofthe Big House: Elite Slaveholders ofthe Mid-Nineteenth-Centwy South (Baton Rouge:
~oui siana State Uni versity Press, 2003).
Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), p.43.
7
Ibid., p.45.
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ahead of capitalist demands for a higher interest rate and encouragement to internal
improvements and immigration."

8

Even though the platform minimized moderate

Republicans' issues, they resolved to vote with the Radicals in hopes that Congress
would lift military reconstruction.
As a result of the Democrats' apathy, the October, 1867 election was a whitewash
ofRadical Republican success. " While 93,145 Negroes (seven-eighths ofthose
registered) voted, only 76,084 white men (five-eighths of the registrants) did," resulting
in "Seventy-three Republicans and thirty-two Democrats [winning] seats in the
convention." 9 This dominance allowed the Radicals to draft a new state constitution
immune to moderate Republican and Democratic criticism. Among the most contentious
provisions of the Underwood Constitution were African-American suffrage, the creation
of a public school system, disenfranchisement of former Confederate civil and military
officers, and the requirement that politicians give a loyalty test oath before assuming
office.

° Frightened by this initial display of African American political power, and

1

fearful of future "Negro rule," a group calling itself the "Executive Committee of the
Conservative Party" organized a convention in Richmond in December, 1867 to form the
Conservative party. Although the Democrats and Republicans were the predominant
national political parties during Reconstruction, the Conservative Party leadership
decided not to align itself officially with either of them. Many Democrats were upset
with their party' s lackluster effort and joined the Conservatives. Though now part of a

8
9

!!lli!.. p.50.
1Q.iQ., p. 55 . The polit icians at the Constitutional Convention consisted of 24 blacks and 33 foreign or

~oarpetbagger whites in the Radical contingent. Ibid., p.57.

Judge John C. Underwood ( 1809-1.873) was the Radica l Republican president of the Constitutional
Convention.
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moderate party, these former Democrats, or " traditionalists," did little to ameliorate their
ideology.
Conservatives mobilized their new party for the first time in May 1868 to
nominate Colonel Robert E. Withers ( 182 1-1907) as their candidate for Governor.
Oppositi on to the Underwood Constitution in its entirety was the main tenet of the party
platform, but what really drew white men to register was Withers ' s decision to campaign
on the basis of race and refusal to appeal to black constituents. Withers hoped this
strategy would encourage "poor whites and Unionists of western Virginia" to join the
Conservative cause. 11 Notably, not all Conservative canvassers used this tactic, and a
minority did appeal to blacks for their votes.
Henry H. Wells (1823 -1890), formerly of Michigan but now practicing law in
Richmond, was the Republican incumbent set to face off against Withers. Appointed
Governor by Virginia's Reconstruction military commander General John MeA.
Schofield ( 183 1-1 906) in 1867, Wells won the approbation of Radical African-American
voters to receive the 1868 nomination. A moderate who balanced Radical ideas, Wells
was a perfect candidate to attract white voters who might be on the fence.

12

Although Conservatives and Republicans campaigned hard in anticipation of an
August 1868 election, their efforts were ultimately for naught. General Schofield and
mem bers of Congress feared that the test oath and disenfranchisement clauses of the
Underwood Constitution prevented the election of qualified officials. Unwilling to take
the risk, Schofield withheld the state funds necessary to hold the election and Wells
remained the Governor by default. Unhappy Conservatives got further bad news in

II
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November, 1868 with the Republican victories in Congress and in the election ofUlysses
S. Grant (1822-1885) as President.
Though the 1868 elections ultimately proved to be a bust for the Conservatives,
some good did come out of it. A minority ofthe most moderate Conservatives and
Republicans, though not voting the same tickets, realized they had some common ground
in their opposition to pa1ts ofthe Underwood Constitution. One of these was
Conservative Party leader Alexander H. H. Stumt ( 1807-1891 ), who in December, 1868,
publi shed an open letter in the Conservative Press under the pseudonym " Senex"
advocating a compromise of"universal suffrage" for African Americans and "universal
amnesty" for former Confederates. Stuart suggested getting rid of the Underwood
Constitution completely and instead suggested that the Conservative Executive
Committee send to Congress for ratification the 1850 constitution, minus racial voting
qualifications and those amendments passed in 1861 that were now unconstitutional. 13
This letter provoked a firestorm of debate from the Democrats (negative) and
Whigs (positive) in the Conservative pa1ty, since it completely contradicted the still
current 1868 platform of opposition to black suffrage. Although the party was not ready
to reverse itself so quickly, this did not stop influential Conservatives (mostly Whig
businessmen) with political connections from meeting with federal officials about this
"new movement" in the party philosophy. This so-called "Committee of Nine,"
alongside two conservative Republican committees in Washington, D.C., for a similar
purpose, worked to convince Congress that Virginia was ready to be readmitted with full
rights back into the United States. The committee modified the message of Stuart' s open
letter, seeking an amendment to the Underwood Constitution that would incorporate the
13
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Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), p.68.
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principle of "universal suffrage and universal amnesty," as well as delete a few other
clauses the committee perceived as detrimental to Virginia's full recovery. Meetings
with President Grant and Radical Congressmen gave the ideas of the "new movement"
credence.
Meanwhile, developments at the March 1869 Republican State Convention
piqued the interest of the Conservative party. Radical Henry H. Wells garnered such a
majority of support that he decided to forego inclusion of any moderate ideas in the party
platform. Disenchanted by the Radical decision, conservative Republicans allied with
Radical blacks to nominate Or. J.D. Harris, an African American, over Wells's white
choice, for lieutenant governor. The creation of this biracial ticket effectively
undermined Republican chances of victory in the 1869 election, as few whites, even
Radi cals, would support a black man in such a position of power. Successful in their
endeavor, eight conservative Republican leaders then gathered in Richmond to nominate
Gilbert C. Walker (1833-1885) as the True Republican candidate for Governor. 14 Walker
was a native ofNew York who moved to union-occupied Norfolk in 1864 to become a
banker and manufacturer. He was a Conservative in 1867 but became a Republican after
the Underwood Constitution because he felt "only [a] Republican Congress could set the
terms for Virginia' s readmission." 15
Conservative leaders in early 1869, ironically, were of a similar mindset. Abiding
by the logic that Congress would never end military reconstruction with a Withers-led
Conservative government controlling Virginia, Conservatives, and especially those of the
"new movement," saw the moderate, anti-Radical Walker as their best opportunity for the
14
l b"d
15
_
1 .,

p.74.

!!ill!., p.75.
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future. Their influence was so great that participants at the April, 1869 state convention
chose to withdraw all Conservative candidates and support the True Republican Walker.
This decision exhibited an unusual amount of trust in the perceived intentions of
President Grant, who would not declare that there would even be a July gubernatorial
16
election unt1·1 m1'd -M ay.

Once created, the coalition of Conservative and moderate Republicans went about
the job of registering voters. Walker and his Conservati ve sponsors courted black voters
with picnics, canvassers and coercion. This was a stark contrast from the year earlier,
when Withers ran the Conservative campaign on a white unity platform. Now, in a 180
degree reversal, there were even African Africans from black-majority counties running
for the General Assembly on the Conservative ticket.

17

Though the Conservative party finally had its moment to take control of Virginia
politics, it was still at its best a motley collection of old Whigs, moderate Democrats,
conservative Republicans, and other factions, and as such, too weak to enforce a uniform
campaign message. While the "new movement" controlled the bulk ofthe party in 1869,
there were sizeable pockets of discontent that the leadership could do nothing to quell.
This had been the case in 1868, when a few Conservatives ignored Withers's campaign
of white unity to solicit black voters. Though the Conservative-True Republican alliance
disheartened many traditionalists, few did anything to contest Walker' s nomination.
They wanted an end to military reconstruction just as much as ever other white Virginian,
so voting in the election remained important. A few, like the Conservatives of Clarke
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County, Virginia, refused to toe the party line however and made racial voting cohesion a
major component of their local 1869 election campaign.
William N. Nelson (1824-1894 ), a Conservative newspaper editor in Virginia,
composed a grim introduction to the first issue of the Clarke Courier in 1869. He wrote
that the state was " in a life or death struggle. Despoiled, conquered, torn bleedingpanting under the iron heel of a despotism she once proudly thought was under her
feet." 18 T he tyranny Nelson decried was that of his own party, which as late as six
months previous had championed white social and political supremacy and sought to
unite poor and wealthy whites against blacks, but now was almost a mirror image of the
Radical party it opposed. Each had Northern-born gubernatorial candidates, supported
African American suffrage and appealed to blacks for political support.
Even if the statewide Conservative party conciliated to African American voters
in 1869, Nelson was determined to use his influence as editor of the Clarke Courier to
maintain and promote white unity in the county. Voting, he wrote, was not just a
privilege, "but the duty of every [white] man in the county." 19 Nelson did not fear
African-American political solidarity so much as that it, combined with Radical
Republicans' appeal to the lower class, had the real potential to overcome the
Conservatives if they did not rally every supporter to their cause. It did not matter that
there was a solid majority of white voters in Clarke County. The population in Clarke
County, Virginia in 1870 was 6,670 with a two-to-one, white to black majority.
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would sti ll remember the total victory of the Radicals at the 1867 constitutional
convention. The possibility of" black rule" was a frightening supposition to Clarke
County Conservatives, the potential upheaval and overthrow of social norms
unacceptable. Even as Nelson composed the salutatory, he opined that "Under the
present. .. circumstances society is gradually di sintegrating[,]. .. pitifully drifting back
from a noble civilization into backwoods habit and borderism."

21

Ultimately, Nelson

believed Virginia's survival depended on the ability of the Conservative party to coalesce
white voters around a platform that both addressed the needs of the state and its
members' diverse political backgrounds.
The solution Nelson devised to encourage white unity and minimize African
American agency was to publicize stories that either promoted white values or ones that
ridiculed and stereotyped blacks' intellect and civility. Blacks and poor whites as the
lower class might have similar economic issues, but Nelson knew that the allegiances
wou ld change if those same whites associated the Radical Republicans with a race they
thought to be violent, criminal and dangerous.
Nelson had the perfect mix of life experiences to make him a worthy advocate of
traditionalist Conservatism in Clarke County. He was a Mexican War veteran, and
commanded a company (raised in Millwood and generally referred to as "Nelson' s
Rifles") of the Second Virginia Infantry (Stonewall Brigade) during the Civil War.
Nearly killed at the First Battle of Bull Run (Manassas), Nelson's wound forced him to
sit out the rest of the war. 22 An active civic leader in local politics and the church, he
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started the Clarke Courier in February 1869, editing the weekly newspaper for nearly two
years until late 1870.
Printed on four pages, the first page of each Clarke Courier consisted of short
fictional stories; the second page excerpted regional, national and international news
stories from American and European newspapers; the third page, local and Clarke County
news; and the fourth page of further national news briefs, and farming tips. Produced
every week, the newspaper editors espoused popular Conservative views, publishing
articles especially devoted to rallying party voters and denigrating local and northern
Radical Republicans. These sentiments manifested themselves most caustically with
regards to African Americans.

Figure 2. William N. Nelson, Editor and Proprietor, 1869-1870.
(2) Gold. f11.<1ory o(Ciarke Counry ( 19 14). pp.202-203.

Printed by C. R. Hughes, 1914), pp.203-206; and Charles Randolph Hughes, "Old Chapel, " Clarke
County, Virginia (Berryville, VA: Blue Ridge Press, 1906), pp.63-64.
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Nelson began his efforts to unite white voters with a first issue retrospective from
John Esten Cooke ( 1830-1886), a well-known writer and Clarke County resident, entitled
"The Last of the ' Mammies.'" Ostensibly written as nostalgic reminiscence to remind
readers of the maternal care mammies gave their young charges, the story is actually a
holdover and a rueful reminder to former slave-owners of antebellum paternalism.

23

It

suggested that African Americans were at their best as slaves, so trustworthy and
dependable that their masters would entrust the care of their children to them. Mammies,
the author notes in an ironic twist, " have owned their young masters and mistresses much
more than anybody ever owned them."

24

The Mammy, even though "profoundly

superstitious" and consisting of "queer characteristics," was "one of a kind."

25

By .

debuting the Clarke Courier with "The Last of the ' Mammies'" and reminding
subscribers of their lost deference and control, Nelson made a gendered argument to all
other whites in Clarke County, Conservative and Republican, poor and elite, about the
current state of affairs. African American women, once trusted in their former role as
"mammies" but now busy with the duties of their own household, were not a threat.
Black men were the real opposition to white social and political supremacy.
To help whites see the purported depravity of African Americans and understand
why a Conservative vote for white unity was much better than remaining with the
Radicals, Nelson made sure to identify for his readers all the ways that blacks could be a
threat. The Clarke Courier kept county residents well informed of African American
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criminal activity both locally and nationally. This served three important functions.
First, the frequent appearance of local black men as criminals in the Courier
demonstrated that they lacked the ability to provide for their wife and children a home,
financial support, and protection. Although finances were tight in the post-Civil War
period for many, there was the expectation that a man could provide at least a
comfortable existence for dependents as head of a household.

26

Failure in any of these

areas, like African American Turner Ashby's indictment in Clarke County court for
stealing bacon, was evidence that the offender was deficient as a husband and father.

27

If

a man could not take care of his family, he lacked the faculties for responsible
citizenship, much less politicalleadership. 28 Theft by blacks reinforced the stereotype
that African Americans were lazy and unwilling to work a hard day's labor.

29

Second, weekly reports of petty and non-capital crime in the Clarke Courier kept
whites in Clarke County vigilant and aware of recent incidences of highway robbery,
home burglary, and petty theft of commodities like bacon, chickens, and firewood.
Although the perpetrators were usually unknown at the time of the report, many whites,
remembering that theft of food was a common way that African Americans resisted
slavery, likely suspected that the guilty parties were local blacks. White lawyer Marshall
McCormick caught Josephine City resident Morgan Coxen (c.l 813-1885) red-handed
riffling through McCormick' s corn house in 1875, eventually surrounding and
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apprehending him in the stable with the help of a few friends.

30

McCormick felt bad for

Coxen and rescinded the charges, but few African Americans caught in Clarke County
faired so well. Table 2. I illustrates that the most common crime reported in the Clarke

Courier was theft. The newspaper noted 68 cases of burglary or theft between I869 and
1877. Half of those incidences occurred in Clarke County. Depending on the severity of
offense, black defendants got between 25 lashes and a year in the state penitentiary in
Richmond. To give this some perspective, the theft of a few pigs merited 25 lashes for a
Clarke County African American, while Thornton Taylor, also black and of the county,
received a year in prison for house-breaking and attempted larceny. 31 With the reportedly
high incidences of African American crime in their county, Nelson hoped that whites
would be hard-pressed to support a Radical black ticket that had so many thieves in its
midst.

Table 2.I

Reports ofAlleged Thefts and Burglaries by African Americans in the Clarke Courier,
1869-1877

Clarke
National
Total

I869
0
1

I870
I
5
6

187I
7
I
8

I872
2
3
5

I873
3
4
7

I874
5
4

9

I875
5
8
13

I876
2
5
7

1877

9
3
12

Total
34
34
68

The third reason the Clarke Courier frequently reported upon African American
crime was political. Nothing conveyed the real and imagined threat posed by African
Americans better than the Clarke Courier's coverage of rape. Petty crime, though an
annoyance and objectionable to social order, did not generate the same amount of

~~ Crown, "Caught in the Act," Clarke Courier, 25 February 1875, p.3.

~rown, " Whipped," Clarke Courier, 13 April 1871 , p.3; and Crown, Clarke Courier, II January 1877,
p..>.
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political influence that violent crimes could.

32

Nelson played upon Conservatives fear of

black equality by portraying them as sexual predators. H istorian Laura Edwards found
that Democrats in Granville County, North Carolina, used a similar strategy. Courts
prosecuted cases of black-white rape before the Civil War, but it was not until
Reconstruction that their details became public.

33

Rape remained a private family matter

for elites, as public knowledge damaged family prestige by suggesting the patriarch could
not protect their dependents. 34 Public cases were always between blacks and poor white
women. Writing about the alleged rape of poor white women helped Conservatives make
a concerted appeal to the sensibilities of white Republicans and election abstainers.
Conservatives used rape cases "as an allegory of Reconstruction," blaming not the black
perpetrator, but " Yankee meddling in [Southern] affairs."
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The historian Bertram

Wyatt-Brown notes that "a male's moral bearing resided not in him alone, but also in his
women ' s standing. To attack his wife, mother, or sister was to assault the man
himself." 36 When the Clarke Courier reported crimes against white women, white men
were sure to pay close attention. Protecting family, and especially the virtue of white
womanhood, was a patriarchal responsibility that Southern men took very seriously.
The earliest volumes of the Clarke Courier support the idea that Conservatives
used cases of rape as political tools. Table 2.2 demonstrates that in 1869 alone the
newspaper publi shed 16 articles in which black men were accused of rape. Nelson used
more stories about black rapists in that first year of publication than the combined
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number of reports in the next seven years between 1870 and 1876. Interracial violence
was rare in Clarke County while Nelson edited the Clarke Courier, with only one
37

incidence, an attempted rape, to incite local indignation.

To compensate perhaps,

Nelson looked to regional and national reports of rape and murder to arouse fear. 38 The
distri bution of 1869 rape cases reported was almost exclusively from Virginia,
Pennsylvania, and Maryland and invariably describes the rape of a young girl, usually
around thirteen years of age, who was allegedly "outraged" by one or two black men.
Combined with reports of 13 murders committed by black men over the course of that
year, Nelson used the Clarke Courier to create the impression that whites were under
siege. The series of stories on rape, from Stafford and Loudoun counties, and also from
Lexington, and Alexandria, Virginia bombarded the moral sensibilities of subscribers. 39
The worst was the "negro quarter" of Washington City, which alone had 200 unsolved
murders between 1865 and 1869. 40 It was a "Nest of Murderers," unsafe for white men
and ce11ainly white women to casually pass through. 4 1 Lest whites in Clarke County not
take the black "menace" seriously, the June 23, 1869 issue warned readers to exerci se
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caution due to the increase in rape, as they were "almost invariably committed by
,42

negroes.

Table 2.2

Reports ofAlleged Rap es by African Americans in the Clarke Courier, 1869-1877
1869
0
16
16

Clarke
National
Total

1870
1
3
4

1871
0
4
4

1872
1

1
2

1873
0
2
2

1874
0
0
0

1875
0

,.,

.)

3

1876
0
2
2

1877
0
7
7

Total
2
38
40

The preponderance of rape cases reported in the 1869 Clarke Courier was not
without a publi shed editorial response. Nelson wrote the October 27 issue in support of
vigilante lynch mobs, noting,
We are in a measure remitted to our natural self-defence, as 4,000,000 of
[the] semi-savages have been turned loose on us, with nothing but the
weak restraints necessary to an advanced civilization ... There is but one
preliminary necessary in these [rape] cases, that is identification of the
43
perpetrator, then should follow vengeance, terrible, swift, and certain.
The use of "semi-savage" here is particularly evocative with its implication that African
Americans, freed from the paternal guidance of their slave masters, were not civilized
enough for the responsibilities of freedom. Overw helmed, Nelson suggested that there
really was no alternative to vigilante justice. Due process and trial by jury were too slow,
and although likely to find accused African American men guilty, there was always the
outside possibility of an acquittal or appeal to a higher court to prolong or prevent proper
revenge.
What Nelson accomplished by publishing numerous rape-related articles, he also
achieved w ith news briefs on lynching. Six articles regarding mob violence against
42
43
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African Americans (including his endorsement) appear in the Clarke Courier between
1869 and 1870. Nelson left little to interpretation with a byline of "As It Should Be" for
the report of an August 1869 hanging of two alleged black rapists in nearby Front Royal,
Virgini a. 44 Taken from jail between "one and two o'clock in the morning," the local
"community" hanged the prisoners. Although Nelson devoted only a sentence to
summarize the incident, he chose hi s words carefully. The lynching party was not a few
angry relatives or a shrouded mob, but, he wrote, a local "community." Paired with the
title "As It Should Be," this was a powerful warning to local African Americans. The
Jack of public outcry in the Courier to the story suggests tacit community support for the
action in Front Royal. The historian George C. Rabie noted in his research that "vigilante
hangings occurred because peaceful citizens welcomed or at least did not oppose them."

45

He also found that white mobs sometimes lynched blacks for insults or a lack of
deference, far Jess heinous crimes than rape. Whereas Nelson aimed articles on African
American rapists at his white audience, coverage of lynching sought to intimidate blacks.
Even though there was not a lynching in Clarke County, possession of full Constitutional
rights, including the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, likely offered little more
than paper protection to African Americans from an unpredictable and menacing threat.
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Table 2.3

Reports ofMob Violence against African Americans in the Clarke Courier, 1869-1877

C larke
National
Total

1869
0
5
5

1870
0
1
1

1871
0

1872
0
0
0

1873
0
0
0

1874
0
2
2

1875
0
5
5

1876
0
1

1877
0
6
6

Total
0
21
21

In the context of their criminality, Nelson often printed editorial brevities with
details of African Americans attaining high political office. Between January and March
1870, for instance, Nelson noted the election of black Mississippian Hiram R. Revels
(1822-190 1) to the United States Senate, the service of six African Americans in the
Virginia Legislature, and the appointment of a black judge in Alabama.

47

While the

editorial acknowledgement of black political success had the potential to empower local
African Americans, it was also a clear warning that a lack of Conservative cohesion
could lead to a lost election.
African American leadership was also occasionally a coup in disguise for the

Clarke Courier when those politicians made mistakes or got in trouble with the law. For
instance, the black sheriff in Essex County, Virginia defaulted on a $500 loan and Surry
48

representative William H. Andrews faced charges of perjury .

The indictment of South

Carolina Governor Franklin J. Moses, Jr. (1838-1906) on charges of" breach of trust and
larceny" offered the most convincing evidence to Conservatives that African Americans
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were unfit for political office. 49 Nelson gladly reported these stories whenever they
arose.
Conservatives in Clarke County made an exception for the few black voters who
cast their ballot for the Conservative ticket. Trying to get African Americans to join the
Conservatives, though it annoyed traditionalists, was a common party strategy throughout
Reconstruction. Conservative appeals to black voters were a tacit acknowledgement of
the power of the Radicals. Each African American that joined the Conservatives was
swallowed up and incapacitated as a Radical threat. As the minority to begin with, each
black vote that went Conservative diminished the power of African American voters
overall.
Nelson searched for ways in the Clarke Courier to entice African Americans to
vote as Conservatives from the beginning. Answering his own rhetorical question, "Can
the negro vote be made available in the interest of the Conservative party," Nelson
suggested using the forthcoming 1869 election to see if "once [he] gets into the way of
voting with us, and against the scamps who have been controlling him heretofore, it will
not be so difficult to control him in the future." 50 Nelson did not ascribe black voters any
agency, preferring to consider them as mindless pawns in a game of chess between
Republicans and Conservatives. A few African Americans voted with the Conservatives
for their own reasons, but they did so at considerable ri sk. Black Radical Republicans
sometimes ostracized Conservative African Americans, beating them up for voting
against the majority. According to the Clarke Courier, a 106-year old Clarke County
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Crown, "South Carolina," Clarke Courier, 28 May 1874, p.2. Crown false ly reported Moses to be a
black man when in fact he was white. Few readers in Clarke County were likely to pick up on the mistake,
~~1d most probably took the article at face value.
Nelson, Clarke Courier, 2 June 1869, p.2.
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black man Peter Mott (c.l765-187 l) received death threats from local African Americans
1

after voting Conservative in the July 1869 gubernatorial election.5 The Clarke Courier
was keen to note the hypocrisy that newly enfranchised African Americans would
intimidate another member of their race because he voted differently. Black Radical
Republican condescension mattered little in county elections because there were so few
black Conservatives. For instance, the November 13, 1873 Clarke Courier named the
only five African Americans who voted for the Conservative gubernatorial candidate.

52

Nelson reserved his most fiery racial rhetoric until the campaign periods of
political elections. Political control, as established earlier, was never a sure thing, so the

Clarke Courier spared no effort to make sure that voters were given reasons to elect
Conservative candidates. The body of articles amassed in the Clarke Courier, perhaps
even more than the campaign rhetoric itself, was what Nelson depended upon to create
the political capital amongst Conservative-leaning voters to get them to vote. Ideally, the
language Nelson used during elections was just the icing on the cake.
For instance, during the 1869 election he asked, " White men of Clarke, are you
willing to have the negro as a social equal and associate of yourselves, your wives, your
sons and your daughters?" 53 The language Nelson chose was particularly provocative in
the light of frequent Courier articles regarding cases of white female rape. Voting for the
Radical Republicans no longer became just a political decision. Nelson made it a
question of a man' s status as a gentleman and his family responsibility. Social equality
51
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for African Americans would give blacks, potential rapists and criminals, according to
the Courier, access to white families. White men had to vote Conservative "so as to
secure white supremacy" for themselves and their "children."

54

The alternative, losing

their fami ly and honor, was not an option.
Nelson appealed to voters to stop and consider the intellect and ulterior motives of
the Radical Republicans. He reminded Conservatives that blacks lacked the "sense,
character, and political principle to represent the white people of Clarke" and that a
"League" of black men, scalawags and carpetbaggers "conspir[ed] against the white race;
against the peace and dignity of the State ... to bring Virginia into the condition of
Tennessee and Arkansas . .. [and] put the negro above the white man. "

55

Even more

forebod ing, what would happen in the judiciary "with a Radical Judge on the Bench and a
negro jury before whom cases are to be tried[?]"56 Poorly educated and hardly civilized,
there was little chance a black jury could be objective and give a white man a fair
opportunity to win his case, Nelson believed. For all these reasons, white men had a
"duty ... to register and vote" to prevent the travesty of African American political
representation from happening.
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Nelson' s hard work was put to the test during the July 1869 gubernatorial
election. The ensuing results both demonstrated progress in Nelson's efforts to
encourage white supremacy in Clarke County, but also illustrated the turmoil generated
by the alliance of the state party' s alliance with Walker's True Republicans and appeals
for black voters: At the state level, Gilbert C. Walker defeated Henry H. Wells by
54
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eighteen thousand votes to become Governor, and validated Conservative strategists'
decision to align with the "True Republicans." That fall , with a moderate majority in the
General Assembly, Virginia ratified the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. A few
months later, on January 26, 1870, Congress ended military reconstruction and
readmitted Virginia with full privileges. Although Virginians had to abide by the
Constitutional amendments now, Congress got rid of the test oath and Confederate
restrictions. Conservatives were now free to govern Virginia as they pleased.

Table 2.4
Election Results fo r Governor in Virg inia, 1869

Party
Conservative
Republican
Total

Candidate
Walker
Wells

Virginia
Votes
119,535
101 ,204
220,739

Clarke County
%
Votes
699
61
453
39
1,152

%
54
46

Even though Nelson was probably pleased that Clarke County' s Conservative
victory was seven percent better than the 54 percent majority that voted for Conservatives
statewide, the fact that nearly 20 percent of voters did not participate in the election at all
was likely troubling. There were 1,449 registered voters in 1869- 961 of them white and
60

488 of them black- but only 1,152 voters participated. If the paucity of African
American Conservative voters in 1873 is any indication of how many there were in 1869,
it is likely that almost all 699 Conservative voters were white. Even if every eligible
white man voted in the election (which seems unlikely), there were at least 191
58
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participating black voters. Who were the missing voters? In Nelson's estimation, they
were not poor whites up in the Blue Ridge Mountains. He defended Clarke County
whites from "The Mountain" after a Radical Republican candidate claimed that the
combination of their vote and that of the county's black population would seal the
election for the Republicans. Nelson wrote that
with all deference to Messierus [sic] Scalawag and Carpet Bagger, we
think they will find themselves mistaken in their estimate of the mountain
population of this county .. . [They] compare favorably for thrift,
intelligenc\patriotism, and honesty with any other average population of
the country.
Some of the missing voters were undoubtedly African Americans. As likely however,
those not voting in the 1869 election were Nelson's peers, traditionalist Conservative
white planters and professionals who refused to align themselves with a Republican,
African American suffrage candidate.
While the non-participation of so many white voters during the 1869 election for
Governor in Clarke County foreshadowed difficulties for the 1870 county election,
Gilbert C. Walker's problems as Governor right out of the gate were also to blame.
Although the True Republicans created the Walker ticket, the base of his support were
the moderates in the much larger Conservative party. Walker and other True Republicans
were insecure about how much real power they would wield within the new government,
and set about forming the Walker Party to consolidate their political position separate
from the Conservatives. The creation of the new party leaked to the Conservative press,
however, and the Conservative party leadership denied True Republicans decision-
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making powers and then expelled them from the party altogether.

62

This left Governor

Walker without a party and he declared himself an Independent dedicated to the newly
ratified state constitution during his first speech before the General Assembly.

63

Rootless, most True Republicans changed their party affiliation to the Conservatives,
while a few returned to the Republican party. Though Walker recovered from the
disastrous early days of his Governorship and officially joined the Conservative party in
August, 1870, the damage was done.
The attempt to form the Walker Party by True Republicans threw the organization
ofthe Conservative party into disarray through 1870 as the Conservative leadership
contemplated abandoning the "new movement" and merging with the remnants of the
Democrats to form a new white supremacy party. The November 1870 election for the
U.S. House of Representatives reflected the chaos within the Conservative party. The
Conservative electorate fractured as some Conservatives ran against their own party as
Independents. Although the party beat the Republicans in the total popular vote, it was
only by 2,23 9 votes. Republicans got the last laugh however, as they won eight of the 11
seats contested.

64

The questions surrounding the Conservative party in 1870 were not absent from
Clarke County either. Nelson noted in a late May 1870 article that there were
Conservatives running against each other in the coming election for township officers and
that it was up to voters to choose "according to their selective bias." Even with
Conservative competition, Nelson remained confident that white candidates would
prevail. He wrote later in the article that " We have such an overwhelming majority of
62

63
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whites in this county that all we have to do is to say that it shall be a white man's
county," and it would be.

65

Elections results for Conservatives in Clarke County were better than the
statewide average, but only marginally so. The June ballot for township officers had
1,270 registered voters, about half of whom the newspaper speculated to be African
American. In a major setback, a "Black Republican" won the Supervisor office in
Nelson's hometown ofMillwood. 66 Nelson lamented that the Radical Republicans had
"routed horse foot and dragoons" the Democrats in Chapel Township and nearly so in
competition at Long Marsh Township for the same position. The loss left Nelson
exasperated by the lack of Conservative political organization in the county. He wrote
that "if the Conservatives do not organize the negroes will control the county" and that
"Conservatives have to organize or be defeated; the choice is plainly before them."
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The target of Nelson's ire here was the elite and middle class traditionalist Conservative
men of Clarke County, who still refused to engage Conservatives that willingly supported
Walker. Also in the crosshairs were the poor whites of"the mountain population," that
Nelson had praised a year earlier. Now he attributed Radical Republican victory in
Millwood to those same "mountain friends, who fo r some cause, we are unwilling to
believe that it was a tendency to Radicalism, chose to give the colored brethren a triumph
over their own people in that township." 68 Nelson attempted to defuse the situation by
labeling the vote an aberration, but instead conveyed hi s incredulity at the extent of
Conservative disunity that would allow such a breach of the political order.
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Figure 3. Voting Districts and Population Centers in Clarke County, Virginia.
(3) PeopleGIS, "Clarke County, Virginia,'· 2010, online at http://rnapsonli ne.net/clarkecounty/ (accessed 9 May 20 10). This map shows the current ali gnment of
Clarke County's votinA districts. Ahhough th e names re main the same. it is unclear whether the district lines have shifted since the 1870s or not.

The county results for November 1870 Congressional election must have been a
moderate reassurance, as the Conservative candidate persevered and beat out both the
Independent and the Radical Republican challengers. Even though the Conservative
party won by the slim margin of only 118 votes, Nelson used the victory to encourage
whites who voted for the Independent ticket to join the Conservative party. He wrote that
"Gentlemen run on Independent tickets under the delusion that they can split the negro
vote, when the negroes would not ' touch them with a ten foot pole."' Whites voting for
Independents therefore accomplished nothing but taking up important white votes. The
only way to "drive a wedge into [the Radical ' s] compact organization ... is to beat them
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for everything at every election; ask them no favors, and make no concessions, but beat
them, and disappointment will do what reason and persuasion never will."

69

Table 2.5
ELection Results for the U.S. House of Representatives in Clarke County, Virginia, 1870.
0

Party
Conservative
Republican
Independent
Total

Candidate
Harris
Gray
Reynolds

Clarke Count/
Votes
%
479
46
361
35
194
19
1,034

11

Sixth District
Votes
%
7,006
49
2,626
18
4,591
32
14,223

The limited Republican victory of June 1870, as well as the sharp decline in voter
turnout and the large number of Independent voters in November 1870 presented
significant challenges to the Conservative party in Clarke County as the new year
dawned. Only 1,034 citizens voted for the U.S. House of Representatives candidates,
representing a ten percent decline compared to the 1869 election and a 19 percent decline
compared to June 1870. The restoration of white supremacy in Clarke County was not
going as smoothly as Nelson and fellow Conservatives hoped. Every step forward
seemed to incur two steps back. 72 And the lack of white voting cohesion, ironically, was
not so much the fault of small farmers and "the mountain people" as it was the elite
planters and professionals (the traditionalists) that made up the highest echelons of Clarke
County. If Conservatives in Clarke County and in the state were to remain in power
much longer, they needed to solidify white support, and fast.
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CHAPTER III
THE HARBINGER OF WHITE SUPREMACY:
THE CLA RKE COURIER, 1871-1879
Moderate white voting majorities in Virginia throughout Reconstruction could
overcome the threat of African Americans voting as a bloc for the Radical Republicans.
However, the lack of white voting cohesion between 1865 and 1870 bolstered black
prospects of political success each year. Judicial rights, voting rights, limited political
representation, and free wage labor for African Americans were aspects of the New South
which many Virginians eventually tolerated and even approved.' White disunity,
however, p01tended black political ascendancy and consequently enforced social
equality. Conservatives recognized that once African Americans became Governors and
Congressmen and achieved social and political equality, it was unlikely they would ever
willingly give it back.

It was with this understanding, and the ominous signals emanating from the 1870
elections, that Clarke County's Conservative party newspaper, the Clarke Courier,
changed hands. William N. Nelson sold the newspaper to John 0. Crown in the winter of
1870, turning over editorial duties to the new owner on December 14, 1870?
Though also an impassioned Conservative, the task of editing the Clarke Courier
was different for Crown. He published the same incendiary stories about blacks, but
without the same sense of urgency apparent in Nelson's editing. Crown used
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Crown ( 1838- 1899) was a Maryland native and Confederate cavalryman during the Civil War. He edited
the newspaper until his death in 1899. See Mary T . Morris, Clarke County Historical Association catalog
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inflam matory writing as a way to remind Clarke County citizens of the existing social
and political landscape, though he was not about utilizing the sheer intimidation Nelson
imposed with his choice of harsh and polarizing language. Crown employed a mix of
Nelson's and his own editorial strategies to help eliminate white disunity and solidify the
Conservative voting constituency in Clarke County. And they both demonized blacks,
for political advantage.

Figure 4. John Oliver Crown, Editor and Proprietor, 1870-1899.
(4) L. P. Spinner, ..John 0 . Crown,.. I 890, Clarke County 1-/istonca/ Association catalog record 1947.00290.2 12, onlin e at http://clarkecounty.pastperfect·

online.com/3 1 579q~i/ mwe b.exe?request=record; id= EB5E 14B3-57E8· 4A28-9909·006425205366;type= 102 (accessed April

19. 2009). Print ed with permission of

1he Clarke County Historical Association.

Crown took up editing the Clarke Courier at a crucial time in the development of
the Conservative party. The sting of the loss to Republicans in Millwood was still fresh
and the organization of the Conservative party in question. How would the party
recover? It was up to Crown to answer this question, as the memory of the consequences
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of poor Conservative organization engendered a determined response. Crown marshaled
whites with a mix of negative press against Radical Republicans- reprints of Democratic
speeches and platforms and editorials championing Conservative positions whilst
deriding the fitness of the opposition.
One thing that did not alter much with the change in editors were the reports of
black criminality. Stories of rape, murder and petty crime remained useful tools to
denigrate the social, political and intellectual competence of African Americans in the
eyes of Clarke County's white voters. Table 3.1 shows that Crown reported the petty
crimes of African Americans much more frequently than Nelson. There were, on
average, 15 articles per year under Crown ( 1871-1877) and only about 10 articles per
year during the editorship of Nelson ( 1869-1870).

Table 3. 1
Reports ofAlleged Petty Crimes Committed by African Americans in the Clarke Courier,
1869-1877*

1869
Clarke
National
Total

2
5
7

1870
3
9
12

1871
11
5
16

1872
5
6
11

1873
4
7
11

1874
7
6
13

1875
9
11
20

1876
5
9
14

1877
13
9

22

Total
59
67
126

*An imal Cruelty, Arson, Assault, Blackmail, Bribery, Burglary/Theft, Debt, Disorderly Conduct,
Embezzlement, Forgery, Intoxication, Jailbreak, Lack of a Liquor License, Perjury, Railroad Obstruction,
Squatting.

There was a similar, albeit much smaller, transition between Nelson and Crown in
the reporting of violent crimes. Table 3.2 shows that on average there were eight articles
per year between 187 1 and 1873 that reported the alleged rape or murder of a white
person by an African American. This was consistent with the statistics for 1870 (ten), but
sti ll far below 1869 (twenty-nine). The decline, particularly in the cases of black male
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rape of white women was not, however, indicative of a nationwide decline in rape or
even a shifting of the Clarke Courier' s priorities. The statistics for 1874 to 1877
illustrate that Crown reported African American violent crimes only when it was
politically expedient. The average number of violent crimes reported in the Clarke
Courier during this four-year period was 11 , an average increase of three per year. This

rise coincided with national political controversies regarding the Civil Rights Act (18741875), the Presidential Election (1875-1876), the end of Congressional Reconstruction
( 1877) and the local crisis of the county Democratic Party ( 1877). It was at these times,
when the African American vote was the greatest threat to local Conservative power, that
Crown published the most incendiary stories?

Table 3.2
Rep orts of Alleged Violent Crimes (Rape and Murder) by African Americans in the
Clarke Courier, 1869-1877

Clarke
National
Total

1869
4
25
29

1870
5
5
10

1871
2
5
7

1872
2
7
9

1873
1
8
9

1874
3
8
11

1875
2
6
8

1876
7
7
14

1877
0
11
11

Total
26
82
108

Although Crown adopted Nelson's strategy for reporting African American
lawlessness, he charted his own course for how the Courier would report politics. The
Clarke Courier under John 0 . Crown confronted readers with the woes of Radical

Reconstruction in the Deep South, compared to the relative tranquility in Virginia,
helping them to see secondhand the potential implications of black leadership. Whether
3

See John 0. Crown, " Lynch Law in Martinsburg," Clarke Courier, 20 August 1874, p.2 ; Crown, " Rape,
Sui cide, and Lync hing," Clarke Courier, I April 1875, p.2 ; Crown, "The Lynching of Simms," Clarke
Courier, 24 June 1875, p.2; Crown, " An Awful Expiation," Clarke Courier, 16 August 1877, p.2; Crown,
" Hung in A Church," Clarke Courier, 27 September 187l, p.3 ; and Crown, " Lynch Law," Clarke Courier,
13 December 1877, p.2.
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it was corruption in the South Carolina Legislature or race riots in Louisiana and
Mississippi, Crown's writing demonstrated to Conservatives the real benefits of white
4

supremacy and Democratic rule in Virginia.

Crown used this strategy to great political effect beginning in the spring of 1871 .
An article reprinted from the Richmond Whig noted " competition" between six states to
lodge thirty thousand occupying soldiers. It reported that Federal troops were "the only
escape from the insufferable tyranny and oppression of negro and carpetbag rule. What a
commentary on Republican Government!"5 This article suggested to Clarke County
readers that whatever their troubles, Virginians led by Conservatives were in much better
shape than the rest of the South. Implicit in accounts of Deep South political turmoil was
the rhetorical question: why flirt with Radical Republican political power in Virginia
when all it created elsewhere was trouble? "Home rule" ensured a "free" Virginia.
While details of troubling events happening outside ofVirginia reminded voters
that Conservative leadership was the only thing preventing them from that fate, white
Virginians were also cognizant that the party claiming to be the state's savior was at that
same moment on the precipice of disintegration. The fragility of the Conservative Party
could not have inspired much confidence in their ability to govern Virginia. There must
have been a modicum of surprise for Clarke County's Radicals voters, who came so close
to winning in 1870 and who now opposed a Conservative party that appeared to be on the
brink, when they lost the 1871 elections for General Assembly handily.

4

. Nelson had hin ted at thi s as early as June 1869 when he warned that the rule of black Rad ical Republicans
m the state threatened " to bring Virginia into the conditi on of Tennessee and Arkansas." See Nelson, "The
~eague," Clarke Courier, 23 June 1869, p.2.
_
"Calling for Troops," Richmond Whig, republished in Crown, Clarke Courier, 18 May 1871 , p.2.
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The event most responsible for the overnight resurgence of the Conservative Party
was the August 30, 1871 Conservative Convention. The meeting marked the first time
since 1868 that a large number of traditionalist Conservatives collaborated in the political
process with the " new movement" Conservatives. Two of the traditionalists' biggest
sticking points, the Underwood Constitution and African American suffrage, had by now
been law for almost two years. There was no point, many realized, to keep fighting
something they could not change. Convention participants decided that there would be
no platform for 1871 , Virginia's stability compared to the rest of the South speaking for
itself. They framed the election for voters simply as "Conservative or Radical control?"

6

Even with reconciliation between Conservative factions, the election results sent
mixed signals about the state of white Conservative unity in the county. On the one hand,
the Conservative candidates for the Senate and House of Delegates received more votes
than the Congressional candidate had in 1870. These numbers trend well with the effects
of the convention, suggesting an influx of traditionalist voters. On the other hand, total
participation continued to drop from the 1869-levels (there were nearly 200 more votes
cast in 1869 and almost 100 more in 1870). Crown, like Nelson before him, struggled to
convince poor whites about the importance of their vote. With nothing but their farms
and their families, poor whites had little in common with Clarke County Conservatives.
Crown could not win poor whites without racial political appeals. It would take more
than the threat of Radical political power for Crown to mobilize this population against
Afri can Americans.

6

Jack P. Maddex, Jr., The Virginia Conservatives, 1867-1879: A Study in Reconstruction Politics (Chapel
Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1970), pp.l 01-102.
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Table 3.3
Comparison of 1870 and 1871 Results for U.S. House of Representatives and Virginia
Senate Elections in Clarke County, Virginia

Party
Conservative
Republican
independent
Total

1870
U.S House ofRepresentatives
%
Votes
Candidate
46
479
Harri s
35
361
Gray
19
194
Reynolds
1,034

1871
State Senate
Votes
Candidate
501
Ward
186
Beecher
272
Ware
959

%

52

20
28

Following the marginal success of the 1871 election, Crown continued his
emphasis on the potential of external unrest to upset Virginia's political peacefulness. He
selected a March 1872 story from the New York Tribune on South Carolina to
demonstrate the ongoing danger of African-American political power. The article began
by noting that only 13 delegates in the entire 124-person body of the Legislature were
white. It then argued that blacks were unfit to govern not only because they were
"thieves and miscreants," but also because they were "bought and sold like cattle in the
market." Led by such "ignorant" people, the Tribune correspondent James S. Pike (1811 1882) asked, " What is the average property-holding citizen to do?" Oppressively taxed
and unable to escape due to a depressed real estate market, "the white minority in South
9

Carolina" were broken, " their spirit ... gone out." The control of African-American
delegates in South Carolina confirmed to Clarke Courier readers that the threat of black
Radical Republicans would not manifest itself with a seat or two in the Virginia
Nelson, " Victory," Clarke Courier, 9 November 1870, p.2; and Abstract of 1870 vote for Un ited States
House of Representatives, Clarke County, Virginia, Election Record No. 107, Box 80, Secretary of
Commonwea lth Records, Library of Virginia.
8 Crown, "The Election," Clarke Courier, 9 November 187 1, p.2; and Abstract of 187 1 votes for Virginia
House of Delegates and Senate, Clarke County, Virginia, Election Record No.3 , Box 2, Secretary of
fommo nwea lth Records, Library of Virginia.
James S. Pike, "A State in Ruins," New York Tribune, republished in Crown, Clarke Courier, 2 1 March
1872, p. l.

7
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Legislature, but rather a near clean sweep of representation. By publishing this article,
Crown reminded Clarke County voters that they could not let African Americans even
get their foot in the door.
Crown used the example of recent Radical success in neighboring North Carolina
to remind Clarke County whites throughout the 1872 electoral season that they needed to
vote. The week before the election, an article in the Clarke Courier noted with disdain
that North Carolina, restored from Radical rule in 1870 like Virginia, had "only two years
later" lost "all they then gained, the radical candidate for Governor carrying the State at
the last election." 10 The lack of white voter turnout, the article reiterated, was the
downfall of the Democratic ticket.
The threat of bl ack Republicans was also a convenient way for Crown to dissuade
local Conservatives from thinking about voting for Republican Ulysses S. Grant in the
forthcoming Presidential election. Even though the Conservative delegates attended the
Democratic Presidential convention and officially promised their support for the Horace
Greeley ticket, many Conservative traditionalists could not stomach voting for the
notorious "antislavery crusader." While some held out for a " straight-out" Democratic
candidate more to their liking, others, like the famous Colonel John S. Mosby (183319 16) decided that Grant was preferable and voted for him.

11

As it turned out, Conservative concerns about the influence traditionalists like
Mosby could have in Clarke County's proved unfounded. Grant won the Presidential
election, but the Conservative party won by a comfortable margin in the county. This
was the fi rst year since 1869 that voter participation stabilized compared to the previous

'oc rown, ,' Negro Rule," Clarke Courier, 3 1 Oc tober 1872, p.2.
11

Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), pp. 133- 134.
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year and that there was not an independent candidate in the election. The two-party
election demonstrates that after two years of partisanship and one year of reconciliation
between traditionalists and "new movement" Conservatives, the factions that party
members clung to early in Reconstruction were perhaps finally coming together.

Table 3.4
Results for Presidential Election in Clarke County, Virginia, 1872 12
Party
Democrat
Republican
Total

Candidate
Greeley
Grant

Votes
600
372
972

%
62
38

The following year, the 1873 gubernatorial election bore witness to the growing
cohesion in the Conservative party. General James L. Kemper (1823-1895) won the
Conservative nomination and moderate Robert W. Hughes (1821-1901) the Republican
nomination. Both parties, in an appeal to the widest possible constituency of voters,
campaigned on similar "new movement" -like moderate platforms that emphasized
progress and the funding of the public school system, and minimized the issue of race.
Unlike the previous gubernatorial election, however, traditionalist Conservatives
supported Kemper, even as he declared himself for equal civil rights and other measures
designed to encourage blacks to vote Conservative. 13 While part of traditionalist
acquiescence to Kemper' s moderation derived from the good will generated at the 1871
Conservative convention, traditionalists also thought that the Conservative platform was
watered down and did not reflect Kemper or the party's real feelings on black social and
political equality.
12
13

Crown, " The Election in C larke County," Clarke Courier 7 November 1872, p.2.
Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), pp.l 08-1 09.
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The latter was certainly the case for Crown. With the growing increase in the
numbers of Conservative voters and the party's continued success, Crown continued his
wi nning formula of maligning the alleged excesses of Radicals outside of Virginia in
1873. One of his targets was South Carolina. The state of affairs there reflected broader
sentiments of disgust with African American rule found in other parts of the Deep South.
Crown published excerpts from a Louisiana letter sent to the New York World in early
1873 that mirrored Pike's assessment of South Carolina. The author derided the
competency of the black and carpet-bagger Radical Republican legislators and compared
their leadership to "an exhibition of baboons aping the proceedings of a legislative
assembly." 14 The animalistic portrayal of Louisiana blacks reminded white readers that
even leading African Americans were sub-human puppets of northern and scalawag
Radical Republicans. It was also a means to devalue the lives of blacks and perhaps
helped whites rationalize the lynching of black men and incidents like the Colfax
Massacre.
Reported on by the Clarke Courier in the spring of 1873, the Colfax Massacre
began in Colfax, Louisiana, when blacks took over the town, ransacked it, and then
barricaded themselves in the courthouse. Although "whites made every endeavor to
avoid bloodshed," white officials eventually decided to assault the courthouse on Easter
Sunday. In a four hour engagement, seventy-five blacks and one white died.

15

The

author of"The Louisiana War" suggested that an interracial conflict of this magnitude
14

" Loui siana Accepts the Situation," New York World, republished in Crown, Clarke Courier, 16 January
1873, p.2. This article, like Pike's "A State in Ruins," also noted the effects of Radical Republican taxation
on property. The author c laimed to speak for most people in Louisiana when he wrote that "To hold
property is to be taxed to death by our African American communists." In the face of black political and
economic domination, it was best to "accept the s ituation- by surrendering in despair and going into
exile."
15
"The Loui siana War," New York Worli republished in Crown, Clarke Courier, I May 1873, p. l .
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was " inevitable" in light of local tensions.

16

Crown, however, came to a different

conclusion and attributed the final result to the ineptitude of the Federal government. If
Louisiana were state-run, African Americans would never be in the position to wield the
insurrectionary power exhibited in Colfax.

17

The contrast between Conservative state leadership and Federal governmental
policy likely struck a chord with the readership of the Clarke Courier because it
substantiated everything that Crown was publishing. In light of the social and political
turmoil in Louisiana, Conservative political control of Virginia was now more necessary
than ever. Crown was not the only Virginian to recognize the significant difference
between Virginia and other southern states.
Kemper echoed Crown's fears throughout his campaign. At a campaign event in
Richmond, Kemper reminded the audience that "The contest in Virginia was to keep the
power of the States from being wrested from the hands that now held it and placed in the
incompetent hands of negroes." 18 He qualified the relative calm in Virginia by reminding
his audience that in South Carolina and Mississippi, " negroes were supreme," and those
states suffered from carpetbagger and scalawag exploitation. He asked audiences
whether the Virginia "man [was] willing to accept such a fate for his State?" 19 Crown's
inclusion of the speech impressed upon readers the danger blacks and their Radical
16

lbid.
Crown, " Riot in Louisiana," Clarke Courier, 24 April 1873, p.2. Recent scholarship reveals that the
accounts published by the Clarke Courier were inaccurate. The Colfax Massacre occurred April 13, 1873.
The African Americans in the courthouse did not invade or ransack the town, but rather amassed there in
response to the report of armed white vigilantes being nearby. Those in the courthouse were unarmed and
there to support the Republican Party's claim to victory over the Fusionist Party in the November 1872
elections for Governor. When armed white men asked the blacks barricaded inside the courthouse to
surrender, they refused. The white mob torched the building, shooting and burning between 62 and 8 1
African Americans. See Charles Lane, The Day Freedom Died: The Colfax Massacre, The Supreme Court,
and The Betrayal of Reconstruction (New York: Henry Holt, 2008), pp.9- 15, 20-22.
18
Crown, " Speech of General Kemper " Clarke Courier, 4 September 1873, p. l.
19
1bid.
17
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Republican allies posed. African Americans, Crown suggests, had "secret organizations,
where the members ... are drilled to oppose the election of any man to office who is
20

supported by the whites."

The 1873 gubernatorial election was a resounding victory for Virginia's
Conservative Party. Kemper won the Governorship by a statewide majority of more than
27,000 votes and Conservative delegates collected the majority of the contested seats in
the General Assembly. 21 Local results mirrored the statewide trend and demonstrated
that Crown continued to superbly manipulate Clarke County whites' fear of the instability
outside ofVirginia. While the net number ofvoters dropped by 53 compared to 1872,
Kemper polled an impressive 77 percent of the county's voting electorate. The most
significant statistic of the 1873 election was not in the printed returns, but the fact that
Crown noted that only five African Americans in the whole county voted for the
Conservatives. 22 Based on this information, Table 3.5 shows that there were 104 whites
who voted for the Conservatives in 1873 that did not vote for them in 1872. While the
numbers do not definitively answer whether these newly minted Conservatives were
disaffected Republicans or whites voting for the first time, this increase in Conservative
white voters suggests that Crown was affecting the voting behavior of blacks and whites.

20

Crown, Clarke Courier, 30 October 1873 , p.2.
Maddex, Jr., The Virginia Consen!.atives, 1867- 1879 ( 1970), p.ll 0.
22
Crown, Clarke Courier, 13 November 1873, p.3 .
21
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Table 3.5

Comparison of Results for 1872 Presidential and 1873 Gubernatorial Elections in Clarke
County, Virginia

Party
Democrat
Conservative
Republican
Total

1872
President
Votes
Candidate
600
Greeley
372
972

Grant

%
62

38

1873
Governor
Candidate
Votes
Kemper
Hughes

709
2 10
919

%
77
23

Despite his anti-black campaign rhetoric, and to the surprise of traditionalists,
Kemper seriously embraced "new movement" Conservatism' s toleration of African
American political rights. In his inaugural address, Kemper stressed the triumph of race
relations in Virginia compared to elsewhere. In a section entitled " The Government of
the Races," Kemper summarized the South's race problems and the novel and thus far
successful Virginian solution. The dilemma, he stated, was how to "establish enduring
peace, order, justice and prosperity" between blacks and whites "dissimilar in
intell igence ... and other characteristics" and yet possessed of equal political rights.
Kemper's answer was twofold. First, Virginia had to maintain funding for free public
education, as obligated by the 1870 Constitution. Second, white Virginians would assert a
paternal influence to help blacks " develop" their " best qualities" and "shielding" them
from "the devices of the vicious." Only these actions could establish "mutual trust and
25

common interests between the races."

23

Crown, "The Election in Clarke County," Clarke Courier 7 November 1872, p.2.
Crown, " Clarke County Official," Clarke Courier, 13 November 1873, p.2; Abstract of 1873 vote fo r
Virgi ni a House of Delegates, Clarke County, Virgi nia, Elect ion Record No. 411, Box 276, Secretary of
~ommonwea lth Records, Library _of Virginia.
_s Crown, " Inaugural Message," CIarke Courier, 8 January 1874, p.2.

24
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Ironically, Kemper's inaugural address coincided with renewed Congressional
interest in what would eventually become the Civil Rights Act of 1875. Kemper' s
support for African-American political rights did not stretch so far as to support
extending them civil rights. "Henceforth" he said in a December, 1874 address to the
General Assembly, " let it be understood of all that the political equality ofthe races is
settled," but that "the social equali ty of the races is a settled impossibility." 26 When
Kemper talked of equal rights he meant only the economic and political "equality of
rights in the forms of law."

27

Crown agreed when he wrote that "there is . .. a very great

difference between civil and political liberty, j ust as there is a vast difference between
civil rights proper and some of those social ri ghts claimed by this bill." 28 Civil rights
meant integration and social equality, and that was something white Virginians would not
tolerate. Crown' s editing in 1874 responded to the Conservative outcry and the Clarke

Courier took up the aegis of opposition to the Civil Rights Bill to mobilize white support.
Black and white sentiments against the Civil Rights Bill and interracial conflict
like the Colfax Massacre in the Deep South gave Crown a wealth of material to rally
support for the Conservative party. The provision of the Civil Rights Bill that most
concerned Virginians was the integration of public schools. The Underwood Constitution
requi red the Commonwealth to fund free public education. Nowhere else in the country
was there a statewide program that offered to " impartially educate both races." 29 Black
voters in Louisa County "adopted resolutions pledging ... not to support any candidate for

26

Crown, "Governor' s Message," Clarke Courier, I 0 December 1874 , p.2.
Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), p. l 93. Kempe r took his opposition to the C ivil Ri ghts
Bill to the Ova l O ffice. In a January 1874 meet ing with President G rant, Kemper intimate d to the President
that if he opposed the civi l rights legis lation, the Conservat ive party woul d support the President if he chose
to run fo r a third term. See Ibid. , p.l 36.
28
Crown, "T he C ivil Rights Bill," Clarke Courier, 15 January 1874, p.2.
29
Crown, " A Colored Man on the Civi l Rights Bill," Clarke Courier, 4 June 1874, p.2.
27
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Congress who is not in favor of the Civil Rights Bill."

30

On the other hand, a black

Richmond minister came out against the bill because he feared that enactment would
eventually lead to the total dissolution of African-American educational opportunities.
Virginia already had a working system of public education, the minister noted and it was
clear to him "who will be the losers, the blacks or whites?'' if the Legislature had to
choose. 3 1 The black pastor posed a rhetorical question about mixed-race education,
asking, " how long would such a system be maintained in the fifteen ex-slave States?'' and
answered with the response that it would take " Just as long as would be required to go
through the forms of law to destroy it."

32

When it came to the "welfare" of the race, the

education of African American youth was far more important for the "future" than the
short-term benefits of civi l rights. The minister's fear translated literally to Clarke
County in December 1873, when the board of school trustees decided against building a
graded school house in Berryville, lest passage of the Civil Rights Bill made it integrated.
Crown wrote in response that if
the dictum of [Charles] Sumner in the matter of public education every
public school house in this State will pass into the hands of negroes, as the
white people will never consent to send their children to the same school
33
from which a colored child cannot be debarred entrance as a pupii.

~° Crown, Clarke Courier, 16 July 1874, p.2.
1

~ Crown, "A Colored Man on the Civil Rights Bill," Clarke Courier, 4 June 1874, p.2.
2
> lbid.
33
Crown, " Mr. Sumner Injuring the Cause of Public Ed ucation," Clarke Courier, I January 1874, p.l. The
1874 Virgin ia School Report stated the wh ite position even more bluntly, stating that " We mu st teach the
races in separate schools, or we must abandon public education ... [W]e wi ll educate the blacks in separate
schools, or we wi ll not educate them at a ll." See Virg inia School Report, 1874. Fourth Annual Report of

the Superintendent of Public instruction, for the Year Ending August 31, 1873; with Reports of the Virginia
Agricultural and Mechanical College, and Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Richmond: R.F.
Walker, Superinte ndent of Public Printing, 1874), Table No. 4, p.14 7.
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Fundi ng of African American schools was not equivalent to the support white schools
received, but at least it was something.

34

Crown capitalized on African-American opposition to integrated school s as a sign
that the alliance between black and white Radical Republicans was beginning to fail. He
agreed with the Richmond clergyman that mixed-raced schooling was a bad idea, but
inverted the logic to apply to white children. The Civil Rights Bill revealed that the
corrupting influence of Radical Republicans was not just political, but also had the
potential to endanger the education of Virginia' s white children. As early as 1871 there
were fears that if the Radical Republicans "obtain[ed] control ofthe General Assembly,"
as they had in states like Louisiana, " they will have Mixed Schools just as certainly as
day succeeds night." 35 With an already functional public school system in place and the
notion of blacks as sub-human "semi-savages" or "baboons," integration was something
Virginia Conservatives refused to contemplate.

36

Mixed schools, furthermore, would

"degrade [white men] and their children to the level of the colored race," which was
37

intolerable and unthinkable.

The contentiousness of the Civil Rights Bill further exasperated strained race
relations in the Deep South and Crown was keen to remind readers of the Clarke Courier
of the chaos in Radical Republican led states. He also noted supposed hypocrisy of the
Federal Government in its actions regarding interracial conflict. According to Crown, the
government ignored conflicts instigated by blacks, but imposed martial law on Louisiana

~ 4 Crown, " Mr. Sumner Injuring the Cause of Public Education," Clarke Courier, 1874 , p.l.
~ 5 Crown, " Do You Want Mixed Schools?," Clarke Courier, 2 November 187 1, p. l.
>

6

Nelson, " Lynch Law," Clarke Courier, 27 October 1869, p.2; and " Louisiana Accepts the Situat ion,"

~ew York World, republished in Crown, Clarke Courier, 16 January 1873, p.2.
>

Crown, " Mr. Saul sbury's Appeal," Clarke Courier, 18 June 1874, p.4.
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and Tennessee when white men were responsible.

An African-American attack on

whites in rural Alabama and similar plans by blacks in Conshutte, Louisiana, in contrast,
garnered no interest. 39 Crown' s presentation to Clarke County voters of the ineptitude of
Radical Republican governments in the South and the appearance of Federal bias towards
African Americans benefited Conservatives immeasurably in the polls. Crown
commented in an August 1874 issue of the Courier that " Civil rights is working
admirably, by making elections a race issue, and in such an issue the colored people
cannot stand against their superiors."40
Crown misplaced his confidence that the Civil Rights Bill would further buoy
Conservative power in Virginia. The 1874 Congressional elections demonstrate that
despite all their recent electoral success and cohesion, there was still a rift between the
traditionalists and "new movement" moderates of the Conservative party that could flare
at any moment. The most likely source of discontent in 1874 was over General Kemper' s
racial tolerance. While displeased with the Conservative party' s appeal to blacks in
1869, traditional ists could at least rationalize that the Governor was a carpetbagger and
True Republican. Kemper, however, had been a pre-war Democrat and Confederate
brigadier general whom traditionalists expected would turn back the clock, take a stand
against African American rights and shift the alignment of the Conservative party away
from the moderate right-center back to themselves on the right.

41

When this did not

happen, traditionalists took their displeasure with Governor Kemper out in the polls. The
best evidence for this is in Table 3.6. In each election at the district level, the Republican

8

~ 9 Crown , " M ilitary Government," Clarke Courier, I 0 September 1874, p.2.
,

Crown, "Troubles in the South," Clarke Courier, 3 September, 1874, p.2.

:~ Crown, " Democratic_Victories," Clarke Courier, 13 August 1874, p.2.

Maddex Jr. , The Virginia Conservatives, 1867-1879 (1970), pp.l 04, 120.
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candidate received about the same number of votes, however in 1874, the number of
Conservative voters dropped by nearly 2,000 compared to 1872.

Table 3.6

Comparison ofResults for the 1872 and 1874 US. House of Representatives Elections in
the Eighth District of Virginia
1872
Party
Conservative
Republican
Total

Candidate
Hunton
Daniels

1874
Votes
11 ,782
9,178
20,960

%

56
44

Candidate
Hunton
Barbour*

Votes
9,809
9,29 1
19,100

%

51
49

* John S. Barbour, Jr. ( 1820-1892)
Table 3.7

Comparison ofResults for the 1872 and 1874 US. House of Representatives Elections in
Clarke County, Virginia.
1872
Part~

Conservative
Republican
Total

Candidate
Hunton
Daniels

Votes
583
361
944

%
62
38

1874 )
Candidate
Votes
545
Hunton
Barbour
271
816

%
67
33

Crown did not pick up on the district result at all in the Clarke Courier . To his
mind, the election demonstrated the status quo. In 1874, Eppa Hunton II (1822-1908)
won 67 percent of the Clarke County vote and there was a decline in the number of
Republican voters. The Congressional elections were a cause for exuberance, as

42

Michael J. Dubin, UNITED STATES CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS, 1788-1997: The Official Results.
NC: McFarland & Co., 1998), p.227.
4
~ Ibid., p.234.
44
Crown, "The Election in Clarke County," Clarke Courier 7 November 1872, p.2; and Abstract of 1872
vote for United States House of Representatives, Clarke County, Virginia, Election Record No. 5, Box 4,
Secretary of Commonwealth Records, Library of Virginia. The table in the Clarke Courier lacks resu lts
from the Collier precjnct, but otherwise matches the numbers found in the original abstract.
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Crown, "The Elections," Clarke Courier, 5 November 1874, p.2.
(~efferson,
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nationally Conservative and Democrat parties gained 92 seats and Radical Republicans
lost 81 in the House of Representatives.46 Lost in the mix was the further decrease in
white voting. This time the Conservative party's total in Clarke County took a major hit,
losing 164 of its 1873 voters while the Republicans gained back 61 voters. Chart A
demonstrates the gradual decline in electoral participation between 1869 and 1874 as well
as the recovery of the Conservative party after the 1870 election.
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Figure 5. Electoral Trends by Party and as an Aggregate for Clarke County, Virginia,
1869-1874.

Crown should have recognized a schism forming in the local Conservative party
after Kemper's election and altered the focus of the Clarke Courier away from the threat
of African Americans to the internal issues of the party, encouraging white political
unity. After all, Clarke County was a bastion of the old social elite that composed the
majority of traditionalists. Instead, Crown continued with his tried and true method of
advocating white supremacy and became disconnected from the real concerns of his
readers. When Congress passed the Civil Rights Bill in March 1875, Crown used the
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Crown, "The Congressional Result," Clarke Courier, 12 November 1874, p.2.
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Clarke Courier to make sure that both Clarke County blacks and whites understood that
the status quo of social inequality enforced by white Virginians, not the Civil Rights Bill,
would remain the case in Virginia.

47

Crown accomplished this by promising economic

retribution if the local African American community tried to exercise social civil rights.
Blacks in Clarke County were
aware that their welfare depends upon cultivating friend ly relations with
the dominant race. Their bread and meat depends upon [white]
employment. .. They have churches here, built mainly by contributions
from the whites, and whenever they . .. appeal to the whites for assistance,
48
they receive it.
Crown's article reestablished a degree of social deference and coercive power missing
from the county since end of the Civil War. The Courier also couched the African
American response to Crown's threat as a test. Resist and whites would destroy the
foundations of the black community. If, on the other hand, Clarke County blacks did
nothing, they could "retain the respect and good will of. .. white neighbors."

49

Though Crown' s containment of the Civil Rights Act was a powerful statement of
white supremacy in Clarke County, it did nothing to alleviate the factional tensions
simmering below the surface ofthe local Conservative party. If traditionalists were mad
at Kemper in 1874, they were furious now that the Civil Rights Act was law. Elections
for the General Assembly in November 1875 reflect the Conservative turmoil in Clarke
County.
Table 3.8 shows a stunning reversal to the local Conservative voting consensus of
1871 through 1874. Between 1871 and 1872, traditionalists consolidated with the "new
movement" Conservative politics and the need for a dissenting, non-Republican
47
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61
independent candidate diminished. In 1875, however, the situation completely flipped.
With a retrograde motion, traditionali sts left the Conservative candidate and flocked to
the independent, Colonel J.S. Ware, choosing to vote against their recent " new
movement" all ies and show their displeasure with the Civil Rights Act.

Table 3.8

Comparison of Results for the 1871 and 1875 Virginia Senate Elections in Clarke
County, Virginia
187 1
Party
Conservative
Republican
Independent
Total

Candidate
Ward
Beecher
Ware

1875
Votes
501
186
272
959

%
52
20
28

Candidate
Ward

Votes
373

Ware

546
9 19

%

41
59

The 1875 election also marked a brief resurgence of the Republicans in Clarke
County. This increase was probably why more voters turned out in the 1875 House of
Delegates race than in any year since Crown took over the newspaper (see Tables 3.9 and
3. 10). Even though Crown warned African Americans about the dangers of acting on
their civi l rights, passage of the bill was likely a catalyst for the upswing in Republican
participation. Ironically, for Ware to win the county, black Republicans must have voted
with Conservative traditionalists to defeat the "new movement" Conservative Ward .
Then in a reversal, the traditionalists voted with the " new movement" Conservatives to
defeat those same Republicans in the House of Delegates race.

°
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Table 3.9

Comparison of Results for the 1871 and 1875 Virginia House of Delegates Elections in
Clarke County, Virginia
1871 :>
Part~

Conservative
Republican
Independent
Total

Candidate
Hardesty

Votes
602

%
62

Morgan

373
944

38

1875:>
Candidate
Votes
Lewis
521
Morgan
481

%
52
48

1,002

Table 3.10

Comparison ofTotal Votes in Clarke County, Virginia, 1871-1875.
1871
959

1872
972

1873
919

1874
816

1875
1,002

The political frustrations of Clarke County's Conservatives in 1875 were
indicative of a much larger national trend of displeasure with the course of
Reconstruction that continued into 1876 and 1877. Some African Americans became
increasingly vocal about the lack of progress Radical Republicans made improving race
relations, especially since often their involvement only made the situation worse.
Blanche K. Bruce (1841-1898), the black senator from Mississippi, spoke in Congress
that "peace and good order in the South is to be secured only by non-interference with
State affairs by the administration at Washington." 54 Crown was probably more than
happy to print excerpts from similar speeches, as they illustrated the increasing weakness
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of the Radical Republican presidency and a growing schism between white Republicans,
African Americans, scalawags, and carpetbaggers.
Black dissent was an important component of Crown's efforts in support of
Northern Democrat Samuel J. Tilden (1814-1886) in the 1876 Presidential election
against Republican Rutherford B. Hayes (1822-1893). Crown published articles in the
Courier that suggested that some blacks were tired of being associated with the Radical

Republican party and ready to fully acknowledge Conservative control. The common
denominators in all of these Clarke Courier articles were carpetbaggers. For example, in
October 1876 one hundred African Americans met near Killian, South Carolina and
resolved "That we are in favor of peace with the white people, and opposed to all riots,
and especially to carpet-baggers." 55 Radical Republicans were "a party ... born of hate,
and its only sustenance has been the bad blood and strife engendered between the two
races of the South." 56 Carpetbaggers perpetuated Reconstruction conflict and prevented
"white and colored people from making friends."

57

Similar were the sentiments of

neighboring Jefferson County, West Virginian T.M. Isbell, who at a Tilden and
Hendricks Club meeting in Clarke County encouraged those blacks attending to "cease to
be the political enemies" of their neighbors. He made the same argument that Crown
espoused in the Courier after passage of the Civil Rights Bill. Isbell noted that Clarke
County African Americans' best interests-employment and food, clothing, and
education for their children- lay " in the prosperity of the whites amongst whom he
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Jives." 58 Even though black Conservative leaders represented only a tiny minority of
African Americans, Crown published articles about them because he recognized that
every black man that voted Democrat hastened the complete dominance of white
Conservatives. If Conservatives could separate blacks from the Radical Republicans,
they could "reduce the negro to political serfdom." 59
After the factionalism of the 1875 election, the November, 1876 Presidential
election proved to be a welcome respite for the beleaguered Conservative Party. Having
once again pledged its allegiance to the Democrats, there was no Conservative opposition
to the Democratic candidate Samuel J. Tilden. Even though Tilden controversially lost
the Presidential election, he received 71 percent of the votes in Clarke County. Voter
turnout in 1876 was the highest since the 1870 local township officer election and the
Conservative party eclipsed its 1874 record vote by 163 people. Such large numbers
implied that everyone from the elusive poor white voters to Radicals and traditionalist
Conservatives participated. It was easy to forget that j ust a year before the party was in
shambles.

Table 3. 11

Result for Presidential Election in Clarke County, Virginia, 187(} 0
Party
Conservative
Republican
Total

58

Candidate
Tilden
Hayes

Votes
872
362
1,234

%
71
29

Crown, "Conservative Mass Meeting," Clarke Courier, 17 August 1876, p.2. See also Crown, "The Mass
Meeting," Clarke Courier, 26 October 1876, p.2, which summarizes a speech by ex-Virg inia Governor
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Developments in 1877, however, proved to offer mixed signals about the future of
the Conservative Party in Clarke County. The year started off innocently enough.
Although Crown criticized the election of Rutherford B. Hayes, he was quick to reverse
himself in elation when the President announced the end of Congressional Reconstruction
in the spring of 1877. Crown wrote optimistically that the news promised to renew the
Conservative Party and at the same time cripple the Radical movement. In the opinion of
Notthernjournalist James Redpath (1833-1891), the political options for blacks following
the end ofReconstruction were limited. Crown summarized an April 1877 open letter to
Southern blacks written by Redpath that encouraged them to "join the democratic party
on the best terms they can obtain" because "they can expect nothing from this
administration. " 61
The year 1877 was also the first time Virginia enforced a poll tax to vote in
elections. Originally proposed in 1871 as a revenue generating measure, it became law in
1876 after the Conservative party amended the Underwood Constitution.
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The

capitation tax required that each registered voter contribute one dollar to help the state
finance the public school system. The tax, like a lottery, was regressive because it hit the
poor, who needed each dollar the most, the hardest. It was not as if African Americans in
Clarke County were not used to paying their state taxes, but one dollar was a lot of
money in 1877 and never before had it been a state levy or a voting prerequisite.
Previously, public school taxes went directly to county and district schools and the only
citizens taxed were those with personal property and land. This tax on all voting-age
males did not d iscriminate the individual's ability to pay.

:~Crown, " Redpath Disgusted," Clarke Courier, 26 April 1877, p.2.
Maddex Jr., The Virginia Conservatives ( 1970), pp. l97-1 98.
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Crown first noticed the effects of the capitation tax on black voter turnout during
the March 1877 elections for district officers. He was less than sympathetic when he
suggested that "the result shows that a large majority of the colored voters prefer to spend
the dollar levied upon them by the State ... in a manner to suit themselves rather than see it
devoted to the education of the colored children of the State."
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The suspected decline of

African American voters was not just isolated to Clarke County either. Observers in
Richmond and Petersburg considered the effect of the capitation tax "almost. .. a political
revolution" in its ability to discourage black political participation that year.
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The

attrition caused by the poll tax foreshadowed the 1877 election for Governor and the
House of Delegates, where, for the first time, there was not a Radical Republican
candidate running in either race. The Conservative party ran unopposed in the
gubernatorial election.
Crown's work was done, or at least so it seemed. There was no longer the threat
of Radical Republican dominance; Conservative victory in the election was a mere
formality. This proved true for the gubernatorial election of Frederick W.M. Holliday
(1828-1899), but it was not the case in the run-off for the local representative to the
House of Delegates. At the county Conservative convention in September 1877, Clarke
County men cast 26 separate ballots to determine William G. Hardesty as the
Conservative candidate for the House of Delegates. In order to garner the nomination, a
candidate had to have a two-thirds majority or 582 votes out of the 872 registered
Democrats at the convention. If the winner of the run-off did not receive 582 votes or
more, convention participants replaced the loser with a new challenger and the vote reset.
: Crown, "The Capitation Tax," Clarke Courier, 3 I May 1877, p.2.
Petersburg Index and Appeal, 8 November 1877, quoted in Maddex Jr. , The Virginia Conservatives
( 1970), p.l98.
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After the seventeenth ballot, convention participants further stipulated that the loser in
each run-off could not be nominated again. One Conservative nominee that did not make
the cut was Carter M. Louthan (1838-1 9 13), who was considered for the first through
seventh, eleventh and twelfth ballots before dropping his name. Hardesty, the eventual
victor, did not even appear until the twenty-fourth ballot.

65

The nomination and victory of Hardesty so late in the convention reopened the
festering divisions in the Conservative party dormant since 1875. The length and number
of ballots created bad blood, especially as Conservatives from different precincts
66

schemed in the later ballots over how to defeat rivals and elect their preferred choice.
Louthan broke out in open revolt in October when he claimed, on the grounds of a

technicality, that the convention vote was not unanimous and that Hardesty's nomination
was invalid. 67 Louthan decided to run in the election as an Independent, j oining the
" regular independent" Henry C. Briggs. 68 Despite Louthan's best efforts, including an
appeal to local black voters, he lost badly in the November election.
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Crown, ever the

loyal Conservative, stuck with the party nominee, contributing to Hardesty' s slim 41 vote
margin of victory over Briggs.
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Table 3. 12
Results for 1877 Gubernatorial and Virginia House ofD elegates Elections in Clarke
County, Virginia

Party
Conservative
Independent
Independent
Total

Governor
Candidate
Votes
Holliday
89 1

89 1

%
100

House of Delegates
Candidate
Votes
Hardesty
359
3 18
Briggs
206
Louthan
883

%
41
36
23

The 1877 election revealed precipitous changes in Clarke County's political
landscape. On the one hand, the continued factionalism of Conservatives during their
own ascendance to the height of social and political control of Virginia was an ill omen
for the future. In the present however, the balance of power in Clarke County shifted
from the "new movement" to the traditionalist Conservatives. Unlike most of the
Conservative elections during Reconstruction, Crown used the Clarke Courier to support
the traditionalist Hardesty instead of the moderate Carter M. Louthan. 72 The decl ine of
black voters that Crown noted in March, 1877 probably strengthened the white
supremacist position of the traditionalists. Now, instead of traditionalists voting for
independent candidates, it was the moderates who were in a position of weakness and
suffered a resounding defeat as independents.

°Crown, "Official Vote," Clarke Courier, 15 November 1877, p.3. Holliday was from C larke County.
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The second major change was the exodus of African Americans from the polls.
Assuming that the number of African Americans voting Conservative did not rise much
above the five who did so in 1873, the statistics illustrate that only a few, if any of the
366 blacks voting-age males listed in the 1877 personal property tax records participated
in the election. In contrast, approximately 86 percent of voting-age whites (891 of 104 1)
voted for Holliday. Disregarding the renewed schism within the Conservative party, the
gubernatorial election was a definitive moment for the Clarke Courier. The election was
a radical turn of events because economically, poor whites had no incentive to vote for a
Conservative governor. Historian Edward L. Ayers noted the frustration of " Mountain
Republicans," who could not understand how "so many white men in the South voted
against their own best interest, blindly following the corrupt Democrats, when the
Republicans represented a real alternative."73 Race completely trumped class and set a
white social and political tone for the future.
The totality of white supremacy exhibited by the 1877 election continued in
Clarke County even as moderate and traditionalist Conservatives ambivalence about each
other came to a head in 1878 and 1879. There were 1,492 voting age men assessed the
capitation tax in 1878- 1,080 whites and 412 blacks-and yet only 24 percent of thi s
number chose to vote in the 1878 Congressional election. 74 Crown noted that the poor
turnout in Clarke was not unique but rather ubiquitous statewide. In Berryville, which
had the largest concentration of African Americans in Clarke County, only six or seven
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blacks cast a ballot. 75 The apathetic election numbers speak for themselves: the
Conservatives were in control and Virginians knew it.

Table 3. 13

Comparison of Results for the 1876 and 1878 US. House ofRepresentatives Elections in
Clarke County, Virginia
1876
Party
Conservative
Republican
not identified
Total

Candidate
Hunton
O'Neil

1878
Votes
871
362
1,233

%
71
29

Candidate
Hunton
O'Neil
Cochran

Votes
322
35
5
362

%
89
10
1

The issue that would ultimately divide the Conservative party was how Virginia
should settle her burgeoning wartime and post-war debt. The Civil War reduced by twothirds the assets of Virginians and threw into tumult their ability to get credit. The debt
was so large- nearly $34 million in 1877-that the state struggled to even pay the full
amount of interest due each year and had to divert money from other programs, like the
public schools.78 This time, unlike so many times past, the Conservatives split for good.
Traditionalist Conservatives, or " Funders" supported the gradual payment of the state
debt. Although the traditionalists retained the Conservative party name until 1883, they
were "conservative" in name only and are more appropriately identified as Democrats.
Opposite the "Funders" were the Readjusters-Republicans and moderate Conservatives
representing Virginia's lower classes-who advocated the readjustment of the debt
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burden to a more manageable size.
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While the debt issue was paramount, Funders also

worried about the Readjuster party because their biggest constituency was African
Americans. By 1879, the racial consensus traditionalists worked so hard to build was
gone and class considerations once again prevailed. Just like when they were "new
movement" Conservatives and True Republicans in 1869, the Readjusters of 1879 were
active promoters of African American suffrage, judicial and civil rights.
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Crown was wary of the popular support that the Readjuster party seemed to be
getting in Clarke County and elsewhere throughout the state. The week before the 1879
General Assembly elections, he wrote that " We know that the county of Clarke is all
right-indeed, so secure is she regarded by the rest of the State" that the state's Executive
Committee did not even bother to send campaigners. Even with this reassurance
however, Crown prefaced the statement by reminding the reader to vote.
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Crown 's nervousness was well founded. At the 1879 election for the General
Assembly, the Readj uster party swept into power and dislodged what had been 10 years
of Conservative party incumbency. Readjuster candidates won 52 of the 100 seats in the
House ofDelegates and 22 seats out of40 in the Senate.
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In Clarke County, however,

the traditionalists maintained their dominance when William N. Nelson, the former editor
ofthe Clarke Courier, narrowly defeated Readjuster William C. Kennerly (1826-1909).
Crown excoriated his readers for allowing the election to be so close. He wrote that "Not
half of the vote of our county was polled .. . and the result was that the conservative
candidates .. . only received a majority of80 and 47, when there is scarcely a doubt that
79
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72
they were entitled to a majority of at least 500, if the vote had been out."

83

Even though

the Readjuster party came close to upsetting Conservative control over Clarke County,
they were not successful. The white social and political control Crown worked so hard to
establish during Reconstruction was not going away. With each successive Readjuster
challenge over the next few years, Clarke County 's Conservative party resisted.

Table 3.14

Results for the 1879 Virginia Legislature Elections in Clarke County, Virginia

Party
Conservative
Readjuster
Total

Candidate
Lovell
Ware

Senate
Votes
348
246
594

%
59

41

84

House of Delegates
Votes
Candidate
338
Nelson
270
Kennerly
608

%
56

44

John 0. Crown achieved resounding success as editor of the Clarke Courier.
Where African Americans in other parts of Virginia enjoyed a veritable renaissance in
their political aspirations during the early 1880s, such was not the case in Clarke County.
Social and political white supremacy reigned and was there to stay. Crown's leadership
and writing were institutional in the restoration of white supremacy to Clarke County,
Virginia. Under his editorship, the newspaper became the local harbinger of white
supremacy in the Reconstruction era.
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CHAPTER IV
BENEATH THE PATERNAL GAZE:
THREADS OF COMMUNITY IN BLACK RESISTANCE
The restoration of white supremacy in Clarke County was not the death knell to
African American independence that Conservatives had intended. Reconstruction was
actuall y a boon for black resistance punctuated by economic success, fami ly
development, and property ownership. African Americans paid attention to the
factionalism within the Conservative party and used whites' struggle for cohesion to
create space to build their own institutions and communities.
Black resistance during Reconstruction was the product of a multitude of
historical factors that make Clarke County unique to the Valley of Virginia. Known as
"East Frederick" before it broke away from Frederick County in 1836, Clarke County
was one of the few plantation districts in the Shenandoah Valley and the only county with
1

a slave population of close to 50 percent. Like many plantation economies, the disparity
in slave ownership between the yeoman farmer and the elite in Clarke County was wide.
Slaveholders owning one to ten slaves account for 68 percent of the total number of
slaveholders in 1860, yet they owned just 30 percent of the slaves in the county. U nlike
its neighbors, Clarke County was home to the later generations of Tidewater elite families
like the Carters and Burwell s. Edward J. Smith and George H. Burwell, who owned 73
and 97 slaves, respectively, were the largest slaveholders in Clarke County on the eve of
1

In 1860, there were 3,375 slaves and 64 free b lacks totaling 4 8 percent of C larke Cou nty's population.
See Mara! S. Ka lbian and Leila O.W. Boyer, Final Report: African-American Historic Context: Clarke
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Genovese, Roll, Jordan, RoLl: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon Books, 1974), p.7.
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the Civil War. Established on large to midsized plantations and often owning several
separate properties, Clarke's Tidewater families were mostly self-suffi cient. Farmers and
planters trained their slaves as artisans and specialized laborers to assist in their day-today operations. Local historian Thomas Gold noted that slaves "were taught to do all the
work needed on a large farm. Some were carpenters, some blacksmiths, some
stonemasons; some of them became very fine fencebuilders." 2

Table 4. 1
1860 Slave Ownership in Clarke County, Virginia3

Slaves/Owner
1-5
6- 10
11-20
2 1+
Total

No. Slaveholders
156
79
70
40
345

%
45
23
20
12

No. Slaves
382
622
I ,018
1,353
3,375

%
11
19
30
40

The centrality of agriculture to the inhabitants of Clarke County emerges in the
stati stics. In 1860, eighty-seven percent of Clarke County's total population lived on
farms and plantations, which was the highest percentage in the Shenandoah Valley.
There were no towns and the three largest population centers in Clarke CountyBerryvi lle, Millwood and White Post- had a combined population of Jess than eight
hundred people. In contrast, the residents of Frederick County tended to be small
commercial farmers descended from Pennsylvania immigrants. They owned few slaves,
and usually only hired them as needed. Frederick County life revolved around the
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bustling town of Winchester, where the farmers went to sell their crops and acquire
consumer goods from artisans.

4

Table 4.2
5

Shenandoah Valley Selllement Structure in Virg inia by Population, 1860
County
Berkeley
Jefferson
Frederick
Clarke
Warren
Shenandoah
Page
Rockingham
Augusta
Rockbridge
Totals

Town
No.
3,365
5,406
5,100
0
810
6,495
500
1,300
4,475
2,135
27,586

%
26.9
36.5
31.0
0.0
12.6
44.4
6.0
6.7
16.2
12.4
18. 7

Village
No.
1,290
640
1,400
756
545
1,6 19
400
2,250
3,000
1,000
12,900

%
10.3
4.4
8.0
10.6
8.5
13.0
5.0
11.7
10.8
6.0
8.7

Hamlet
No.
450
300
375
145
150
420
360
650
700
675
4,225

%
3.6
2.1
2.5
2.0
2.4
3.0
3.6
3.4
2.6
3.9
2.9

Farm
No.
7,420
8,189
9,675
6,249
4,915
5,362
6,849
19,208
19,574
13,438
100,879

%
59.2
57.0
58.5
87.4
76.5
39.6
84.4
78. 2
70.4
77. 7
69.7

*M itchell defines a ham let as 20-150 residents, a village as 150-500 residents and a town as more than 500
residents.6

Many of the institutions African Americans in Clarke County formally developed
during Reconstruction had their origins in slavery. Masters tried to exercise absolute
control of the labor, sexuality and leisure time of their bondspeople, but despite coercion
and the threat of harsh penalties, slaves had found ways to resist. So close to the free
northern states, Clarke County planters were keen to keep a tight leash on the mobility of
7

their bondsmen, enforcing prohibitions on nighttime gatherings and travel. John
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7 Jonathan M. Berkey, " War in the Borderland: T]le C ivi lians' C ivil War in Virginia's Lower Shenandoah
Va lley" (PhD diss., Pennsylvania State Uni versity, 2003), p.l82.
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Brown

's raid on nearby Harper's Ferry in the fall of 1859 and an aborted slave revolt in

Clarke County later that year were frightful reminders that slaveholders could not be too
vigilant.

8

Despite planter precautions, slaves regularly disobeyed their masters, illicitly
congregating with fellow slaves from the quarters and other nearby plantations for
9

activities like prayer, celebration, dancing and drinking. One of the most common forms
of resistance was the creation of the slave family. Historian Brenda Stevenson found that
in neighboring Loudoun County, slave fam ilies were an amalgam of"matrifocality,
polygamy, single parents, abroad spouses, one-, two-, and three-generation households,
all-male domestic residences of blood marriage, and fictive kin, single- and mixed-gender
sibling dwellings ... along with monogamous marriages and co-residential nuclear
families." 10 Whatever the family structure, its existence contributed to slaves' ability to
build cultural connections and ultimately form communities. The slave quarters gave
blacks a measure of privacy and independence from the watchful eyes of planters and
overseers. Men made up for their lack of patriarchy by hunting to supplement the family
diet, tending garden plots, and building furniture for the slave quarters. Slave men also
enforced a gendered division oflabor, often refusing to do "women' s work" like taking
care of the children and washing clothes. 11 Abroad marriages further connected

'"M
Ti . ore Trouble in Virginia. A Negro Insurrectionist Sentenced to be Hanged," Chicago Press and
9 nbune, I 0 January 1860, p.2.
S Stephanie M. H. Camp, Closer to Freedom: Enslaved Women and Everyday Resistance in the Plantation
10°uth (Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 2004).
~renda E. Stevenson, Life in Black and White: Family and Community in the Slave South (New York:
0 x ord University Press 1996) p.l60.
11
' of Love,
' Labor ofSorrow: Black Women, Work, and the Family from Slavery to
th Jac
p que rme Jones, Labor
e resent (New York: Basic Books, 1985), pp.36, 42.
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neighboring plantations into larger and larger slave kinship communities.

12

The

stabilization of plantation kinship networks allowed the passage of beliefs and rituals
across multiple generations, stretching from slavery to freedom.

13

Another source of inspiration for African American resistance during
Reconstruction was the legacy of its antebellum free black community. In Prince Edward
County, Virginia, historian Melvin Ely found frequent evidence of white respect for free
black agency in county court records, revealing that the relationship with whites was not
so vitriolic that "whites systematically barred free Negroes from any of the rights and
symbols they equated with freedom. " Diverse examples show that "the realities of daily
life Jed whites in Prince Edward to admit the humanity of blacks routinely in myriad
ways." Free blacks knew their place, but they did not hesitate to push the boundaries,
assert themselves, and use white institutions to their own advantage.

14

The 1850 Census shows that out of the 124 free blacks in Clarke County, there
were 31 farm laborers, three stonemasons, two blacksmiths, a cooper, a carpenter, and a
fam1er. Of these industrious African Americans, Ellen Taylor, Nancy Parker, and
Mowen Harris were the most important. Not only were they three of the four total
African American landowners in Clarke County during the antebellum era, but each lived
in the county through the Civil War, and, in the case of Taylor and Harris, through
Reconstruction. 15 They represented the history and heritage of a free black community

12

Herbert Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Pantheon Books,
pp. l37-138 ; and Anthony E. Kaye, Joining Places: Slave Neighborhoods in the Old South (Chapel
~~ Ill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007).
1 ~ Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom ( 1976), p.xxi.
ThMelvin Ely, Israel on the Appomattox: A Southern Experiment in Black Freedom from the 1790s
rough the Civil War (New York: Vi ntage Books, 2004), first quote, p.464, second quote, p. I3,
p5araphrase, p.l 06.
~he fourth , Bennett Taylor, was the first c\frican American in Clarke County to own land. He appears in
8 (Clarke County Deed Book A, p.243), but then disappears from the deed and tax records afterwards.
1 ~76),
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that dropped precipitously leading up to the Civil War- from 162 in 1840 to 30 in 1861.
Taylor, Parker and Harris's more than one hundred years combined memories and
experiences dealing with the responsibilities of citizenship, property ownership, and
handling whites on a more equal footing could have been invaluable to the resistance of
African Americans just getting used to these privileges during Reconstruction. All three
not only owned land, but also had a modicum of personal property. Taylor and Parker
were likely close friends, buying land together in 1845, and living in close proximity
throughout the rest of their lives in Berryville. The most successful of the three was
perhaps Nancy Parker, whose half-acre of land near Berryville peaked in value at $1200
an acre in the 1860s. Mowen Harris was a stonemason and staple member of Long
Marsh District' s class of skilled laborers for over 30 years. With the contributions, or
even just the presence of these three individuals, African Americans in Clarke County
could look to these living icons as symbols of successful resistance.
The tumult of the Civil War also had an impact on the nature of African American
resistance during Reconstruction. Just between 1860 and 1862, more than 23 percent of
the blacks in Clarke County left. Although Clarke's whole northern edge bordered
Union-occupied West Virginia, there were plenty of mitigating factors that forced the
majority of the county's African-American population to consider other forms of
resistance than escape. The Lower Shenandoah Valley was a crossroads of Union and

Parker and Taylor each bought land in 1845 (Clarke County Deed Book C, pp. l59, 186) and Harris
followed suit in 1850 (Clarke County Deed Book D, p.553). Mowen Harris is in every census, personal
property tax, and land tax record from the 1850 United States Census through the 1880 United States
Census. He was enumerated as 69 in 1880, married to his wife Juda, and living in Long Marsh Township.
Nancy Parker appeared in the 1850 United States Census, and then personal property tax and land tax
~cor~s.ofthe 1860s and early 1870s. Her heirs were listed as owning and living on property in 'Blackburn
own Ill Charles Henry Slow 's 1866 deed (Clarke County Deed Book G, pp.316-3 17). Ellen Taylor never
;~pears in .any ?f Clarke County's census.es, but is in each land tax book from the 1860s through the 1870s.
e was still ahve in 1879, and resided on Buckmarsh Street in Berryville.
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Confederate military activity that neither side was able to completely control. Slaves
often escaped to Winchester, Harper's Ferry and other strategic points when they were
occupied by the Union only to be captured and returned to their masters' weeks or
months later when Confederate troops forced the Union army to withdraw.

16

Early in the

war during the Union's first incursion into the Shenandoah Valley, escaping slaves that
went to Union camps were detained, sent to Harper's Ferry, where they remained until
their owner claimed them. Although the policy changed in the summer of 1861 , escape
was still an action slaves took with some trepidation.

17

Table 4.3

The African American Population in Clarke County, Virginia, 1860-1880

Slave Pop.
Free Black Pop.
Total

1860
3,375
64
3,439

1862
2,629
15*
2,643

18

1870

1880

2, 159

2,537

*Extracted from 1862 Personal Property Tax Records, the only free blacks listed were taxable men and
none of their dependents.

Even for slaves that elected to stay on their plantations in Clarke, the frequent
presence of Union soldiers in the Shenandoah Valley undercut the social hierarchy ofthe
master-slave relationship and occasionally presented unique opportunities for resistance.
Clarke County slave Morgan Coxen, for instance, used the occasion of his master's fli ght

:~ Berkey, "War in the Borderland" (2003), p. l74.
Ibid.,. pp.l85- 187.
Kalb1an and Boyer, Final Report (2002), Appendix 8: 1860 Clarke County List of Slave Owners and
Property Associations based on U.S. Slave Census; Virginia, 1861-1 862 and 1865- 1870 Personal Property
Tax Records for Clarke County (Richmond: Library of Virginia), microfi lm reel 470; Ancestry.com, 1870
Unit~d States Federal Census (Provo, UT: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2009), images reproduced by
Fa~llySearch, online at http://search.ancestry.com/search/ db.aspx?dbid=7 163; and Ancestry.com, 1880
~m~ed States Federal Census (Provo, .UT: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2005), online at
ttp.//search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=6742.
18
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from the county in 1862 as Union troops approached as an opportunity to sell off for
himself all ofthe man' s "horses, brandy, bacon, and lumber."

19

Berryville slave Thomas

Laws ( 1817-1896) took resistance one step further, spying on Confederate troop
movements for Union General Phillip Sheridan in 1864.

20

In Winchester and elsewhere,

Northern soldiers forced whites to pay slave-hires directly and allowed blacks to
assembly freely. 2 1 While these activities were fraught with risk, they gave African
Americans a taste of the liberties that were to come.
Unlike tobacco-producing Piedmont or the cotton-belt South, the staple crop for
farmers in the Shenandoah Valley, often referred to as the "breadbasket of the
Confederacy," was wheat. 22 In 1864, Sheridan's campaign laid waste to the Valley. His
troops burned barns, outbuildings and fields, destroyed tools, and indiscriminately killed
off whatever livestock they could find to deprive the Confederacy of those resources.
Despite the devastation, increased mechanization of sowing and harvesting, commercial
fertilizer and mixed agriculture "made wheat cultivation impervious to the vicissitudes of
war, competition from midwestern wheat producers, and market fluctuations" that
affected the rest of the state? 3 After the War, wheat production quickly surpassed prewar levels increased every year in the Valley through 1900?

4

Ervm
. L. Jordan Jr., Black Confederates and Afro-Yankees in Civil War Virginia, A Nation Divided: New
?otudies. in Civil War History (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1995), p.l49.
Kalb1an and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.14.
21
~erk~y, " War in the Borderland" (2003), pp.l98, 200.
22
Durmg the late Antebellum period, a large majority of [Shenandoah] va lley farmers cultivated wheat?6 percent in 1850 and 90 percent in 1860." See Kenneth E. Koons, '"The Staple of Our Country' : Wheat
111 the Regiona l Farm Economy of the N ineteenth-Century Va lley of Virginia," in After the Backcoun/ly :
Ru~a/ Life in the Great Valley of Virginia, Kenneth E. Koons and Warren Hofstra, eds. (Knoxville:
~ mversity of Tennessee Press 2000) p.6.
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The strength of wheat in the Shenandoah may or may not have been a relative
boon for local African Americans throughout Reconstruction. Historian Warren R.
Hofstra contends that the significant departure of slave labor from Clarke County
plantations at the end of the Civil War led to a gradual decline in wheat production
between 1860 and 1900, but data generated by historian Kenneth E. Koons suggest just
the opposite. He found that the number of wheat farmers in Clarke County increased in
1870 and 1880 as compared to 1860.25 John 0. Crown lamented on a couple of occasions
in the Clarke Courier about the exodus of black labor from Virginia. He wrote that "the
epidemic will reach us after a while [and] it will go hard with us between the time of
losing our skilled black labor and getting white labor that is up to the mark."

26

Regardless of the relative prosperity of wheat, it was still the crop of choice during
Reconstruction. With labor in such short supply around the state, African Americans
were in a position of power to determine for whom they would chose to work. This
would have been the case especially for ex-slaves in Clarke County, whose expertise
harvesting wheat would have made their retention a high priority for the area's farmers.
Even though there was a high demand for black farm laborers, white planters and
farmers, like former slaveholders across the South, saw large numbers of their former
slaves move away at the end of the Civil War. Many ex-slaveholders felt betrayed that
their former charges, supposedly bound in the mutual responsibility of paternalism,
would just up and leave. By 1880, the African American population in Clarke County
still only consisted of74 percent of the 1860 slave and free black population (see Table
4.3 above). The departure and transiency of former slaves was not, as many planters
2S

Hofstra, A Separate Place ( 1999), p.98; and Koons, 'The Staple of Our Country' (2000), p.7. See Figure
~6 1 , " Wheat producers in the Valley ofYirgin ia, 1850- 1880."
John 0. Crown, Clarke Courier, 26 January 1870, p.2.
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speculated, without purpose. Freedmen left the plantation " to improve their economic
position, to locate family members, to return to the homes from which they had been
removed during the war, and to relocate themselves in places where they could more
readily secure their newly won rights."

27

While ex-slaves may have momentarily reveled at their newfound status as free
wage laborers, the exigencies of providing clothing, food and shelter for themselves and
their families quickly set the tone for the early years of freedom for those African
Americans that remained in Clarke County after the Civil War. Blacks worked hard, but
the biggest problem they encountered was probably acquiring enough money and credit
to buy land. According to the 1873 Virginia School Report, "Good farm hands get an
average of say $12 a month, and board, which is worth $10 more" for a total of $264 per
year. The report further calculated that the best farm laborers earned on average $425 per
year, carpenters and tailors between $500 and $1 ,200 per year, while stonemasons,
blacksmiths and other master craftsmen even more?

8

In 1866, the only two new black

landowners were skilled laborers Sawney Hunter, a blacksmith in White Post, and
Charles Henry Slow (c.1823-1884), a barkeeper in Berryville. Although Hunter
improved his land with a home valued at $200 immediately, it was not until Slow sold the
land to his relative Calvert Slow in 1870 that any buildings appeared on that property.
The incremental method of acquiring land and then saving up all over again to build
homes and outbuildings on it a year or two later is reflected consistently in the
Reconstruction land tax records for African Americans.
27

Leon F. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath ofSiavery (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

~:)7~), p.305.
E Yt_rgmia School Report, Third Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, f or the Year
Nndtng August 3 1, 1873; with Reports of the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, and Hampton
ormal and Agricultural Institute (Richmond: R.F. Walker, Superintendent Public Printing, 1873), p.l 7 1.
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It should not be underestimated how difficult it was to attain land. Not only did
blacks have to find enough money or credit to finance their purchase, but they also had to
locate someone will ing to sell them the land in the first place. White sellers tended to be
land speculators, executors of estates, and debtors. Luckily for African Americans in
Clarke County, and unlike many parts ofthe South, there was a willingness by white
landowners to sell land to blacks. Between 1865 and 1879, African Americans made at
least 166 land purchases and 75 percent of the time the seller of that land was white. Out
of the 124 tracts ofland sold by those whites, 71 of the parcels came from just 10 white
landowners in the county. 29 The most prolific white seller ofland to blacks was Ellen
Lane Jett McCormick (1833- 1908), a widow, who made 21 land deals with African
Americans in the 1870s. Other whites in Clarke County with a reputation for selling land
to blacks included George W. Diffenderfer and farmer Joseph F. Ryan (three times each),
Samuel Heflebower, Dr. Charles E. Lippitt, and Dennis Shehan (four times each), farmer
Frank Stine (six times), Reverend J. Rice Smith (seven times) and farmer Albert Elsea
(nine times). Another one of those individuals was A.L.P. Larue. He sold 11 lots to
blacks in Clarke County between January 1870 and July 1874 for about $875.00 to cover
farm debts. Forty-two times during Reconstruction, African Americans resold property
bought from white landowners to fami ly members or other blacks looking to acquire
land. Historian Eric Foner notes that freedmen would go to great lengths to acquire land,
writing that once in possession of it,
Those who succeeded clung to it with amazing tenacity ... Owning land,
the freedmen believed would ' complete their independence.' Without

:.Virginia, Genera/Index to Deeds, 1836- 1934, Grantees A - K, Clarke County, Virginia (Richmond:
Clbrary of Virginia), microfilm reel 6; and Virginia, Genera/Index to Deeds, 1836- / 934, Grantees L- Z,
Iarke County, Virginia (Richmond: Library of Virginia), microfi lm reel 6.
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land, there could be no economic autonomy, for their labor would
30
continue to be subject to exploitation by their former owners.
This was certainly true in Clarke County. When blacks did not individually have the
money to acquire their own property, they worked together with another individual,
famil y, or a group of either. Such was the case in 1867, when brothers Aaron (18331901) and Adam Fields (b.l830) bought half an acre of land for $42.50. In the same
year, unrelated Henry Thomas and Daniel Carter partnered to acquire half an acre of land
for $50 from white seller George W. Diffenderfer. The Fields had apparently been
planning to buy land for quite some time, as they added the enormous sum of $700 worth
of buildings to their property the next year. Although Thomas and Carter only added $50
worth of buildings to their land, this was still a significant accomplishment for two farm
laborers.

Table 4.4

Properties Sold by A.L.P. Larue to African Americans in Clarke County, Virginia, 186918743 1
Grantee
Brister Holmes
Philip Wesker
Robert Jackson
Lewis Williams
Jeffre & Thomas Runner
Samuel Lockley
William Holmes
Joseph Wilson
Daniel Fields
Jesse Johnson
William Fitzhugh

Date
1869
1869
1870
1870
1871
1871
1871
1872
1873
1874
1874

Land (acres)
1
1
1
.5
1
I
.25
1.25
1
.5
.25

Price($)
100.00
100.00
105.00
60.00
100.00
n/a
50.00
125.00
105.00
60.00
55.00

E.
nc Foner, Reconstruction: America 's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Perennia l
~lassies, 1989), p.l 04.
In sequential order, see_C larke County Deed Books I (pp.31, 20 I, 295, 352), K (pp.36 1, n/a, 55, 321) and
L (pp.l86, 220, 26 1).
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African Africans acquired land in any one of several different ways in Clarke
County during Reconstruction. Most frequently, in 144 out of the 166 land transfers,
seller and buyer reached an agreement formalized in a deed regarding the boundaries of
the property, value and payment plan. Sixteen of these deeds also had an accompanying
deed of trust. In this case, local blacks who borrowed money to purchase land had to
place their new property in the hands of a trustee. This guaranteed to the lender the
safety of their loan. The trustee collected principle and interest payments due, and if the
borrowing African Americans defaulted, could sell the land to repay the lender. These
often worked like mortgages, allowing Clarke County blacks to make a down payment as
long as they agreed to pay back the full sum over a matter of years. African Americans
in Clarke County had an excellent record of satisfying the terms of their deeds. The
Clarke Courier reported only one case where a local black landowner defaulted on their

payments. In 1878, the Circuit Court of Clarke County ordered a sheriffs sale of Reason
Harrison's three-acre lot in Josephine City (see Chapter V) to cover the balance he owed
Ellen Lane Jett McCormick from 1870.32
The other restraint whites sometimes used to ensure payment on lands and
services purchased by African Americans was to put a vendor's lien on land purchases or
a mechanic' s lien on the construction of a home or outbuilding. A vendor's lien allowed
white landowners to take back the property they sold to local blacks if they failed to make
all ofthe payments. In only 22 out of the 124 cases where whites sold land to African
32

The advertisement ran in each issue of the Clarke Courier from April 18 to May 16 in anticipation of the
May 18, 1878 sale. See Crown, "Sheriffs Sale," Clarke Courier, 18 April 1878, p.2. The deed (Clarke
County Deed Book N, p.361 ) states that the land actuall y belonged to Reason Harrison, even though the
advertisement published Jacob Jackson' s name. The Sheri ff sold the land April 2, 1878 to African
American Robert Lewis for $100 per acre, but accepted $250 since the Shenandoah Valley Railroad' s bed
covered an estimated half-acre of the property.
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Americans did the grantor place a vendor's lien on the property. The landowners that
placed these liens, at least during Reconstruction, never had to enforce any of them.
African Americans' purchase of land in Clarke County was just the first step in
the financial development of the black population of the county. Although the aggregate
taxable assets of whites in Clarke County still dwarfed African American assets, blacks
made real gains during Reconstruction, particularly between 1870 and 1874. African
Americans raised cows and hogs to supplement their diets and income. Though the
ownership ofwagons, mechanics tools and farming implements was limited, their
existence demonstrates that there were skilled black farmer laborers who were either
growing their own crops or bringing the tools of their trade to ply for someone else. The
increasing value of furniture and the possession of watches, clocks, and guns also show
that the disposable income of African Americans in Clarke County increased and gave
them greater ability to purchase consumer goods.
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Table 4.5
33

African American Personal Property, Clarke County, Virginia, 1869-1877

Blacks paying property taxes
Horses, etc. (#)
Cattle (#)
Sheep(#)
Hogs (#)
Wagons (#)
Clocks (#)
Watches (#)
Mechanical Tools ($)
Farming Implements ($)
Furniture ($)
Other($)

1869
21
26
15

1870
69
46
36

10

8

58
2
3
1

73
13
12

0
0

4

55

322

220
1300

0

0

1874*
11 9
57

82
26
208
18
20
48
60
335

2008
12

1877
119
96
81
0

186
24
12
8
25

297
1876
12

*No Data for Chapel District.

Limited African American economic success was something that whites in Clarke
County had to acknowledge and even encourage. White prosperity depended in large
part upon black labor. Post-emancipation, some former slaveholders worried that the
freedmen would not be able to support themselves independent of the plantation. Seeing
blacks acquire a milk cow, then a few hogs, and perhaps some chickens, allayed white
fears and demonstrated that African Americans in Clarke County were productive and
industrious. As long as blacks worked hard and did not aspire to social and political
equality with whites, there were no problems.
In the early days of Reconstruction however, it could be a dangerous proposition
for African Americans to try to exercise even the smallest aspects of their newly acquired
social and political freedoms. Making sure that whites did not abuse, intimidate or
33

Virginia, 1861-1862 and 1865-1870 Personal Property Tax Records for Clarke County (Richmond:
Library of Virginia), microfilm ree1470; Virginia, 1874 Personal Property Tax Records for Clarke County
(Richmond: Library of Virginia), microfilm reel954; and Virginia, 1877 Personal Property Tax Records
f or Clarke County (Richmond: Library of Virginia), microfilm reel I 065.
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otherwise harass freedmen was the Bureau ofRefugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands
(hereafter referred to the Freedmen's Bureau). The Freedmen's Bureau presided over the
formative years of local African-American institutions, and it was a crucial component to
the overall picture of race relations and community-building in Clarke County. The
Freedmen's Bureau distributed food, helped legalize slave marriages, created jobs,
established African American schools, built hospitals and churches, investigated
complaints, and arbitrated judicial hearings. 34 The brainchild of abolitionist-democrats
(Radical Republicans) like Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens, they understood
Reconstruction as a probationary period in which to "train Negroes in intelligence,
experience and labor, the ownership of land and capital, and the exercise of civil rights
and the use of political power." 35 The Bureau provided in many cases the only legal
means for blacks to counter the Black Codes and extralegal Southern efforts to disrupt
their transition to freedom.
The Freedmen's Bureau was active in Clarke County between August 1865 and
December 1868. Agent W.L. Coan ' s short correspondence to the Superintendent of the
Sixth Virginia District from April 1866 outlined the current status of Reconstruction in
Clarke County. Coan reported "but few cases of difficulty" between "the Freedmen ... ,
their employers, or citizens" and a genuine appreciation amongst whites at African
Americans' "good behavior, industry, and improvement." Freedmen were also working
well , "cultivating farms on shares, receiving form [sic] two thirds to three fifths of the

34

See Records of the Field Offices for the State of Virginia, Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and
Abandoned Lands, 1865-1872 (Washington, DC: National Archives and Records Administration, 2006),
microfilm
reel Ml913 , p. ".> •
35
W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America: An Essay Toward a History of the Part Which
Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, /860-1880 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2007. Orig. pub!. 1935), p.l52.
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products." Despite the appearances of goodwill, Coan reserved little doubt that there was
an undercurrent of racial tension in air. He wrote that although
The citizens in general appear to be submissive to the results of the War,
Emancipation &c .. .I am fully convinced that without the presence of
Military or Bureau Officers or Agents the treatment of the colored people
by a portion of the estate holders & others would make their condition
36
very uncertain and I fear worse if possible than when slaves.
Coan paints a picture of early postwar Clarke County as both a place of mitigated hope
and great foreboding for African Americans. Resistance was couched in the willingness
of blacks to work hard. This appraisal foreshadowed Captain Gilbert R. Chandler's
report on the need for local African American schools, submitted five months later in
September 1866. He " recommended not only a [black] school in Berryville and
Millwood, but also one in White Post."37 In Millwood, Chandler found that
The state of public sentiment with reference to Freedmens schools is
good, providing the white local friends can control it. .. The Freedmen
themselves are willing that the White local friends should control it, if
38
they can by this means procure an education for their little ones.
While optimistic in tenor, Chandler's word choice belied some of the same skepticism
evident in Coan's report. Whites in Millwood were fine with black education only as
long as they were in control. Coan wrote uncertainly about the future and seeming
placidity of race relations best, trying to discern whether there was genuine reconciliation
or only a fas:ade of white good intentions. The Clarke Courier demonstrates that it was a

36

W.L. Coan to Brevt Maj. W.A. How, April 30, 1866, correspondence, Records ofthe Superintendent of
Education for the Stale of Virginia, Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands (Washington,
DC: National Archives and Records Administration), microfilm reel I048-44, quoted in Kalbian and Boyer,
final Report (2002), pp.l5-16.
>7 M
aral S. Kalbian, "National Register of Historic Places Registration Form for Millwood Colored School,
~Iarke Co~nty, Virginia" (Berryville, VA: Prepared for the National Park Service, 2000), Section 8, p.8.
Capt. G1lbert Chandler, 26 September, 1866, correspondence, Records ofthe Superintendent of
Education for the State of Virginia, Bureau ofRejigees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands (Washington,
DC: NationaJ Archives and Records Administration), microfilm reel I053-14, frames 0 174-0 176, quoted in
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little bit of both. The Conservative majority tended to have a more rhetorical bark than
bite and as long as African Americans did not violate the status quo of white social and
political supremacy, race relations remained quite good.
Although there were three instances of African-American political representation
in Clarke County during Reconstruction- Isaac Webb's 1872 appointment as overseer of
roads in Chapel District, Ribus Bundy' s 1876 appointment as Republican delegate to the
state Republican Presidential convention and as district alternate to the Republican
national convention, and George Fields ' s 1876 appointment to the state Republican
Congressional convention-local blacks had to have known from experience and the
Conservative electoral majorities printed in the Clarke Courier that most of their political
endeavors would ultimately end fruitlessly. 39 And yet, up through the end of
Congressional Reconstruction, African Americans kept returning to the polls. As
Chapter III demonstrated, blacks remained a cohesive, and therefore formidable, Radical
Republican voting bloc in local elections until 1877. When Clarke County's white
political unity was particularly low, such as in 1870 and 1875, African Americans
capitalized on their votes to secure a Radical victory or at least make the elections close.
Ironically, the Clarke Courier was a source of encouragement to black voters because it
frequently recorded the political successes of African Americans elsewhere in the United
States, if in a backhanded way. Nelson and Crown decided that the fear elicited from
whites by reporting African American' s rising into traditionally white political roles
outweighed the potential harm of literate Clarke County blacks conveying this news to
their family, friends, and community.
39

Nelson, " First Colored Official in C larke," Clarke Courier, 28 November 1872, p.3 ; Crown, " Delegate to
Lyn~hburg," Clarke Courier, 6 April 1876, p.3 ; Crown, " The Lynchburg Convent ion," Clarke Courier, 20
Apnl 1876, p.3; and Crown, " Whence the Authority?," Clarke Courier, 7 Septe mber 1876, p.3.
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Statistics from the 1870 and 1880 censuses bear out the literacy of Clarke
County's African American population. The data shows that while only 14 percent of
blacks ten and older could read in 1870, that number was nearly quadrupled to 52 percent
by 1880. Local blacks could read the Clarke Courier and transmit its stories to others.
News of local events passed by word of mouth, moving through information and family
networks at key black population centers in the county, namely Berryville and
Millwood. 40 By 1883, there was even a black newspaper, the Berryville News, "a very
small paper printed in this place by several colored citizens," for African Americans in
41

Clarke County to read.

Table 4.6
42

Literacy Rates Among African Americans in Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1880

1870
District
Chapel
Long Marsh
Greenway
Battletown
Total

Po2ulation

Literate

353
314
402
437
1506

115
14
11
77
216

1880
%

33
4
3
18
14

Po2ulation

Literate

%

406
219
498
581
1704

236
134
228
291
889

58
61
46
50
52

*Statistics based on individuals ten years and older enumerated in the 1870 and 1880 censuses.

Based on these statistics, local blacks knew that their fight for individual and
collective freedoms were part of a larger effort of struggle across the South. In 1869,
Nelson published a statement by the "darkies" of Alexandria, Virginia, who asserted that

40

For more information on the idea and importance of networks to African Americans, see Calvin
Schermerhorn, "Enslaved Networkers in the Antebellum Upper South" (paper presented to the Charting
New Courses in the History of Slavery and Emancipation Conference, University of Southern Mississippi,
~ong Beach, MS, March 4-6, 20 I0).
42 Crown, Clarke Courier, 28 June 1883, quoted in Kalbian and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.55.
Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); and Ancestry.com, 1880 United Slates
Federal Census (2005).
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they held "a balance of power between the great political parties in [Virginia]" and that
they thus had a "duty to ourselves and posterity to take a stand in maintaining our
political rights." They resolved "not to co-operate or vote with any party of white men,
be they called Republicans or Democrats, unless we shall have assurance" that blacks and
whites got equal consideration during the post-election distribution ofpositions.

43

While

this story did not translate into a similar resolution by Clarke County's African
Americans or a tug-of-war for black votes between Radical Republicans and
Conservatives, it may have had a much greater social impact. The resolution was a
statement of pride, confidence, power, and activism.
Indeed, from the "editorial brevities" on page two of the Clarke Courier, local
blacks with a discerning eye could find short missives demonstrating overt black judicial,
social, and political resistance from across Virginia. Readers in 1869 learned that
Brunswick, Virginia had a new African American magistrate, and that there was now a
black Grand Masonic Lodge in the state.

44

Crown wrote briefly in 1871 to report the

creation of a black mutual aid society, the "Sons of Peace," outside of Charlottesville,
Virginia.45 Alexandria County, Virginia elected a black county clerk in 1873, and
qualified the first African American sheriff in the state in 1874, while Louisa County,
Virginia had a black postmaster appointed in 1876.

46

The Courier also kept readers

apprised of how many African Americans there were in state government: six senators in
1870, and two senators and 13 members in the house in 1875.

47

These tidbits, though

::Nelson, "Negroes Rising," Clarke Courier, 23 April 1869, p.2.
Nelson, Clarke Courier, 23 June 1869, p.3; Nelson, Clarke Courier, 30 June 1869, p.2.
45
Crown, Clarke Courier, 12 October 1871 , p.2.
46
Crown, "Colored County C lerk," Clarke Courier, 23 January 1873, p.4 ; Crown, Clarke Courier, IS
~~nuary 1874, p.2; a nd Crown, Clarke Courier, 8 June 1876, p.2.
Nelson, Clarke Courier, 2 March 1870, p.2; Crown, "The Virg inia Legislature," Clarke Courier, 25
November, 1875, p.2.
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innocuous when taken separately, together demonstrated to blacks that their votes could
make a difference.
At least by the pages of the Clarke Courier, the kinds of overt displays of social
and political resistance that Nelson and Crown most readily identified with rarely
occurred in the county. This is not to say that there were not isolated incidents where
African Americans challenged the status quo in these arenas (beyond the act of voting).
A week after the passage of the 1875 Civil Rights Bill, Crown reported that a mulatto in
Berryville, "fortified by enough ' benzine' to mark out a worm-fence line, entered the
Union Hotel. . .and called for something to eat."

48

Rather than cause a scene, the

proprietor served the drunken man, and then changed his establishment to a boarding
house the next day, which was not subject to the law integrating hotels.
Most likely to draw the local criticism of the Clarke Courier were Radical
Republican guest speakers, like Mr. Richmond in 1869 and Professor Bracket in 1876.
"Richmond" may have been the white carriage-maker Enos Richmond enumerated in the
1870 census. In his article, Nelson ripped Richmond as uneducated and a man who
weaseled out of his duty to fight in the Civil War. Such a man clearly lacked the "sense
character, and political principle to represent the while people of Clarke[.]" At the end of
the article, unable to withhold his contempt for the man, Nelson told his readers to " Let
the Blacks have Richmond if they want him" because a man with his political views must
only "accidentally [have] a white skin."

48
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-Crown, '"Civil Rights' in Berryville," Clarke Courier, 18 March 1875, p.2 .
Nelson, " Richmond's Speech," Clarke Courier, 30 June 1869, p.2.
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"Professor" Bracket spoke in October, 1876 to Berryville's black chapter of the
Hayes and Wheeler Club at Harper' s Ferry. 5° Club president T.T. Brown, a barber who
lived on the northern outskirts of Berryville, introduced Bracket, who then advised the
assembled crowd about the merits ofvoting Republican in the forthcoming presidential
election. Crown attacked Bracket, writing that he was a " fanatic" who "stirred up [his
listeners'] ante-war prejudices" and displayed an "entire ignorance of the real issues
involved in this campaign." Crown took it upon himself to expose Bracket and remind
blacks that what they heard were nothing but lies.

51

White concern about black political activism masked the nature of other things
African Americans were doing in Clarke County to resist white supremacy. One of the
most common was public gatherings, parades and celebrations. For example, in midOctober I 870, about 100 African Americans gathered in Berryville to celebrate the
anniversary of the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment. They made a fine sight, when at
"About 11 o'clock they formed in procession, with mounted marshalls [sic], and a drum,
and fife band, and marched out to Mr. Boxwell's wood, where addresses were delivered
by several colored orators."52 Although Crown did not learn the substance of the
speeches, he was complimentary of the parade's sharpness and precision. Beyond that,
and the colorful bearing of four African Americans body-painted and dressed to resemble
the red, white and blue of the national colors, Crown did not seem to take notice that
what he had just witnessed was an important demonstration of black resistance. Though
seemingly innocuous, this celebration, and the others that followed in subsequent years,
5o Th .IS.IS the only art icle in the Clarke Courier during Reconstruction that mentions an African American
political club by name. In every other instance, Ne lson or Crown just note that blacks and Radical wh ites
~etto "consider political matters." See Crown, "Colored Meeting," Clarke Courier, 19 October 187 1, p.3.
Crown, '" Professor' Bracket," Clarke Courier, 5 October 1876, p.2.
52
Crown, "Celebration of the XV," Clarke Courier, 19 October 1870, p.2.
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had incredibly important community-building, commemorative, political and historical
value to the African American participants and their ancestors.
Hi storian W. Fitzhugh Brundage notes that African Americans during
Reconstruction had extremely limited financial, political, and social capital available with
which to commemorate their history with physical edifices like monuments, plaques,
bridges and buildings. Black civic leaders feared that as long as there were no memorials
to remind society of African American contributions, their history would remain obscure
and forgotten. 53 In public ceremonies, blacks found all the elements necessary to
perpetuate their social memory. These "enabled vast numbers of blacks to learn, invent,
and practice a common language ofmemory."54 Celebrations were cheap, transcended
class differences, and were an easy way to demonstrate community solidarity. For the
brief moments that Clarke County African Americans marched through Berryville, they
could impose their will, altering the regular flow of town life, and delaying commercial
and pedestrian traffic. 55

It is probable that blacks in Clarke County celebrated the passage ofthe Fifteenth
Amendment, the Fourth of July, and other holidays much more frequently than Crown
chose to report in the Clarke Courier. For instance, even though the newspaper never
commented on local African Americans observing Emancipation Day, it is highly
unlikely that blacks in Clarke County would fail to commemorate the abolition of slavery
with some sort of parade or gathering.56 The only other year besides 1870 that Crown
53

W. Fitzhugh Brundage, The Southern Past: A Clash of Race and Memory (Cambridge: Harvard
Hni versity Press, 2005), p.57.
Ibid., p.59.
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and good order of the procession of African Americans parading through Richmond in April 1877. See
Crown, Clarke Courier, 26 April 1877, p.2.
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described African Americans' commemoration of the Fifteenth Amendment was in 1871.
That year there were nearly 150 participants who marched from Berryville to the woods
of white farmer J.W. Beemer to listen to oration from black speakers. Like 1870, several
celebrants were richly costumed. One man " brandished a huge sabre, was gaily ribboned,
and had his cap adorned with the plumage of several barnyard fowls" while another
"wore his honors with the dignity of an emperor." 57 Unlike these stories on the Fifteenth
Amendment festivities, Crown generally just acknowledged with a sentence or two that
local African Americans celebrated or planned to celebrate the Fourth of July.

58

One

reason for this may have been that whites in Clarke were also celebrating Independence
Day by 1871 and overshadowed black assemblages.

59

Celebrations also had a strong symbolic purpose. Blacks celebrated the Fourth of
July to remind themselves and their white neighbors of the values of equality, liberty and
justice for all espoused in the Declaration oflndependence. 60 Precise, organized
ceremonies with eloquent oratory and proper public etiquette by participants were
calculated moves by African Americans to dispel racial stereotypes and convince whites
of the upstanding nature of local black communities. 61 Crown commented on the
"creditable appearance" ofthe African Americans' parade for the 1876 Centennial. The
"colored societies and citizens of color," assembled promptly outside the Free Will
Baptist Church in the ' Blackburn Town' neighborhood at 10:30 A.M. and then marched
through the streets of Berryville with banners flying until they reached the property of

57
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white man G.C. Blakemore just outside of town to hear the oratory of black and white
civic leaders and politicians. The event began with a prayer and then a reading of the
Declaration of Independence before the orators were introduced to the assembled
crowd.62 African Americans choreographed their public ceremonies because they knew
editors like Crown would capitalize on any appearance of disorder to appeal to whites
about the danger of black commemorative activities. Crown noted with some disdain that
one of the speakers at the 1871 celebration of the Fifteenth Amendment "made a very
inflammatory address" with much "animus ... towards the whites," and that a number of
the attendees later became intoxicated and made a great deal of noise long into the
. ht. 63
mg

Location was also important. It was by no accident that African Americans
gathered at the courthouse in Berryville, instead of the nearby black communities of
Josephine City or ' Blackburn Town,' to hear an oratory on the Fourth of July, 1872.

64

The courthouse retained symbolic meaning as the place where slaves had been bought
and sold and had the continued function as a bastion of white judicial and political
supremacy. On Independence Day, however, Clarke County blacks could tread this
ground freely and defiantly without trepidation.
At least some Conservatives understood the power African Americans derived
from public commemoration and tried to manipulate them to their own favor.
Conservatives Carter M. Louthan and M .W. Jones used the occasion of the 1876
Centennial to address a large black crowd about the "kind feeling and good will which

62
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the white men of the South felt for the colored men." In their remarks to the assembled
audience, each made impassioned and seemingly out of character apolitical statements
encouraging African American political empowerment. Said Louthan,
a blind adhesion to either party will reduce the colored man to a state of
slavery ... The colored man owes it to himself. .. to turn away from the
demagogues of both parties ... reflect calmly and serious upon the
responsibilities imposed by his recently acquired privileges ... [and]
advocate those men and measures that wil l best advances the interests [of
the country].
Jones fo llowed Louthan by reminding his African American listeners that they owed
nobody allegiance save God. After all, freedom was " by the hand of Providence, and in
His own good time he gave you freedom," not Radical Republican or Conservatives.

65

Though some African Americans may have taken the speeches at face value and
internalized the message of empowerment, others probably realized Louthan and Jones
were in fact making politicized arguments. The only party in Clarke County with
something to lose from blacks not voting were the Radical Republicans. Rather than
empowerment, the speeches were crafty ways to dissuade political participation.

66

The March 1877 celebration ofRutherford B. Hayes's election as President
demonstrates that African Americans in Clarke County were not afraid to use public
gathering to challenge and defy the social and political supremacy of Conservative
whites. Even though Tilden won by 510 votes over Hayes in the county, blacks had no
inhibitions about parading, together with "a small delegation from Winchester," through
the streets of Berryville, by the light of the moon and a few torches. The marshals of the

65
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procession "were mounted on horseback and rode along the lines with all the airs of a
cockney general" while participants "g(ave] vent to their feelings by occasionally
67

shouting for Hayes and Wheeler" as they marched.

Commemorative celebrations helped African Americans appreciate the
similarities and differences of their shared cultural milieu. Public gatherings brought
together thi s diversity and started building connections between individuals and families.
Camp meetings introduced religion as a binding element around which institutions-like
churches, schools-and later communities--could thrive. The camp meeting combined
religious revival with the socialization of public gatherings. African Americans prayed,
but also drank and otherwise enjoyed themselves. Camp meetings occurred about every
three years in Clarke County during Reconstruction. Crown speculated in 1871 that more
than five hundred blacks-greater than 20 percent of Clarke County's entire African
American population at the time-attended the weeklong event in white Republican John

W. Beemer's woods a mile west ofBerryville. 68 Three years later, even more blacks
participated, with Crown estimating a crowd of one or two thousand on one Sunday.

69

Crown did nothing more than advertise the August 1876 camp meeting, but made sure to
comment in August 1880 that "several thousand" blacks spent the weekend at a camp
meeting organized by the African American population of Pigeon Hill.

70

While Crown

lamented the disruption to public order caused by intemperance, the selling of cider, and
on one occasion, two boys racing their horses through Berryville on the way to the camp,
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he did not identify these leisure activities as anything but a nuisance and youthful
exuberance when, in fact, they were much more.

71

The real locus for all this activity was Clarke County's three black churches. The
Free-Will Baptist Church first organized in January 1868. Its members met at several
locations before moving to Buckrnarsh Street in ' Blackburn Town' in 1869. Members of
the congregation laid the cornerstone in May 1869 and dedicated the church in October
1872. 72 Erected in 1871 and 1874, respectively, the Methodist Church on the
Charlestown Pike and the African Methodist Episcopal Church, also on Buckrnarsh Street
in ' Blackburn Town,' combined with the Free-Will Baptist Church to provided African
Americans in Reconstruction Clarke County diverse religious opportunities.

73

Churches

strengthened the bonds of community through faith and served as the moral compass of
their communities, "promoting moral values, adjudicating family disputes, and
disciplining [community members] for adultery, and other illicit behavior."

74

On at least

three occasions, for example, blacks from the Free-Will Baptist Church were baptized in
the chilly springtime waters of the Shenandoah River. Reverend R.W. Dungee baptized
Mary Washington and Richard Potter at the river in May 1868.

71

75

In 1876, Free-Will
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Baptist Church Reverend J.D. Veney baptized twenty of his flock before a large crowd of
onlookers.

76

As African Americans in Clarke County built and attended churches, they also
founded charitable and mutual aid societies to look out for the needs of African
Americans on the margins of their developing black communities, fund the construction
of churches and schools, and crusade against social evi ls like alcohol and prostitution.
The first such organization recognized was the Berryville John Brown Temperance
Society, established in 1870. It is best noted as the owner of Taunton School, which was
all-black. 77 African American societies often met at local churches and used the
buildings to host fundraisers. In March 1879, for instance, "J. Rice Smith and Carter M.
Louthan delivered temperance addresses to the colored people .. . at the Free Will Baptist
Church" and got sixty members of the audience to sign temperance pledges.

78

Later that

same year, Clarke County African Americans put on "two exhibitions, consisting of
songs, plays, &c., at the court-house ... for the benefit of the A.M.E. church." Admission
was 25 cents for a reserved seat and 20 cents general admission, and open to both blacks
and whites.79 The intersection and overlap between churches, mutual aid societies, and
schools illustrates the high level of cooperation blacks attained as they created and
solidified the foundations of black community in the county. Two further groups were
the Rose Hill Lodge of Odd Fellows and the Female Samaritans, who marched in 1872
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together through the streets ofBerryville in a force of about 50 to a 100.

80

This is an

interesting story because it demonstrates that women were able to resist the gender roles
postwar black men created-those as housewife and mother, confined to the private
sphere- and mobilize themselves in a show of public organization, solidarity and
feminine independence.
Blacks strove for their economic, political, and institutional autonomy from
Clarke County whites- through owning land, property and religion-and they also
thirsted for education. Education created new economic and intellectual opportunities for
African Americans in Clarke County. It was a means of social improvement and
demonstrated to whites that blacks were not going to be content to be their sharecroppers
or farm laborers forever.
The first African American schools in Clarke County were Berryville's Taunton
School ( 1868) and a school in Millwood (1869).

81

Taunton School may have been in

'Blackburn Town,' as the wife of the community's preacher, Sarah S. Jackson, was its
only teacher. By 1872, each voting district in Clarke County had one black school and
supported an ever growing number of pupils. The insufficient number of schools meant
that even as school-age population and enrollment increased, the average attendance
more or less remained the same. There was not enough space in the schoolhouses to
support all those enrolled. The low percentages in Table 4.8 are misleading and reflect
not a lack of interest by African Americans in primary education but a lack of resources.
Black school children had to contend with large class sizes, as only three out of the
sixteen schools in the county were for blacks in 1871. Based on the average attendance
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for that year, each black school had 47 students, which was double the number of
children present in the average white school.

Table 4.7

African American Schools in Clarke County, Virginia, 1871-1875 and 1883 82

Schools
School Population
Enrolled
Average Attendance

1871
3
536
236
141

1872
4
651
239
124

1873
4
668
268
213

1874
4
670
460
172

1875
4
744

1883
8
941
393
238

Table 4.8

Comparison ofSchool Population, Enrollment and Average Attendance at African
American Schools in Clarke County, Virg inia, 18 71-1874 and 1883 83

% Enrolled I School Population
'- % Avg. Attendance I School Population
~ % Avg. Attendance I Enrolled

82

187 1
44
26
60

1872
37
19
52

1873
40
32
80

1874
69
26
37

1883
42
25
61

Virginia School Report, 1871. First Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, for the
year Ending August 31, 1871 (Richmond : C.A. Schaffter, Superintendent of Public Printing, 187 1), Table
No. I , p. l58, Table No.2, p. 177; Virginia School Report, 1872. Second Annual Report ofthe
Superintendent of Public lnstruction,for the Year Ending August 31, 1872. First Report ofthe Board of
Visitors ofthe Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College (R ichmond: R.F. Walker, Superintendent of
Public Printing, 1872), Table No. I , p. l 12, Table No. 2, p.l3 I ; Virginia School Report, 1873. Third Annual
Report ofthe Superinlendent of Public lnslruction,for the Year Ending Augusl 3 1, 1873; with Reports of
the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, and Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute
(Richm ond: R.F. Walker, Superintendent of Pub lic Printing, 1873), Table No.6, p.93; Virginia School
Report, 18 74. Fourth Annual Report of the Superintendent ofPublic instruction, f or the Year Ending
August 3 1, 1873; with Reports of the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, and Hampton Normal
and Agricultural Institute ( Richm ond: R.F. Wa lker, Superintendent Public of Printing, 1874), Table No.4,
p. l 8, Table No.6, p.23; Virginia School Report, 18 75. Fifth Annual Report ofthe Superintendent of Public
instruction,for the Year Ending July 31, 1875; with Reports ofthe Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical
College, and Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Richmond: R.F. Walker, Superintendent of
Public Printing, 1875), Table No. I, p.8, Table No. 2, p. l l ; and Virginia School Report, 1883. Thirteenth
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p.42.
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The situation did not improve much through Reconstruction. Although there were
eight African American schools in Clarke County by 1883, there was a commensurate
increase in school population so that, in comparison, the percentages of enrollment and
attendance for 1871 and 1883 were identical. The worst was in Battletown District,
where there was only one school to service the learning needs for 336 enrolled black
children (out of616 school-age kids in the district).

84

Until construction ofthe Clarke

County Training School in 1930, the closest black high school was in Manassas, at least
40 miles away. 85 Despite overcrowding, when Nelson and Crown visited a Berryville
African American school in 1879, they were impressed with the quality of education they
found. Crown wrote that
We found that the scholars were well disciplined, responding promptly
and orderly to the calls of their teacher, and, from the manner in which the
more advanced ofthem recited their lessons in reading, geography, &c, it
was readily inferred that the States money devoted to their education was
86
not being spent in vain.
Even though there was a great disparity between black and white educational
opportunities in Clarke County during Reconstruction, African American children made
the best of the situation.
African Americans exercised their autonomy and made choices of their own
volition. One place where this was possible was in the privacy of the home. The end of
slavery encouraged African Americans to marry and divest white plantation owners of
their former patriarchal powers. Data from the 1870 and 1880 censuses demonstrates that
the majority of black men in Clarke County established themselves as head of household

: Virginia School Report ( 1883), Table No.9, p.42 .
Mara! S. Kalbian, " Josephine C ity School, C larke County, Virginia," National Register of Historic Places
~egistrat i on Form (Berryville, VA: Prepared for the Clarke County Board of Supervisors, 1994), pp. ll , 13.
~elson was the Superintendent of Education for Clarke County in 1879. See John 0. Crown , "Colored
Children's School," Clarke Courier, 20 February 1879, p.3.
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and promptly many removed their wives from the employment of others to keep the
house and raise the family's children. In 1870, the majority of African American women
in Clarke County identified themselves as domestic servants rather than as woman of the
house. This had changed by 1880, with a 3 7 percent decline in domestic servants and the
corresponding 160 percent increase in women keeping house. The majority of men
remained employed on the farm, but the increase in population and the emergence of
black communities between 1870 and 1880 caused a corresponding rise in the number of
ski lled and specialized African American workers. Clarke County blacks took advantage
of multi-family and kinship-based homes to consolidate their resources, labor, and, most
importantly, maintain independence from their former white masters.

Table 4.9
87

African American Occupations in Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1880
Occupation
Barber
Bartender
Blacksmith
Boatman
Butcher
Carpenter
Chamber Maid
Clerk
Cook
Cooper
Domestic Servant
Eating House
Farm Laborer
Farmer
Fireman

87

L

1880
3

2
7

12

1870

5
1
404
1
605
2

4
1
2
14
257
574
11
1

Occupation
Gardner
Hostler
Housekeeper
Keeping House
Merchant
Miller
Plasterer
Preacher
School Teacher
Seamstress
Shoemaker
Soldier
Stone Mason
Whitewasher
Other

1870
2
4

1880

1

218

349
1
1
1

6
3
1
1
8
1
6

Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); and Ancestry.com, /880 United States
Federal Census (2005).
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Analysis of the census data from 1870 to 1880 in Table 4.10 reveals a shift in the
population between Battletown and the other voting Districts.

88

While Chapel and

Greenway Districts recorded modest growth between the census years, it was to
Battletown District that the largest proportion of the new population, as well as nearly 25
percent of Long Marsh' s inhabitants, went. The number of African American dwellings
in each district substantiates this transition (Table 4.11 ). Of the 46 new (or subdivided)
fami lies in 1880, 42 chose to reside in the Battletown District. It should be no surprise
then that the number of African Americans paying land tax records also increase
dramatically between 1870 and 1880. Twenty-five African Americans paid land taxes in
1870, 79 in 1873, 120 in 1877, and 132 in 1879. By the end ofReconstruction,
Berryville and its margins were a bustling center of black activity.

Table 4.10

Population Distribution ofAfrican Americans inClarke County Census Districts, 1870188089
1880

1870
District
Chapel
Long Marsh
Greenway
Battletown
Total

Population
5 12
427
594
626
2 159

%
24
20
27
29

Population
620
3 18
720
879
2537

%
24
13

28
35

*Centers of population included Mi llwood (Chape l), White Post (G reenway) and most especially Berryville
(Battletown), the county seat.
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The shift in C larke County' s black popul ation from the fa rm ing di stricts to the more urban Battletown
District (which encompassed the county seat of Berryville) probably a lso he lps explain the 1877 decline in
black personal property when compared to the incomplete 1874 data. As African Americans moved off the
f~rrn s of whites and onto outly ing and downtown lots, the ir need for horses and livestock declined.
Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); and A ncestry.com, 1880 United States
Federal Census (2005).
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Table 4.11
90

Number ofAfrican American Dwellings in Clarke County Census Districts, 1870-1 880
1880

1870
District
chapel
Long Marsh
Greenway
Battletown
Total

Dwellings
89
54
82
77
301

%
29
18
27
26

Dwellings
82
48
98
119
347

%
24
14
28
34

The selection of articles published in the Clarke Courier during Reconstruction
represented a choice by the editors to define what they believed constituted African
American resistance. As a Conservative party newspaper, Nelson and Crown's main
concern was politics. When they regaled local whites with stories of African Americans
as rapists and murderers, inept politicians, and unfit citizens, it was in the terms of
violence, political leadership, and social fitness that Nelson and Crown couched
resistance. While these stories were often written with great exasperation--engineered to
create fear and win back white voters to Conservative ranks-they also perpetuated an
extremely narrow definition of African American resistance to their readers. As a result,
the development of black family, education, religion, community, and personal property
ownership passed in the marginalia of the newspaper or went completely unnoticed by
the editors of the Clarke Courier. These activities were not construed as a political threat
and thus not treated as anything but somewhat newsworthy events. Ironically, Nelson
and Crown often reported positively, or at least neutrally, when blacks in the county
erected a new church or paraded through town to mark the passage of the Fifteenth
Amendment. These subliminal acknowledgements of black resistance demonstrate a
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degree of tolerance and acceptance of African Americans by county residents not evident
in the newspaper's headlines or feature stories.
African Americans in Clarke County, Virginia did not cede their social and
political rights to the Conservative restoration of white supremacy without a fight. While
African Americans mounted some political resistance, the majority of the battle was
unspoken and consisted of acquiring property, starting communities, and building the
institutions to sustain those communities. This fight was devoid ofNelson's and Crown's
strong rhetoric or sensationalism and neither was it one of subterfuge. Family and
community strength and longevity, not political domination, was the aim of blacks in
Clarke County, Virginia.
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CHAPTER V
A REASON FOR FAITH:
THE PROSPERITY OF ALL-BLACK JOSEPHINE CITY, 1870-1930
Out of the crucible of slavery, African Americans in Clarke County forged eleven
black communities during Reconstruction, the most important of which was Josephine
City. 1 An all-black settlement, it was an oasis of African American culture for blacks
otherwise immersed in a society politically, economically and socially dominated by
whites. Josephine City was the pinnacle of local African American resistance, and like
all-black towns in general, it was a wellspring of black hope and a sharp declaration of
2

unmitigated personal liberty and independence from former masters. African Americans
realized that although they could not escape the restoration of white supremacy, the allblack community better shielded them, and at the very least provided a temporary relief,
from the most insidious aspects of white control.
There were generally two types ofReconstruction black communities in Clarke
County- the black neighborhood and the all-black town. African Americans carved out
neighborhoods from the three main population centers of the county-Berryville,
Millwood and White Post-beginning almost immediately after the war. The one closest
to Josephine City was ' Blackburn Town,' in Berryville. Named after black farmer and
charter member of the community Thomas Blackburn the neighborhood had two
churches-the Free-Will Baptist and the African Methodist Episcopal-and Taunton
School by 1870. While the majority of men in the community worked on farms (14),

I

All told, there have been some 20 African American communities identified in Clarke County between
imancipation and the present day.
Edward Magdol, A Right to the Land: Essays on the Freedmen's Community (Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1977), p. 12.
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Robert Hall (c.1823-1893) and Charles Henry Slow were barkeepers, John Mills was a
blacksmith, and Henry Brandy (c.1834-1896) owned and operated a restaurant. 3 In 1870,
the ' Blackburn Town ' neighborhood accounted for 39 percent of Berryville's black
4

population and 15 percent of the town's total population. Table 5.2 shows that in all
aspects, the neighborhood doubled in size by 1880. Of the original 15 families in 1870,
only those oflandowners Emanuel Blackburn, Daniel Webster Young, Moses Young
(c.1812-1890), Henry Brandy, Robert Hall, Allie Massey, and Charles Henry Slow
remained in 1880 as the settlement's core community. Excluding the 14 children born to
thi s group of seven between 1870 and 1880, there were 166 new faces in town by 1880.

Table 5.1
PopulaLion DisLribuLion in Berryville, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870

White
Black
Total

3

No.
352
228
580

5

%
61
39

Daniel Webster Young was a particularly industrious farmer that li ved at 'Blackburn Town.' A deed
from July 1870 shows that he rented thirty acres of land from Treadwell Smith to harvest wheat, and then
used then used the expected return to pay off debtors. See C larke County Deed Book I, p.294. Clarke
Courier editor John 0. Crown complimented 'Blackburn Town' resident Henry Brandy for his business
prowess, writing that " Henry Brandy (we need not say he is colored- everybody knows him) is quite
enterprising. Severa l times a week he receives fresh shad and herring, in excellent condition, from
Alexandria, and carries on quite a trade with our citizens. Brandy knows how to turn a dime to account."
~ee John 0. Crown, Clarke Courier, 23 April 1874.
Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (Provo, UT: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2009),
on
line atJHtp://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=7 163.
5

!!lli!.
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Table 5.2

Population Distribution in 'Blackburn Town, ' Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1 880

Population
Landowners
Renters
Total Dwellings

6

1880
179
15
18

15

33

1870
89
9

6

The high level of transiency in the population between 1870 and 1880 in the
' Blackburn Town' neighborhood shows up in the other African American communities.
Ninety-two percent of Clarke County blacks in 1870 lived in a rented dwelling. Renting
made a great deal of sense for blacks with little money and a family to feed. It gave
African Americans greater control over their lives, allowing them to pick up and move as
better opportunities arose. Renters were not burdened down by a long-term mortgage or
lien either. H istorian Leila 0. W. Boyer describes Clarke County's black communities as
"catchment communities" because the majorities were strategically located along
highways and at crossroads in an effort to attract new inhabitants.

7

It appears that this

strategy worked almost too well. Even though the fi gures stabilized some by 1880,
African American communities faced an uphill battle to create lasting institutions and a
strong core population.

6

1bid.; and Ancestry.com, 1880 United States Federal Census (Provo, UT: Ancestry.com Operations Inc,

~005), online at http://search.ancestry.com/search/ db.aspx?db id=6742.

Interview with Leila Boyer on July I I, 2006 at Harrisonburg, Virgini a, cited in Donna Dodenhoff,
" Research Report on African American History in the Northern Shenandoah Valley" (W illiamsburg:
Prepared by for the National Park Service, 2006), p.36.
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Table 5.3
8

African American Property Ownership in Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1880
1880

1870
Renters
Landowners
Dwellings

No.
276
25
301

%
92
8

No.
213
134
347

%
61
39

There was no overt opposition to the post-Civil War community development by
African Americans. Short of violence and physical intimidation, there was quite little
that whites could do to oppose black efforts. The nascent communities forming between
1865 and 1870 grew under the watchful eye of the Freedmen's Bureau. White
businessmen, farmers and estate trustees from Clarke County, and not carpetbaggers, sold
blacks the land for a fair market price, so it was hard for Conservatives to spin African
American property deals politically. Some whites probably consoled themselves with the
belief that their former slaves would not be able to handle the burden of their new
responsibility and would soon default on their mortgages and liens. Whatever the reason,
by the time the Freedmen' s Bureau left Clarke County in 1869, the nuclei of black
communities in ' Blackburn Town,' Bristow, Millwood, Webbtown and White Post were
well established.

8

Aucestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); and Ancestry.com, 1880 United States Federal

Census (2005).
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Est.
White Post
Millwood
Webbtown
Bristow
Pigeon Hill
osephine City
Lewisvi lle
Pyletown
Browntown
Ia tonville

1865
1866
1868
1868
1869
1870
1870
1870
1871
1872
1875

Figure 6. Map of Clarke County, Virginia, Showing the Location of Past and Present
African American Communities.
(6) Cmmcsy of the Josephmc School Community Museum.

The second general type of African American community in Clarke County was
the separate all-black settlement. There were a number of these: Webbtown, Bristow,
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Pigeon Hi ll , Pyl etown, Lewisville, Browntown, and Claytonville. The largest and most
important one was Josephine City. 9 One of the remarkable aspects of Josephine City's
existence was that its inhabitants were always part of the lower-middle class oflate
nineteenth and early twentieth century African Americans. Most of the men were daylaborers. Some women of Josephine City were domestic servants or cooks in Berryville,
but the male heads of household made enough money to allow their wives tend to
domestic responsibilities and care for their chi ldren. When they were old enough, many
of the children went to school. For a community whose male population was
overwhelmingly farm and day laborers, inhabitants made the most of their limited
resources. The image of Josephine City as a community of hardworking and industrious
laborers bore a stark contrast to the urban black neighborhood of 'Blackburn Town.'
Even in the 1870s, the 'Blackburn Town ' neighborhood within the town of Berryville
was where the African American elite of Clarke County lived. They were the skilled
laborers, merchants, businessmen and successful farmers.
Josephine City, however was the real litmus test for African American community
in Clarke County during Reconstruction. For whites, it tested the new post-January 1870
status quo, when Virginia was readmitted with fu ll privileges to the United States. The
Conservative party' s supremacy in Clarke County replaced the clear protective aegis of
the Freedmen's Bureau with question marks for blacks. Many black people must have
wondered how this shift in power would affect both their present communities and the
future of African American community-building in general. For African Americans,
Josephine City challenged them to form a community that mixed poor and elite blacks.
9

See Maral S. Kalbian and Leila O.W. Boyer, Final Report: African-American Historic Context: Clarke
- County, VA , CLG Project no. 660 14 (Berryvi lle, VA: Prepared for the County of Clarke, 26 September
2002). They provide an overview of all twenty African American communities in Clarke County.
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Faced with such hurdles, it was almost as if residents, black and white, held their
coll ective breaths in 1871 as the combustible situation took shape.
Little about black community building between 1865 and 1870 prepared blacks
and whites for the creation of Josephine City. Black property-ownership as late as 1868
for the entire county amounted to less than a dozen individuals and their families. The
personal property tax book for 1867 showed that the total personal property for all
African Americans in the county was a meager seven horses, four hogs, $75 worth of
furniture and a $150 bond. Most blacks still lived on and worked white farms harvesting
wheat. Although the majority of blacks were technically wage laborers now, it was likely
a comforting sight for planters to see African Americans working in the wheat fields and
widely dispersed about the county. Only 436 (20 percent) of the African American
population in 1870 lived in black communities. The rest either rented property or lived
on the farms of their employers. With fewer than 50 inhabitants each, the all-black
settlements of Bristow and Webbtown, as well as the African Americans at Pigeon Hill,
probably did not merit a second glance from white observers.
African American land purchases in the first half of 1870 did little to change the
established status quo. Within the ' Blackburn Town' neighborhood, there were three
internal land transfers, including the purchase of the lot for the Free-Will Baptist Church
in March 1870 from preacher William A. Jackson ( c.1834-1873). In addition, African
Americans Job McCard and Moses Young bought land from whites Samuel Heflebower
and Charles E. Lippitt, respectively, and adjoined them to ' Blackburn Town.' Albert
Elsea' s sale of seven acres ofland at Pigeon Hill to seven individual African Americans,
as well as the purchase of six acres of land adjacent to Webbtown by blacks Charles
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Simms and Robert Paige (c.l834-1890) from John W. Beemer, while significant were
events too isolated to create much consternation among whites. That was about to
change.
Ellen Lane Jett McCormick ( 1833-1908), executrix of her late husband Edward
McCormick (1824-1870), inherited nearly $22,000 of her deceased husband's debt. Now
a widow, she had to single-handedly manage their farm , Clermont, and raise five children
(ages 1 to 11 ), as well as a stepdaughter. McCormick needed money and fast to cover the
debt and her mounting expenses. On July 27, 1870, she published an advertisement in
the Clarke Courier to sell off a stallion, six colts, eight draft horses, 37 head of cattle, 20
sheep, 20 hogs, two wagons, plows and harrows, and three lots of land amounting to 10,
2 1 and 31 acres. Each piece ofland could "be sold as a whole or in subdivisions ... so as
to accommodate capacities of purchasers." 10 Apparently everything sold except the 31 acre parcel. Albert Elsea purchased the 2 1-acre tract from McCormick and then quickly
resold a third of that land later that month to the founding members of the all-black
community at Pigeon Hill. McCormick then tried the newspaper again, advertising the
land in the August 31 , 1870 Clarke Courier. On September 19, 1870, she found a
buyer. 11 The purchaser was not an individual or even white, however, but rather a group
of 24 African American men and women who banded together to jointly make an offer to
buy the land in question.
McCormick and the African American purchasers formali zed their agreement
with a single deed of bargain, sale and plat for all parties dated September 30, 1870. The

Ellen McCormick, " Public Sale of Valuable Personal and Real Estate," Clarke Courier 27 July 1870, p.2.
The July 27, 1870 advertisement was for a public sale, held at her home, Clermont, on August I0, 1870.
Unlike the first sale, McCormick had the second public sale at the courthouse sometime in early September
1870.

10

11
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newspaper advertisement and the deed laid out all the particulars for the new community.
McCormick's first provision was that she retained the rights to harvest all timber, felled
or still standing, before and after the inhabitants took possession of the real estate.
Second, she stipulated that there be a sixteen foot street down the center of the tract to
provide every purchaser access at all times to the Battletown Turnpike against which the
northern edge of the settlement was perpendicular. Later in the deed, the specification for
a road took on greater significance because the first eight feet of every lot went to its
creation. Third, McCormick required that there be a plat made of the community so that
"each one of the purchasers might by Survey or otherwise [be able to] accurately
determine his lines." The fourth provision made each individual signee of the document
liable for themselves only to pay the purchase price of $100 per acre. According to the
newspaper, this sum was due in four annual payments and there would be an interest rate
of 6 percent. The final condition related to the first, and provided that each new
landowner had "the privilege of cutting and mauling into rails, and Stakes and Cord
Wood- All the timber lying and being on his own" property for McCormick in exchange
for a sum determined by a third party. With the ground rules for the settlement
established, the rest of the deed spelled out the location and owner of each individual lot.
This collective deed thus laid out the basic physical plan for what would become
Josephine City.

12

12

Clarke County Deed Book K, pp.l 04-1 I0.
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Figure 7. Plat of Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870.
(7) Clarke County Deed Oook K, p. 109. Note that George W. Ca rter of lcfi lot number 12 was not George D. Carter of right lots four and fi ve. They were not the
same person.

The plat in the deed illustrates that the residents knew from the beginning that
their settlement's name would be Josephine City. The most common theory behind the
naming of the town is that the inspiration was none other than the purchaser of the first
two lots in the community, Josephine Williams. Unfortunately, there is very little about
her in the public records. She does not show up in the 1870 or 1880 census fo r Clarke
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County. 13 Further complicating the search for information on Williams are the land
dealings of her husband, Philip, whose transactions covered both of their lands. He sold
Josephine's first lot in May 1871 to Henry Jackson and halfofher second lot to Melvina
Gibson in July 1875. Deeds to lots for London Mitchell (October 1869) and Archie
Jackson (October 1870) in 'Blackburn Town' indicate that land owned by Josephine
Williams was adjacent to their properties.

14

While Philip continues to appear in land tax

and deed records through 1879, Josephine disappears after 1873.
The available archival records are much more conclusive. They reveal that Ellen
and Edward McCormick had a slave named Josephine in the early 1850s. A bill from
1853 shows that in June and October of 1851, and then again in August and November of
15

1852, the McCormicks summoned Dr. S.S. Neill to tend to their slave Josephine.

Eight

years later, Ellen mentions the same Josephine in a February 1861 letter to her husband.
She reminded him that "Josephine had better finish your shirts if she has not finished
them." 16 Six years after that, in 1867, Edward McCormick bought a shirt from Josephine
Williams. 17 This nearly twenty-year timeline establishes a longstanding relationship
between Williams and the McCormick that continued to bear fruit even after Josephine
was no longer a slave. Williams had skill as a seamstress, and was a pretty good one,
based on the McCormick's preference for her. While this research is still not enough to
Information about her date of birth, death, marriage and occupation rema in a mystery.
Clarke County Deed Book I, p.331 , 388.
15 Bill from S.S. Nei ll to Edward McCormick, January I, 1853, Clermont Charitable Trust Papers,
Benyv ille, Virgin ia. The coloration of the photograph is adjusted to make the bill easier to read. The
background paper of the document is actually blue. See also Maral Kalbian, "School was Born from an
Unusual Black Community," Clarke Courier, 15 February 1995, p. l5.
16 Letter from Ellen Lane Jett McCormick to Edward McCormick, February 16, 1861 , Clermont Charitab le
Trust Papers. The coloration of the photograph is adjusted to make the letter easier to read. The
background paper of the document is actually b lue.
17 Receipt, Josephine Williams to Edward McCormick, November 30, 1867, C lermont Charitable Trust
Papers. The coloration of the photograph is adjusted to make the receipt easier to read. The background
paper of the document is actually a light brown. See also Kalbian, " School was Born from an Unusual
Black Community," Clarke Courier, 15 February 1995, p.15.

13
14
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definitely say that Josephine Williams was the inspiration for the name of Josephine City,
it strengthens the argument.

"Aug 31st 1 visit & med Josephine cld
"Nov 281h 1 visit Sd.

2.50"

(photograph by Kyle Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 8. 1853 Bill from Dr. S.S. Neill to Edward McCormick for Services Rendered to
A Slave Named Josephine, 185 1-1 852.
(8) Bill from Dr. S.S. Neill to Edward McConnick for Services Rendered to A Slave Named Joseph ine. 1853. Clen nont Charitable Trust Papers. Benyville.
Vir~inia.

"Josephine had better finish your shirts if she has not finished them."

(photograph by Ky le Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 9. Letter from Ellen Lane Jett McCormick to Edward McCormick, February 16,
186 1.
(9) Letter from Ellen Lane Jen McConnick to Edward McCormick, February 16, 186 1, Clennont Charitable Trust Papers, Benyville, Vir~inia.
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(photograph by Kyle Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 10. 1867 Receipt from Josephine Williams to Edward McCormick
(10) Receipl from Josephine Wi lliams 10 Edward McConnick, 1867, Clennonl Charirable Trusl Papers, Benyville, Vi rj!inia.

Most of the black communities in Clarke County formed very slowly, such as the
' Blackburn Town' neighborhood and its gradual growth in African American landholders
throughout Reconstruction. Josephine City, in contrast, was abrupt, unexpected, and
large. With their single deed, the ex-slaves at Josephine City increased the number of
blacks in the county owning land by fully one third. Located less than a mile south of
Berryville and suddenly depositing 98 African American landowners where before there
were none, Josephine City was likely a surprise to the white population. Clarke Courier
editor William N. Nelson's description of Josephine City two weeks after its inception
was generally magnanimous, however. After a general description of the deed, he opined
that

It is a question how such a settlement will affect the interests of this
community, and especially of those living in that part of the village. The
few whom we have heard mentioned as part purchases, are among the
most respectable colored men of the county, and we believe that during
their lives, at least, they will be no injury to the community, but rather an
advantage, in that they will be a valuable addition to the labor supply. But
an introduction of so large a number into so small a space, all of whom
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cannot be among the best, is a natural cause of some uneasiness. We trust
that these people as they settle here may feel the responsibility that rests
upon them to sustain a good character. The white people may do a good
deal by considerate kindness to give them an impulse in the right
18
direction.
Nelson sent a mixed but overall positive message to whites in Clarke County
about Josephine City. Loaded phrases like "some cannot be the best," " feel the
responsibility," and "impulse in the right direction" exudes the paternalism of a
fo rmer master who does not think that such "a large number" could govern
themselves without ensuing chaos. At the same time, this was quite a turnaround
from the traditionalist Conservative who only a year before published venomous
articles stereotyping all blacks as murderers and rapist. The African Americans at
Josephine City were "respectable," advantageous, and deserving of "kindness."
Overall, this article demonstrates Nelson' s acquiescence to the presence of
African American community and encourages the rest of whites in Clarke County
to take the same tack. The timing of the article, nine months after full readmittance into the Union, along with its subject, a large, quickly formed allblack community, normalized the black-white relationship on the subject of
property and community even as both sides continued to wage the battle for social
and political rights.
While the deed creating Josephine City was significant, in October 1870 it was
still just a piece of paper and an empty 30.75 acre tract of land. The future of Josephine
City remained to be determined. At the helm of this adventure were 98 African

18

W.Il.
1 1am N. Nelson, "New Settlement," Clarke Courier 12 October 1870, p.3. There might be more on
Josephine City in this issue if October 12 111 did not happen to coincide with the death of Robert E. Lee
( 1807- 1870) and the middle of the Franco-Prussian War (July 1870-May 1871 ), both of which the Clarke
Courier covered extensively.
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American men, women, and children, in 14 nuclear and extended nuclear families, as
well four couples and five individual purchasers. All the male heads of household and
their sons, sixteen or older, worked on farms while wives and daughters either kept house
or worked as domestic servants.
It would seem that the first order of business after the signature of the deed would
be to clear the land and build a home, but for the majority of Josephine City's new
owners, this was not the case. Henry Jackson, who bought the first lot on the left from
Josephine Williams in May 1871 , spent $100 that year to also erect a house. Eleven lots
to his left, Solomon Carter at left lot number twelve also invested $100 for the
construction of a house on his property that year. Carter turned out to be a prodigious
builder, as he added another $400 worth of buildings to his land by 1875. Few others on
Josephine City were so industrious. Jacob Jackson (c.1815-1880), Nelson Reid (c.18371911 ) and Nancy Carter Williams joined Carter and Jackson in 1872 with homes, but
they were the only ones.

19

The problem was not likely money, but rather that not all of the purchasers
intended to settle Josephine City permanently . When Nelson referred to some of the new
landowners as "among the most respectable," he was probably referring to Reason
Harrison. Not including the three lots he purchased on Josephine Street, in 1870 Harrison
owned two horses, a wagon, two time pieces and some furniture valued at a combined
$342? 0 The sum total for the personal property of Thomas Laws, Charles Miles and
George Williams- the only three others of those who signed the deed with any personal

19

Virginia, 1866-/879 Land Tax Records, Clarke County, Virginia (Richmond: Library of Virginia),
microfilm reel 424.
20 There is no indication in the public records that Harrison ever actually lived on the three lots of Josephine
City he bought.
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property- was only $238. Personal property tax records from 1874 show a significant
improvement in the fortunes of Josephine City landholders, with 22 individuals owning at
least $10 of personal property. In fact, four owned horses, seven had made the
investment to buy farming tools, eight possessed cows, nine raised hogs and thirteen of
the men with land at Josephine City had furniture.

21

While this might seem to be an

indicator that there were more buildings in the community, this information is a falsepositive because many of the 22 still owned lots in Berryville and elsewhere.
The question ofresidency thus becomes one of the more difficult impediments to
tracing the formation of Josephine City. According to the 1870 census, 17 of the
purchasers were from Battletown district, four from Chapel district, one from Long
Marsh district, and three from unknown locations. Table 5.4 demonstrates evidence for
houses on lots in the new settlement. By 1878, there were only 13 people (excluding
Lucy Williams) in the community that the land tax records identify as having constructed
buildings on their property. Over this same period of time, a number of the individuals in
the deed sold or subdivided their property. Where there were once six lots in 1870,
property divisions created 11 lots by 1876, increasing the total number of lots available at
Josephine City from 31 to 36 (see Table 5.5). Some of these transfers were incidental.
At the end of Josephine City' s original deed, George W. Carter and his brother Tobias
swapped left lots left 15 and 16 with each other. George W. Carter also transferred his
title for left lot 12 to his second brother, Solomon. The death ofElzey Wilson in 1874,
for example, saw Clarke County special commissioner Marshall McCormick sell half of
Wilson' s lot to Reverend Spotswood Brown and the other half of the lot to Peter and

21

Virginia, 18 74 Personal Property Tax Records, Clarke County, Virginia (Richmond: Library of
Virginia), microfilm reel 954.
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Anna French. Other transfers, like those made by Philip and Josephine Williams, George
G. Potter, Richard Stephenson, and Morgan Coxen, suggest that that the purchase of their
tracts in Josephine City were never more than a speculative investment. In contrast,
Violet Bums (c.1 832-1892) retained a sixth of Richard Stephenson's one acre for herself
when she a third of the lot in September 1874 (the Shenandoah Valley Railroad bisected
Josephine City and took up half an acre of this property).

Table 5.4

Evidence ofHouses on the Lots of Land at Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia,
2
J870-188rl

2

Lot

Year

Y2 2
6
7
12
13
14
16

1871
1878
1878
1878
1871
1876
1872
1878

Y2 6
Y2 6
Y2 10
11
14
??

1877; 1878
1874
1876
1872; 1874
1872; 1873
1876

Individual

Left Side
Henry Jackson
Melvina Gibson
Lee Moore
Presley Jenkins
Solomon Carter
George Fields
Jacob Jackson
Tobias Carter
Right Side
Spotswood Brown
Peter French
Jack Willis
Nelson Reid
Nancy Carter
23
Lucy Williams

Best Evidence
$1 00 for buildings
$ 100 for buildings
$200 for buildings
$200 for buildings
$1 00 for buildings
$100 for buildings
$75 for buildings
$200 for buildings
$40 for furniture; $100 for buildings
lien
$1 00 for buildings
$1 00 for buildings; I ien
$250 for buildings; lien
$200 for buildings

~ Virginia, 1866-1879 Land Tax Records, ree1424; and Kalbian and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.54.

2
,

The Clarke County Land Tax book lists Lucy Williams as li ving at Josephine City in 1876, but there is
no deed or other documentation that confirms this information. The 1880 Census shows that she lived in
the all-black community of Browntown.
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Table 5.5

Land Transfers at Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1880
Year
Sep. 1870
Sep. I870
Sep. I870
May I87 1
Jan. 1872
Jan. 1873
Feb. 1874
Nov. I874
Nov. 1874
Dec. 1874
Dec. 1874
Jul. 1875
Sept. 1875
Nov. 1875
Jul. I 876
Nov. I876
Apr. I878

Lot
LI6
LI5
Ll2
Ll
R14
R15
R8
Y2 R6
'l-2R6
'l-2 RIO
'l-2 R IO
'l-2L2
2
/ 3 R8
Y3 R8
R1 3
'l-2 R9
L9-1 1

Original Owner
George W. + Tobias Carter
Tobias Carter
George W. Carter
Josephine Williams
George G. Potter
Peter Lovett
Richard Stephenson
Elzey Wilson
Elzey Wilson
Morgan Coxen
Morgan Coxen
Josephine Williams
Violet Burns
James Carey
George G. Potter
Daniel Carter
Reason Harrison

New Owner
Tobias Carter
George Carter
Solomon Carter
Henry Jackson
Nancy Carter Williams
Jerry Willi ams
Violet Burns
Rev. Spotswood Brown
Anna French
Jacob Nelson
Jack Willis
Melvina Gibson
James Carey
John Mclntree
James Johnston
James Thompson
Robert Lewis

Mechanics liens demonstrate that at least some of the homes on Josephine City
were well and professionally built. A May 1873 mechanics lien fi led by Thompson and
Ogden against Nancy Carter Williams for a balance of $ 15 cited the construction of a
"frame house 2 story 15 x 24 situated in Josephine City." Julian Morales filed a similar
lien a year later on a two-story house he built for Nelson Reid. The best description of an
early home along Josephine Street comes from the mechanics lien placed on the house of
Peter French in I875. The document states that the house was
I4 x 20 feet, to be weatherboarded with 5/8 inch weatherboarding lapped,
to have a boxed cornice projecting I 0 inches in all, said house to contain
three windows on first fl oor I2 lights I 0 x 12, and four doors, including
stair door, one partition making two rooms on first floor one door box
stairway running from I st to 2nd floor, second floor to have 4 windows 12
lights 8 x 10 and 2 doors and one partition making 2 rooms all doors to be
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batten for all which the said French is to pay the sum of$233.00 He is to
4
build his own foundation flues and do his plastering?
This house was big enough for Peter and Anna French to have perhaps a parlor
and three bedrooms-one for them, and then one each for their four girls and two
boys.
While the African American elite of Clarke County seemed to spurn Josephine
City in the early 1870s for the bustle ofthe ' Blackburn Town' neighborhood, the 1880
census shows that Josephine City prospered in spite of the apparent class division. There
were now 29 families and only two couples and three older bachelors. Landowners and
renters occupied 28 of the at least 37 lots in the community. Either the tax records are
incomplete (likely) or 16 buildings popped up on Josephine Street between 1878 and
1880. Regardless, the expansion of the community between 1870 and 1880 was
remarkable. One couple and seven famili es rented out land on Josephine City. An eighth
family- blacksmith George Blair and his fami ly of 11- lived with Horace Burns's
family. Out of the external land transfers in Table 5.5, eight of those individuals (J.
Williams, French, Nelson, Willis, Gibson, Johnston, Thompson and Lewis) continued to
live at Josephine City through 1880. Among the original purchasers, Daniel Carter
moved his family from the half acre he still owned on right lots 9 and 10 and to part of
left lot 16, owned by Tobias Carter. This move may have been strictly for business, as lot
16 was on the turnpike and Daniel Carter was a stone mason by trade. Another internal
move made by a signatory of the 1870 deed was that George Williams decided to rent out
left lot 3 and move to right lot 14. This was the property his wife Nancy Carter bought
and built a house on in 1872.
24

Clarke County, Virginia, Mechanics Liens, Clarke County 18 70- 1904, pp.l 3, 17, 23, quoted in Kalbian
and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.54.
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Table 5.6
Population Distribution in Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-188rf1. 5

Population
Families
Couples
Individuals
Landowners
Renters
Total Dwellings

1870*
98
14
4
5
0
0
0

1880
186
29
2
3
20
8
28

*There were 25 landowners in 1870, but none of the m yet lived in the community.

By 1880 there were 20 landowners in Josephine City. Simple subtraction of eight
from 20 demonstrates that only 12 of the original 25 purchasers that signed the deed in
1870 still lived in the community. 26 This statistic is deceptive, however, because nine of
those original landowners still owned a share in Josephine City, but rented out their
property instead. Accounting for the fact that Robert Lewis (three lots), George D. Carter
(two), and Wilson Lovett (c.l829-1883) (two) all owned multiple lots, there were only
five vacant lots at Josephine City in 1880. Out of 186 individuals, the fami lies of renters
(and Blair) accounted for 52 people, 55 new landowners, and 79 ofthe original
landowners. So, even though there was a great number of land transactions and rental
agreements, Josephine City was relatively stable compared to the transiency of
' Blackburn Town ' neighborhood. Each community had a similar number of lots (37 in
Josephine City and 33 in ' Blackburn Town') but whereas the renter to landowner

25

Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); and Ancestry.com, 1880 United States
Federal Census (2005).
26
Among the origina l purchasers living in Berryville instead o f Josephine C ity in 1880 were Morgan
Coxen, Reason Harrison (confiscated in 1878), Wi lson Lovett, George G. Potte r (sold out in 1872 and
1876), Richard Stephenson (sold out in 1874), and Phili p Williams.
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proportion in 'Blackburn Town ' was a little bit more than one-to-one, it was greater than
one-to-two in Josephine City.
One of the strongest illustrations of the symbolic importance of Josephine City to
African Americans in Clarke County was (and still is) the Milton Valley Cemetery.
Located at the East end of the settlement, and founded in 1874, the effort to purchase and
then keep up the three acre burial ground was not just a project for the residents of
Josephine City. 27 An obelisk dedicated in 1909 and located at the center of the cemetery
li sts the names of all the original stockholders. Although the majority of the names are
those ofpeople from Josephine City, there are also at least 10 residents of'Blackburn
Town' neighborhood (including its three founding brothers, Robert Hall , storekeeper
Ribus Bundy, and barber T.T. Brown) and Joseph Webb (the founder of the all-black
community of Webbtown) etched into the monument. 28 It was the responsibility of the
stockholders to contribute one dollar each year for the upkeep of the Milton Valley
Cemetery.

29

That the leading members of two of the oldest black communities in the

county were involved so early in the life of the Josephine City (which had only six houses
there in 1874) speaks volumes about how people viewed the community. Even though
they did not reside with the inhabitants of Josephine City, they recognized what the
community meant to the spirit of African American resistance in their county. Josephine
City in its infancy was still the largest all-black community in the county; the heart of
African American resistance. Support for Milton Valley Cemetery was one way that

27

Clarke County Deed Book P, p.l52, quoted in Kalbian and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.55 .
Notably absent from the obelisk are the names of Philip and Josephine Williams. It is surprising that they
did not merit at least an honorable mention .
29
Berryville Celebrates, 1798- 1998 (Berryvilie, VA: Clarke County Historical Association, 1998), p.66;
Val Van Meter, "Josephine City Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.l 0. This newspaper
article has some excellent insights into the community, but it is also full of inaccurate information and
should be used only in the context of other sources.

28
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blacks in ' Blackburn Town' could bridge the class divide and connect themselves to the
spirit of Josephine City.

Table 5.7

List of Names, in Order of Appearance, on the 1909 Milton Valley Cemetery
Commemorative Obelisk, Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia
Adam Fields
Bushrod Blackburn
Aaron Fields
Ribus Bundy
T.T. Brown
Emanuel Blackburn
George W. Carter
L.G.W. Jones
Coon Reed
Joseph Thornley
Frank Randolph
Richard Lewis
Thomas Laws Jr.
Albert Lightfoot

James Carter
Thomas Page
Robert Hall
Jerry Williams
Emily Chargo
Thomas N. Blackburn
Howard Coxen
Lee Moore
Nelson Reid
James Laws
London Mitchell
George Harris
Charles Laws
Jane Thomas

Presley Jenkins
George Tokus
Peter French
Taylor Thornton
D.L. Gibson
George Blair
Joseph Webb
Jacob Strother
Daniel Webster Young
Samuel Robertson
Edmund Jackson
James Thompson
Charles Myers

(photograph by Kyle Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 11. 1909 Commemorative Obelisk at the Milton Valley Cemetery, Josephine
City, Clarke County, Virginia.
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The Milton Valley Cemetery and construction of at least 28 domiciles by 1880
were just the beginning of Josephine City's development into a self-sustaining all-black
community. While the majority of working men (40 out of 46) continued to gain
employment as farm laborers, by 1880 there were four blacksmiths (John Mills, his
stepson William Fields, Nelson Reid and George Blair) as well as Daniel Carter the stone
mason living, and presumably working, in the town. 30 In 1879 the trustees of the Zion
Baptist Church bought land from new Josephine City resident Benjamin Franklin
(c.l840-1 927).31 While they gathered money to build the church, the congregation
worshipped in an orange grove at the nearby Pigeon Hill.

32

It took three years, but by

1882 there was a small chapel aptly named the Franklin Chapel on a left lot near the
turnpike. 33 That year was also significant because it witnessed the creation of Josephine
City's only school. While the School Trustees of Battletown District made the necessary
arrangements to purchase the land for the school from Thomas Laws, it was the residents
of Josephine City who actually financed the construction of the "one-story, frame, twoclassroom schoolhouse" in 1882.

30

34
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Not listed was Horace Burns's son, Buffalo Soldier Carte r Burns (c.l856-1880). A private in the I 0
Cavalry, he enlisted at age 21 on February 16, 1877 in C incinnati, Ohio. Warm Springs Apaches killed
Carter, along with the rest of the I 0111 Cavalry patrol he was on, at Ojo Caliente (now Hudspeth County,
Texas) on October 28, 1880. See Ancestry.com, U.S. Army, Register of Enlistments, 1798-1914 (Provo,
UT: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2007), p.l98 [scanned p. l96], online at http://search.ancestry.com/
searchldb.aspx?dbid= 1198; and William H. Leckie and Shirley A. Leckie, The Buffalo Soldiers: A
Narrative of the Black Cavalry in the West (Norman: Univers ity of Oklahoma Press, 1999), p.234.
31
_, Clarke County Deed Book U, p.65.
~: Berryville Celebrates ( 1998), p.94.
, Kalbian and Boyer, Final Report (2002), p.55. The Zion Baptist Church expanded in 1908 and moved
directly across the street.
34
Maral S. Kalbian, "National Register of Histori c Places Registration Form for Joseph ine City School,
Clarke County, Virginia" (Berryville, VA: Prepared for the Clarke County Board of Supervisors, 1994),
Section 8, p. l 0. For the January 30, 1882 deed see C larke County Deed Book 2, p.227.
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Figure 12. Josephine Street School, Clarke County, Virginia, 1940.
( 12) Annie Stribling, ''Berryville (Colored) Vocational Building,'' 1940, Clarke Co11111y 1-llstorica/ Association catalog record 1998.00409.005, online at
http://clarkecounty.pastpe rfec t-online.com/3 1579cgi/ mweb.cxe? request: image&hex• l 99800409005.jpg (accessed I May 2010). Printed with pennission of the
Clarke County Historical Association.

Some time before 1900, St. Peter's Primitive Baptist Church joined Zion Baptist
Church in ministering to the people of Josephine City. Reverends John Wanzer, at Zion,
and Spotswood Brown, at St. Peter's, spearheaded efforts for community betterment in
the early twentieth-century. They organized the Women's Union Light Company, which
was a group of women who raised money to install 14 street lights along the north (right)
side of Josephine Street. As a boy, Josephine City native and long-time resident Ralph
Paige wou ld sit on the stones that separated the dirt "sidewalks" from the dirt street and
watch the ladies clean the glass globes and replenish the fuel for the lights each month.
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The group maintained this role for a long time, as Paige noted that he could remember
when they switched from coal to oil to kerosene.

35

Figure I 3. The Women's Union Light Company, Josephine City, Clarke County,
Virginia.
(xiii) Front Row: (leO to right) Mrs. Bums, Violet Morris. Miss Julia Nickens, Mrs. Lucy Frank lin, Janie Laws. Mrs. Edna Paige, Mandy Reed. Back Row: Rev.
Spotswood Brown, Beo1 Willis. Betty Boss, Kelly Cru tchfield, Emma Brown Hall, Rev. John Wanzer. Image from "Union Light League Group," c.1900, Clarke
Coumy Htstorit:nl A.vsocwtiou catalog record 1998.00472.283. online at http://clarkccounty.pastperfect-online.com/3 1579cgi/mweb.exe?request=image

&hex= I998004 72283.JPG (accessed I May 20 10). Printed with pcnnission from the Clarke County Historical Association. Caption from /Jerryville Celebrmes
(1998), p.69. The identifications come from the caption of the same picture in that book.

By all indications, Josephine City reached its peak in the early 1900s. Table 5.8
shows that by 1900, there were 32 families, ofvarious types, living along Josephine
Street. This increase in the number of families corresponds with the data in Table 5.9,
which shows that the highest rate of property occupancy in the community also occurred
in 1900. The tables also illustrate show the demographic decline of Josephine City.
Between 1900 and 1930, the number of families decreased drastically while there was a
corresponding increase in the number of childless couples. Throughout this period, the
35

Van Meter, "Ralph Paige: Childhood Memories," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.8; and
Berryville Celebrates ( 1998), p.69.
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community retained a high rate of land ownership, but especially between 1920 and
1930, there was a significant drop in the number of rental households. All this
corresponds to the population data in Table 5.1 0, which shows a gradual decline after
1900. Each decade, it got harder and harder for Josephine City to rejuvenate itself.

Table 5.8

Population Distribution in Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, I 870-193036

Families
Couples
Individuals

1870
14
4

5

1880
29
2
3

1900
32
5
4

19 10
24
12
6

1920
20
11
I

1930
18
13
1

Table 5.9
37

Property Distribution in Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-1930

Owned
Rented
Unsure
Total

36

1880
20

8
0
28

1900
21
14
5
40

1920
18
14
0
32

1930

26
6
0
32

Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); Ancestry.com, 1880 United States Federal
Census (2005); Ancestry.com, 1900 United States Federal Census (Provo, UT: Ancestry.com Operations
Inc, 2004), online at http://search.ancestry.com/search/db.aspx?dbid=7602; Ancestry.com, 1910 United
States Federal Census (Provo, UT: Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2006), online at http://search.ancestry.
com/search/db.aspx?dbid=7884 ; Ancestry.com, 1920 United States Federal Census (Provo, UT:
Ancestry.com Operations Inc, 2 0 I 0), images reproduced by Fami lySearch, online at http://search.ancestry.
com/search/db.aspx? dbid=6061 ; and Ancestry.com, /930 United States Federal Census (Provo, UT:
~ncestry. com Operations Inc, 2002), online at http://search.ancestry.co m/search/db.aspx?dbid=6224.
Ancestry.com, 1880 United States Federal Census (2005); Ancestry.com, 1900 United States Federal
Census (2004); Ancestry.com, 1920 United States Federal Census (20 I0); and Ancestry.com, 1930 United
States Federal Census (2002).
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Table 5.10

Population in Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1870-193038
Year
Population

1870
98

1880
186

1900
234

1910
170

1920
146

1930
158

While the statistics suggest a gradual decline of Josephine City, the economic and
cultural development occurring at the same time tells a completely different story. By the
1920s, Josephine City was a town bustling with activity. Rosetta Clay remembers that
residents "had everything they needed right here." 39 Her parents, Moses and Rhoda
Brown, owned the barber shop in town and operated the gas station. Zion Baptist Church
Deacon Benjamin Franklin' s wife, Lucy, was a midwife and also proprietor of the town's
boarding house at 225 Josephine Street. Blacks and whites flocked to Josephine
Johnson' s Lunch Room at the intersection of the turnpike and Josephine Street to sample
her well-renowned pies and delectable apple turnovers. 40
A typical day might start with residents browsing The People 's Journal, a
newspaper which George Harris published from 1895 until his death in 1927.

41

Printed at

2 10 North Buckmarsh Street in ' Blackburn Town,' it came out monthly and cost 50 cents
per issue. Local black churches issued notices to remind Josephine City residents about
special events, lectures and services. Merchants used the People 's Journal to advertise

38

Ancestry.com, 1870 United States Federal Census (2009); Ancestry.com, 1880 United States Federal
Census (2005); Ancestry.com , I 900 United States Federal Census (2004); Ancestry .com, I 9 I 0 United
States Federal Census (2006); Ancestry.com, I 920 United States Federal Census (20 I 0); and
Ancestry.com, 1930 United States Federal Census (2002).
39
Van Meter, "Josephine City Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.9. The name of
Johnson' s restaurant comes from Van Meter, "The Journal Gives A Glim pse of Black History," Clarke
Courier, 2 1 February 1991 , p.2.
40
Van Meter, "Josephine City Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.9.
41
There are only a few surviving copies of The People's Journal. The Library of Vi rginia has the April
1924 issue in print and the August 1927 issue on microfilm . The Josephine School Museum also has one
or two late r issues of the newspaper.
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their wares while eateries extolled the quality and price of their food. Harris also found
space to comment on local and national news. He ran reprints of sermons, articles, and
letters that encouraged social and moral uplift of African Americans.

42

A person with the desire to look fashionable could peruse the hat shop Emma
Brown Hall ran out of her house at 105 Josephine Street. When one was done shopping
there were several options available for a snack. Spotswood Brown was not only the
pastor at St. Peter's Baptist Church, but also ran Josephine City's general store during the
week. 43 With a surreptitious pluck, anybody could liberate an apple from the orchard
Neal and Warden ran along the whole northern edge of Josephine City.

44

If an individual

did not want to trek all the way to Brown's butchery in 'Blackburn Town ' to acquire a
dinner steak, all they had to do was go around back of the hat store to get a cut of pork,
beef or veal from Floyd Hall's slaughterhouse.45 Even the lethargic were in luck on
Josephine Street, as "Jake Holmes delivered ice ... and the Jones family sold vegetables
and milk door-to-door."46 If the produce did not look agreeable, inhabitants had to go no
further than their back yard, since most had a garden plot.
Rosetta Clay also remembered that growing up, the community was extremely
close knit. "If anything happened they were right there. If something happens in a
family, every person goes to the family. They have that touch. When you get those roots
there, it won't leave you."47 It did not matter, noted Thomas Carter in a 1986 interview,

42

Van Meter, "The Journal Gives a Glimpse of Black History," Clarke Courier, 21 February 1991 , p.2.
Van Meter, "Josephine C ity Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.9.
44
Van Meter, "Josephine City was Self-Contained," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986. The article ci ted
is a photocopy (that does not include the page number) from the Joseph ine City School Museum Papers.
45
Van Meter, "Josephine City Re membered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.9.
46
Van Meter, "Josephine City was Self-Contained," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986. The article cited
is a photocopy (that does not include the page number) from the Josephine City School Museum Papers.
47
Van Meter, "Josephine City Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.9.
43
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that "We didn't have a lot ofthings[.] ... [W]e enjoyed what we did have." 48 As these
comments indicate, throughout the early twentieth-century, Josephine City retained its
working class character. In 1920, there were 26 men working on farms, four at the
general store, three at the local rock quarry and finally a barber, a factory worker of some
kind, a schoolteacher and a preacher. Ten years later, the picture was similar. Seventeen
Josephine City men worked on agricultural or stock farms, three in local apple orchards,
and two men made a living as gardeners. Frank Liggins and another man helped
construct local roads while Robert L. Moxin labored at a rock quarry. Blacks in the
county who were specialized laborers included machini st Charles Tracey, railroad worker
Ralph Paige, a merchant, and a man that worked at a Ford automobile factory.

Table 5.11

Numbers of Laborers from Josephine City, Clarke County, Virginia, 1910-1930

General Laborers
Specialize Laborers
Total

1910
36
8

44

1920
31
6
37

1930
36

4
40

It was Josephine City, and in particular the principal of the Josephine City School,

Reverend Edward T. Johnson (1873-1945), that led the charge in the 1920s for Clarke
County to construct a black high school. The condition of black schools in the county
leading up this crusade was abysmal. Mary Bell Howard recollected that at Josephine
Street School
There were 2 rooms one on the left was for the primer children to 4 grade.
Their reading books were Will & Nell & Spot their dog. The teacher was
Mrs. Estella Mitchell. There were slate Boards for our work. Al so cloth
48

Van Meter, "Memories ofthe Railroad Days," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986. The article cited is a
photocopy (that does not include the page number) from the Josephine City School Museum Papers.
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Black Boards ... painted with glossy black paint and when you wrote on it
the chalk would skip ... The room on the right had grades 5 to 7 ... 1t had
[coal] stoves for heat. .. Water was gotten from neighbors [in] a fifty pound
49
Lard can ... Every one was to bring their own drink cups.
Emma Weeks, another former student, noted that the situation was so dire at the school
that it was abandoned in favor of the fellowship hall or one of Josephine City's two
churches. 50 Stiff pressure from the town finally broke the will of the school board to
resist. Builders erected the new high school on five acres of land directly behind the old
Josephine City School. Construction of the Clarke County Training School commenced
June 6, 1930 and fini shed three months later on September 12, 1930. Eight thousand
dollars of the total $18,000 cost for the high school came directly from the 150 or some
blacks living at Josephine City. 5 1 Beginning in 1924, the town committed itself to saving
$5 00 every year to help pay for a school. To help allay this shared expense on the
community, there was an annual May Day festival to help with the collection of the
school fund . Judges selected a King and Queen for the day, who then "presided over a
parade, pageants, drill team competitions, a concert, and [finally] the May Day Ball."

52

Later, as it became evident that their dream of a high school was going to come to
fruition, the people living in Josephine City redoubled their efforts. Supporters held
pageants, hosted carnivals, and even organized excavation sessions where volunteers

Letter to C larke County Planner' s Office from Mrs. Mary Bell Howard, Berryville, Virginia, postmarked
November 3, 1993, quoted in Kalbian "National Register" ( 1994), Section 8, p. l 0.
50 Interview by Maral S. Kalbian with Emma Weeks, October 13, 1994, cited from Kalbian "National
Register" ( 1994), Section 8, p. ll .
51 In 2009 dollars, the residents of Josephine City contri buted $ 103,000 out of the $23 1,000 total cost of the
high school. Lawrence H. Officer and Samuel H. Williamson, " Purchas ing Power of Money in the United
States from 1774 to 20 I 0," Measuring Worth, online at http://www.measuringworth .com/ppowerus/
(accessed 14 May 20 I 0).
52
Benyville Celebrates ( 1998), p.66.

49
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could help dig out the foundation to decrease the cost of the building.53 Reverend
Johnson wrote a poem in the April 17, 1930 Clarke Courier advertising one such affair:

Digging Spree Again Friday
Bring along your pick and shovel
And try
For most assuredly impatient dirt
must fly.
And the good colored women already
in the lead
Can' t do much digging, so they will
feed
The men at noon,
Who have need the shovel rather
54
than the spoon.

Figure 14. Clarke County Training School Fundraising Pageant Cast, Josephine City,
Clarke County, Virginia, 1930.
( 14) Wi lliam M. Rhoden Jr., "Josephine School Page am Cast," 1930. Clarke County Historical Associanon catalog record 1986.00228.006, online at
hnp://clarkecounty.pastperfect·online.corn/3 1579cgi/ rnweb.exe? request=image&hex= I98600228006.JPG (accessed 3 May 20 10). Printed with pcnuission of the
Clarke County Historical Association.

53

Ka lbian "National Register" ( 1994), Section 8, pp. 12- 13.
Rev. E.T. Johnson, " Digging Spree Aga in Friday," Clarke Courier, 17 April 1930, p.4, quoted in Kalb ian
"National Register" ( 1994), Section 8, p. l 2.
54
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Figure 15. Clarke County Training School Fundraising Parade Float, Josephine City,
Clarke County, Virginia, 1930.
( 15) William M. Rhoden Jr., "Josephine School Pageant Float," 1930, Clarke Caumy Hts/Oncal AssO<·tattoll catalog record 1986.00228.007. online at
hllp://clarkecounly.pastpcrfect-online.com/3 1579cgi/mwcb.exe? request=image&hex= 198600228007.JPG (accessed I May 2010). !' rimed with permission oft he

Clarke County Historical Association.

Figure 16. Clarke County Training School, Clarke County, Virginia, 1940.
(16) Annie Slribling. "Clarke County Training School," 1940, Clarke Coumy Htsloncal Assocw1i011 catalog record 1998.00409.006. online at
hup://c larkecounty.pastperfect-online.com/3 1579cgi/ mweb.exc? rcquest~image&h ex• l 99800409006.jpg (accessed 1 May 20 10). Printed with pcnnission oft he
Clarke Counl)l Historical Association.
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The effort to get the school built and then raise the money necessary was a
symbolic culmination of all the accomplishments of Josephine City residents in the
preceding sixty years. It demonstrated working class grit and determination, individuals
ready to sacrifice for the greater good of the community, and the willingness to lead by
example, as they always had. In the words of long-time resident and community
advocate Rosetta Clay,
Knowing that Josephine Street is now the legacy which our foreparents
have left us, we are surely proud of how far we have come and of knowing
how far we are going. We are sure our children and our children's
children will love and cherish this community, as God ' s gift to us through
55
instilled pride and perseverance.

55

Van Meter, " Josephine City was Self-Contained," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986. The article cited
is a photocopy (that does not include the page number) from the Josephine C ity School Museum Papers.
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CHAPTER VI
THE PROOF OF SUCCESS
Though not as vibrant as the early years of the 1920s, Josephine City continues to
be an important part of the African-American community in Clarke County today . Gone
are many ofthe physical reminders of black resistance to white supremacy-the bustling
street, the general store, Josephine Johnson 's restaurant, and even the high school
(integrated in 1966 as a middle school, retired in 1987, and later converted into a
retirement home). Despite decline and decay, Josephine City retains full of vitality. At
the heart of this liveliness are the living descendants of the charter generations of
Josephine City, its current residents, the Zion Baptist Church and the Josephine School
Community Museum.
These pieces combine to preserve Josephine City's cultural memory of black
resistance. Descendants and current inhabitants remind us that Josephine City is more
than an abstract symbol. Instead, the lives the individuals and fami lies that reside there,
or who once called Josephine City home, are the real stories of resistance. It is along this
vein that projects like the Clermont Oral History Proj ect continue to preserve, record,
transcribe, and make public priceless oral histories. 1 The Zion Baptist Church provides
111

the community continuity, as it is now ministering on Josephine City for the 129

consecutive year. Through the ups and the downs, Zion remains a bastion of faith,
outreach, and love. Finally, the Josephine School Community Museum continues as an
Created in July 2008, the purpose of the Clermont Oral History Project is to "transcend th~ limits of
written history by collecting information about the extended Clermont community." This includes
Josephine City. To date, the project has between five and I0 oral histories collected. The Clermont
Charitable Trust, a non-profit organization established by a trust agreement between the last owner of
Clermont (Elizabeth Rust Williams-great-granddaughter of Ellen Lane Jett and Edward McCormick) and
the Commonwealth of Virginia, finances the project. Douglas B. Chambers, "Clermont Oral History
Project: Workshop Report (7 - II July 2008)," 28 July 2008.
1
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institution of education, teaching school groups and civic organizations about the hi story
of Josephine C ity.
One further element is the place itself and the feel ing it evokes. Imagine that a
walk down Josephine Street is, for longtime residents, like it would be for anyone visiting
the neighborhood where they grew up after many years away. With each step, the street
comes alive again with the voices, the smells, and sights that disappear into the
subconscious memory at the moment they happen only to magically reappear when
triggered by the most innocuous event some years later. People fade in and out, like
ghosts, as their every little intricate detail flood s the mind-their names, who was in their
fam ily, what type of people they were, where they lived, and what they did. The
difference for the people at Josephine City, of course, is that these memories in every
essence are those of African American resistance.
With such continuity and strength, it is a surprise that the history of the founding
of Josephine City remains shrouded in mystery. In fact, there are at least two competing
basic narratives, or social memories, regarding the town's founding in 1870. In the
"resistance myth," the charter generation of African Americans received no help from
whites in Clarke County to establish Josephine City. Desperate for money to pay off her
deceased husband 's debts, Ellen Lane Jett McCormick sold the land that became
Josephine City to the first interested party. Some of the new inhabitants saved for as
many as 40 years to pay off the parcels they purchased. 2 Although many blacks, and a
few whites, in Clarke County today believe this history, it is not the· "official" story.

2

In June 1910, Henry Jackson finally paid off the land (left lots I and 2) he bought from Josephine
Wi lliams in 187 1. See the notes in the left margin of the original Josephine City deed, Clarke County
Book K, p. l 06.

De~d
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The " benevolence myth" is the second social memory for the creation of
Josephine City. It suggests that Edward McCormick and other sympathetic whites in
Clarke County helped the charter generation of the all-black community in an effort to
"improve the lives of former slaves."3 It has some local currency with blacks in
Josephine City and the surrounding community (the " benevolence myth" is the version
founding described in Josephine School Community Museum literature) as well as
whites. The best indication of the narrative's penetration of social memory is its
acceptance by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, which made the
" benevolence myth" the "official" story with the text of its 1999 historical marker at the
head of Josephine Street.
Historian Fitzhugh Brundage notes that the collective memory of a society
4

"should not be mi staken for an ' objective' record of the past." The prime example of
this is the South after the Civil War. As noted in Chapter II, since Bacon' s Rebellion
race, and not class, was the first marker of an individual 's social identity in the South.
After race, things like family status, honor, and wealth, can take precedence. The
Southern identity was a white identity. The emancipation of the slaves and the dishonor
from defeat in the Civil War threw this carefully constructed racial hierarchy into chaos.
With the restoration of white supremacy during Reconstruction, whites also reasserted
their social control over Clarke County's collective memory. African Americans
resisted, as the processions and public gatherings in chapter three demonstrate. It is
actually a surprise how frequently Nelson and Crown reported commemorative events in
the Clarke Courier, because, as Brundage writes, " Whites could not acknowledge acts of
3

Josephine School Community Museum Brochure.
W. Fitzhugh Brundage, The Southern Past: A Clash ofRace and Memory (Cambridge: Harvard
Un iversity Press, 2005), p.4.

4
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di ssent without at the same time admitting the depth of black opposition to their power.
Keen to preserve the 'smooth surface' of their ephemeral power, southern whites urgently
wanted to keep the social fact of black resistance out of public sight. " 5
One way for whites to do this was to ignore the existence of Josephine City
altogether. Besides the 1875 article on Morgan Coxen's thievery of Marshall
McCormick' s corn crib, the only other time the Clarke Courier mentions Josephine City
during Reconstruction was the "New Settlement" article in October 1870. Thomas
Gold 's 1914 description of Josephine City is a mere three sentences: one on its creation,
one on the community's decline, and a third acknowledging that the Zion Baptist Church
was "very good." 6 It was only with Val Van Meters' s series of articles in the 1986

Clarke Courier that Josephine City got something resembling a published historical
treatment. In what is probably the truest reflection of how little Clarke County society
valued black history from the end of the Civil War until very recently, it was not until
2003, and the 25 1h anniversary volume of the Proceedings of the Clarke County

Historical Association, that the Clarke County Historical Association made more than a
token mention of black history in its publication.

5

7

1bid., pp. I0-11 .
Thomas Gold, History of Clarke County, Virginia and its Connection with the War Between the States
(Berryville, VA, Printed by C. R. Hughes, 1914), p.40.
7
Dorothy Davis, "African American Education," Proceedings XX V ofthe Clarke County Historical
Association, Education in Virginia (Berryville, VA: Clarke County Historical Association, 2003), pp.I27145. First printed in 1941 , the majority of the Clarke County Historical Association' s proceedings deal
with colonial and antebellum history and the local battles of the Civil War. That there is nothing else
demonstrates the subconscious shame that Brundage writes about. The only history worth writing about
was one where African Americans were not a part. Blacks show up sparingly. Volume Three ( 1943) has the
" Extracts From The Testimony" in the 1818 trial of the slave Landon for the murder of his master Robert
Berkeley (pp.49-52). Volume 14 ( 1956-1957) has a section entitled "Slavery ( 171 3-1 882)" with eight two
to three paragraph vignettes on the history of slavery in Clarke County (pp.45-52). Volume 24 ( 1989- 1990)
has a brief paragraphs on a black Union regiment (p.70) and then a short three-page chapter entitled ::Black
Freedom," where Josephine City earns its first mention in the Proceedings (pp.83-85).
6
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Perhaps the most surpri sing aspect of the 'benevolence myth' of Josephine City's
founding is that the story is not an old one, but instead very recent. The progenitor of this
narrative was 1980s Clarke Courier editor Val Van Meter. In one of her December 25,
1986 articles on Josephine City, she wrote that " [Edward] McCormick stipulated that the
one-acre lots could only be sold to black people, who would pay $1 00 each for them.
The Bank of Clarke County and individual whites in the community helped black
fami lies purchase the land."

8

Had Van Meter actually bothered to consult Edward McCormick's will or the
original Josephine City deed at the Clarke County Courthouse, she would have found her
assertions to be completely inaccurate.9 Unfortunately, she did not. People have
extraordinary faith in the accuracy of what they read. Factor in that on the whole Van
Meter wrote an excellent introduction into the history and culture of Josephine City and it
is easy to see how two rather inconspicuous sentences became ingrained into the
accepted, written tradition of the community.
Eight years after Van Meter's article, Mara! Kalbian rephrased these two
sentences. She wrote that the
Oral tradition in the community of Josephine City and also in the family of
Elizabeth Rust Williams implies that Josephine City was laid off in
accordance with the wishes of Edward McCormick. Although there is no
written evidence in his will that he wanted part of his land sold off to the
black community, other written evidence and oral traditions suggest that
he had an unusually benevolent approach to hi s slaves.

8

Val Van Meter, "Josephine C ity Remembered," Clarke Courier, 25 December 1986, p.l. There is no
indication from the article that she ever consulted Edward McCormick' s Wi ll (Clarke County Will Book
I A, pp. l34-135), the original Josephine City Deed (C larke County Deed Book K, pp. l 04-1 I0), or
Elizabeth Rust Williams ( 1945-2004), a descendent o f Edward and Ellen Lane Jett McCormick, who
~ossessed a substantial archi ve of family papers.
C larke County Will Book I A, pp.l34-135 ; and Clarke County Deed Book K, pp.l 04-11 0.
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Kalbian also noted that "The deed shows that the Bank of Clarke County, Ellen
McCormick and other individual whites in the community, helped some of the black
families purchase the lots along Josephine Street." 10 To her credit, Kalbian corrected
Van Meter and noted that Edward McCormick's will made no mention of selling land to
African Americans. With this part of the myth debunked, however, she did not distance
herself from the benevolence narrative but instead reinforced it. Where once the
evidence was only speculation, now there were " oral traditions" substantiating this
version of the history.
The source of this oral history was Elizabeth Rust Williams (1945-2004), a
descendent of Edward and Ellen Lane Jett McCormick , who possessed a substantial
archive offamily papers. She maintained that Edward McCormick took care of his
slaves and seemed genuinely concerned for their well-being.

11

One reason for this

assertion might be to counteract an embarrassing moment in family history. It seems that
sometime in the mid-1960s, a cousin living at the ancestral family home, Clermont,
was so alarmed by the racial unrest of the 1950's and 1960's that she threw
away everything she could get her hands on that related to the slaves [the
McCormicks] once owned. Apparently, [she] ... thought...a revolution
was about to take place .. . [and] we would all be killed because our
12
ancestors had at one time been slaveowners.
At the same time, it is sometimes said that the most dangerous of all assumptions are
those that have a little bit of truth to them. That is also the case here. The doctor' s
records from 1851 and 1852 for Josephine Williams in Chapter V, as well the receipts for

10

Maral S. Kalbian, "National Register of Historic Places Registration Form for Josephine City School,
Clarke County, Virginia" (Berryville, VA: Prepared for the Clarke County Board of Supervisors, 1994),
Section 8, p.7.
11
Elizabeth Rust Williams, "Clermont: The McCormick Family Estate" (Clarke County, YA: Elizabeth
Rust Williams, 1995- 1996), Foreword, p.2.
12
Ibid., pp. l-2.
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shoes in Figures 17 and 18, show that Edward McCormick looked after the well-being of
his slaves. After the war, as Figure 19 demonstrates, he purchased pine coffins for
African American children that worked at Clermont. Whether he was a "good" or a "bad"
master is beside the point. What this information allows for is a way to re-explain
Josephine City's success within a white construct rather than a black narrative.

(photograph by Kyle Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 17. 1852 Receipt from John Kalb Jr. to Edward McCormick for Shoes.
( 17) Receipl from John Kalb Jr. 10 Edward McCormick, June 24, 1852, Clennon1 Charilable Trusl Papers, Berryville, Vir~inia .
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Figure 18. 1854-1855 Edward McCormick Account with Kalb & Cooley for Shoes.
(18) Edward McConnick account with Kalb & Cooley, 1854· 1855, Clennont Charitable Trust Papers, Benyville, Vir)!in ia.

(photograph by Kyle Ainsworth, January 2009)

Figure 19. 1869 Edward McCormick Account with William Deahl for Coffins.
(19) Edward McConnick account with William Deahl, 1869, Clennont Charitable Trust Papers, Berryville.

Vir~:inia.
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The white myth mirrors antebellum planters' ideological defense of slavery.
Paternalism rested on the idea the master and his slave had "mutual obligations--duties
[and] responsibilities" to each other. 13 This idea allowed the slaveholders to contend that
they were benevolent masters- feeding, clothing, and caring for their slaves. Planters
believed that blacks were incapable of fending for themselves-Sambas with mental
capacity of children- and that it was only as slaves on the plantation that they could be
productive, working under the guiding hand of the planter.
This same mentality is implicit in the white counter-narrative of Josephine City's
fou nding and the rationalization is clear. African Americans could not have organized
and managed a community by themselves. They did not know what they were doing.
They were not smart enough. They needed a guiding hand to lead them through the
process. The only way they could form this community was with the assistance of
whites.
Along with this implication, there were several gaping holes in Kalbian's
argument. The most significant is that Ellen McCormick advertised the land that became
Josephine City at not one but two public auctions (see Chapter V). Anyone, black or
white, could have bought the land the first time in August 1870. There was no provision
in the advertisements that said thi s sale was "for blacks only." If the intent of the
McCormicks's was to set aside the land for a black community, why advertise? Why not,
as occurred in hundreds of other cases, just write up the deed of sale and go from there?
Then there is the issue of the white community's supposed support for the
founding of Josephine City. The Bank of Clarke County, established in 1881 , was eleven

>Eugene D. Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll; The World the Slaves Made (New York: PaDtheon Books,

I"

1974), p.5.
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years too late to contribute to the financing of Josephine City. The second point of white
assistance is harder to dispute. One caveat, however, is that hiring lawyers to draft the
deed is nothing more than a business arrangement. The same can be said for deeds of
trust and vendors liens. Whites selling land were not doing so to be charitable. If the
settlers at Josephine City did not make their payments in a timely manner, McCormick
sued them, had the court take back the land, and resold it to somebody new, as
demonstrated in the sheriff s sale ofReason Harrison 's three lots in 1878 to Robert
. 14
L e WIS.

Writing in the Clarke Courier a year later, she supported this new argument
further, suggesting that the "Sale of land so soon after Edward McCormick's death
implies that McCormick himself had wanted to do this and had probably talked it over
with her."

15

Although Kalbian corrected herselfby 2002, the damage was done. 16

In 1998, a book published to celebrate the bicentennial of the town of Berryville
stated that " Major McCormick had directed by his will that these lots .. .were to be sold
by auction at $ 100 per lot to black purchasers." 17 A year later, the historical marker
erected by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources at the head of Josephine Street
began with the sentence "To improve the lives of former slaves, Ellen McCormick,
widow of Edward McCormick of Clermont, established this African American
community ... "

14

18

The story of benevolence was no longer a myth, but a widely accepted

See John 0. Crown, "Sheriffs Sale," Clarke Courier, 18 April 1878, p.2.
Maral Kalbian, "School was Born from an Unusual Black Community," Clarke Courier, 15 February
1995, p. l6.
16
Mara I S. Kalbian and Leila 0. W. Boyer, Final Report: African-American Historic Context: Clarke
County, VA , CLG Project no. 660 14 (Berryville, VA: Prepared for the County of Clarke, 26 September
2002), p.53. Kalbian made no assumptions here, stating only that the African Americans at Joseph ine
purchased the land for their community at public auction.
17
Ben y ville Celebrates, 1798- 1998 (Berryville, VA: Clarke County Historical A sso~iation , 1998), p.66
18
Virginia Department of Historic Resources, "Josephine City," Historical Marker J-1 9, 1999.
15
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fact among the black and white communities of Clarke County. The second paragraph of
the Josephine School Community Museum's brochure, which dates from 2003, or
perhaps even more recently, states that "Josephine City was built on land sold by Ellen
McCormick, widow of Edward McCormick, owner of the nearby farm, Clermont, in an
effort to improve the lives of former slaves." 19

To haprow the Uvea of foraer alavaa. lllea
McCoralck. widow ot Edward McCondcl of
ClerJDOnt, ettabU1hecl thla AfPlcaa
coaununlty of Sl one • acre Iota eal'l7
1870.. The loti. lalcl out on 'ltllet
a 16•foot•wlde atreat tbat ort~·~~~:~Uii~S~IIrl

the tollcJate on the
tor 1100 each. The COIIIUIIIUI'-

na~ for ~oaephlne
two Iota. By 1900. .rGIIIII.a oula - Clairlla

........................

(photograph by Ky le Ainsworth, Janumy 2009)

Figure 20. Virginia Historical Marker at the Intersection of South Church Street and
Josephine Street, Clarke County, Virginia.

This thesis challenges the supposed centrality of white benevolence in the
founding of Josephine City. African Americans resisted white supremacy and there is no
better example of this resistance in Clarke County than Josephine City. The residents of
Josephine City, past and present, do not owe the white community anything in the
19

Josephine School Community Museum Brochure.
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formation of their community. African Americans built it, they sustained it, and they are
the reason Josephine City continues to exist today.
The journey to a successful all-black community was not easy, but African
Americans in Clarke County persevered through Reconstruction. The unity of local
black Radical Republicans made them a formidab le opponent to the frequently divided
Conservative Party. Even though elite whites eventually consolidated their social and
political supremacy, African Americans resisted every step of the way.
Growing up in an all-black town during Reconstruction, Jim Crow, or the Civi l
Rights movement era was to be moving against the traditional white tidings of society.
The residents of Josephine City found that, like the people of Israel Hill further south in
Prince Edward County, there was a certain way to deal with white supremacy and it was
not the self-imposed isolation of the Midwestern black towns. Rather than reinforce
segregation, the residents of Josephine City met racists on the incontestable grounds of
success: community, labor and education. Many people denigrated African American
intellectualism and leadership right up through the Civil Rights decades, but critics in
Clarke County found one large counterexample that they could not explain away:
Josephine City. How could they? A decade stretched to 25 years, then 50, and then 100,
and the community never faltered. Men and women worked hard, their children went to
school, families came and went, but Josephine City stayed strong. Though there would
always be some reproach from white society, success quelled the loudest voices.
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APPENDIX
DEED OF BARGAIN, SALE, AND PLAT FOR JOSEPHINE CITY, CLARKE
COUNTY, VIRGINIA, SEPTEMBER 30, 1870 (DEED BOOK K, PAGES 104-110).
Examd and

Ellen L McCormi ck Executri x of the will
of Edward McCormick deed. }
Feby 17'' 1880
to
} Deed of Bargain & Sale & Plat
Charl es Mi les & Others
}
1
This Deed made the 30 h. of September 1870 between
Ellen L McCormick Exx. of Edward McCormick deed. and Charles M iles, Charles
The Vendors Lien.
Johnson, Josephine Williams, Philip Williams, George Wi lliams, Wilson
Resolved in the
opposite
Carter, Presley Jenkins, Reason Harrison, George Fie lds, Ri chard Stephenson,
g~"~~:r~~~t,:;:;nion Thomas Laws, Peter Lovett, George W Carter, T obias Carter, Elzey Wil son,
by Nelson Reed. having Lee Moore Nelson Reid, George G. Potter. Witnesseth that at a public
been pa1d off and
'
th
'
satisfied. the said
Sale o n the 19 day of September 1870, upon the terms & Conditions Set fo rth
;i:~~~sr;;~cby
In the advert isements with others & their an no unced & explained, the Said
:~~::~~:~:,'.on
parties of the Second part became the purchasers of the real estate hereafter
Reed. byorder or coun particularly described, & des ignated, at the price of $100 001100 per acre, with
entered m Chy
51
Order Book u
the understanding as follows Viz I that all the timber o n Said land, on
358
~~~~. estate, lying down or Standing, with the right of the Ex0 ' . to remove the Said
1
51
Sam' M'Cormick C". off, of Said Land by the I of A p • 1870 was reserved, as hers. 2"d that
a lane or Street at least 16 feet wide Should be ded icated, and Kept
open by the purchasers for their common use and benefit So as to give
delivd to

Charles Miles

[Typewriter page stapled to the top of page I 05]
This day personally appeared before the undersigned,
Clerk of the Circuit Court of C larke Co., Marshall McCormick,
Atto rney for the estate of the late Edward McCormick, and made
oath that the bonds secured on the lot of land located in Josephine City, sold G.G. Potter, and which lot was later sold
James Johnson, who assumed the payment of said bonds, have been
lost or destroyed, and the said bonds can not be found.
_ __ __ __ _ _ C lerk.
accepted at all times as a common right to each = 3'd that in the Deed, to be made there
after to the purchasers, thei r lots, Shares, or parcels in Said land, Should be So
The Vendor's l ien
reserved in the
designated and defined, that each one of the purchasers might by Survey or otherw ise
opposite Deed
accurately determ ine his lines, and have and hold in Severalty his Share, lot o r parcel,
upon that ponion
of Land purcha sed
and the boundaries thereof - 41h- that the Shares, lots, or parcels of each one of the
by Josephine
Will iams
purchasers Should be held liable and bound for the def purchase money payments, that
having been paid
1
in full. the same
is each parcel or lot bound for its Share & the grantee in no w ise bound for others - 5 h
is thereby discharged
that the holder and g rantee of each Share, lot or parcel in Severalty shall have the
and Released
privilege of cutting and mauling into rails, and Stakes and Cord Wood - All the tim ber
51
lying and being on his own, in Severalty- provided I that they respectively and
0
The vendor's lien
the Ex '. Could agree upon the prices to be paid for the work and labor; and in
reserved in the
the event of their disagreeing then & next, if one man a lone, can be fixed upon
opposite deed &
upon that por·
by all on both Sides. So as to produce uniformity, eq ua lity and Save trouble
tion of the
land purchased
bes
ides. Or if one man cant be fi xed upon by all - then in the last
by Goo G Potter.
having been
a lternat ive, that the Ex0 ' . Shall name one man, & the part ies of the 2"d. part
paid in full
_ another and then of the two, So named, Can Select & fi x upon a third man
ahe same is
hereby released
(the um pire) the three So Selected Shall dec ide & fi x the prices of all the work
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and labor - and provided 2"d that when prices for work and labor are
fixed, by any of the modes aforesaid, each holder or grantee as aforesaid may
When So fixed, have the right to Say, and determine, Whether or not, he will
rd
wave a Croil on his der . purchase money, or take his work and labor, Where
Witness my x signatu re done in wood at the ruling prices in Berryville deducting only cost of
ThiS Aug. 18'' 19 10
'
cf
delivery at that point. And now that the Said parties of the 2" . Part
have all So far, Complied with the terms of Sale- that is by paying in
cash, or giving their bonds with Security, for the first or cash payment
& are willing according to the understanding as announced on the day
of Sale that their respective Shares Should be held liable and bound for
Same by a lien reserved & retained on Same, according to the under
Standing as announced on the day of Sale - therefore this Deed Witness
eth that in consideration of the premises, all herein before executed,
and in further consideration of two dollars paid in hand, the Said
party of the first part understand by Virtue of the authority of the last
will and testament of Edward McCormick deed. doth grant unto the
Said parties of the 2d. part their heirs and assigns the following piece
or parcel of land lying & being in the County of Clarke & State of Virginia
near the town of Berryville on the Turnpike road leading to Millwood,
and bounded as follows (including) the lot Sold & Conveyed by Edward
McCorm ick in his lifetime to the Millwood Turnpike Co) Viz Beginning
at the 3 W Oaks Doctor Taylor corner thence with his lines &·N.58 W.
156 poles to a Stone at the Battletown road (now Turnpike) with the
Road S 3 1 W 29 poles to a in Said road Isaac McCormick Corner now
Hebb with him S 55 \12 E 156,5 poles to a black Oak his Corner, in Thomas
McCormicks line now David McGuire, with it N 30\12 E 35,5 poles to the
Beginning Containing 31 a I R 24 poles deeding the lot aforesaid - but excepting
the Same, which is understood as excepted, Containing 30a 3R, 24 poles according
to the Survey of James M Brown of Jefferson County Virginia. To have and to
hold unto the Said parties of the 2"d. Part Heirs and assigns the Said
30a 3R : p in Severalty as is herein after declared, designated & defined
The ve nd ors lien
and upon the Conditions and engagements herein before recited & Set
reserved in the opposite forth or hereafter Stated & Set forth -that is to Say first and fore
deed reservmg the
performance of
most that a lane or Street at least 16 feet wide Shall be opened
the various condit ionstherein Set
& dedicated for the common use and benefit of all Said parties
out and the unpaid
•
·
fi
purchase money
tn Severalty thetr heirs and assigns, beginning or that purpose
in so far as Josephine •t
th e cen t re as posst"bl eon th e I"me next to D avt"d H
w illia msorsig nature t or as near
Henry Jacksoniscon
McGuire,
&
thence by parallel lines out to the Turnpike road, and having
cerned has been
satis fied
done their lay out, Sets apart in Severalty to the Said Charles Miles his
~~:~~~di;nn~~ &
heirs & assigns lot N° I lying on the North Side of Said Street, as
::'~~s~t~n~is~h_;;~ed designated on the diagram hereto attached & made part of deed
tying on t he South
beginning for the quantity at the three W Oaks Dr. Taylors Corner
side of the street
going through
thence his lineN 58 W up that line So far as may be necessary for
Josephin e
c.
City. t9to June , 1.
quantity, thence 1rom Such point So fixed, & thence by a proper line
Marshall M 'C
Southward to Sd. Street, thence with the Same to the line of Said McGu
Ormick A tty
~;~~odabo,e n~en,;o..oo thence with that line to the beginning. So as to contain & make one
~·P~~':;rooaoodcanno• acre of land, less, the quantity Surrendered (one half for the Said
~;::,;,·;~;~:::,~~;·~~., Street. Next lay out & Set apart in Severalty to the Said Wilson Lovett
't;~~;::~·~, _
his heirs and assigns lots N°5 . 2 & 3, lying on the north Side of Said Street
Sam! M'Cormick c.c. and along Side of Said Charles Miles lot (N° I) so as to contain and make
The bonds of George
Wi ll iamssecured by
in both lots 2 acres less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for the Said
rhe Vendor's lien
•
•
• .
recorded
Street. Next lay out and Set apart tn Severalty, Josephme Wtlhams
~~~sitehereto. t~ve (wife of Philip Williams) her heirs and assigns, with the right by deed or
having been
discharged
by Cas. Johnson
Vendor of the
said Poner.

shown me cancelled
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will, as if unmarried, to convey or devise, to take affect at her death
lots N°s. I & 2 lying on the South Side of Said Street, as designated on
TheVendorslien Said diagram beginning for quantity at the Black oak Thomas McCor
reserVed m the oppo.
•
c
•
•
.
.
.
'
siteDeedocwrnngthe m1cks now Sa1d M Gu1res lme & recurnng With 1t North 30Y:z E down
performance of the
•
•
f:
various conditions to Sa1d Street, thence up the Same for quant1ty So ar as may be
therein set out. and
· S0 fiIXe d, by a proper 1·me
the unpaidpurchase necessary, an d thence firom SUCh pomt
money
in
sofar
as
Southwardly
to
the
line
of
Isaac
MC
Cormick
now Hebb, thence with
George Williams is
concerned. hasbeen that line South 55 Y:z E to the beginning point, So as to contain and
satisfied and paid
infu11. andS.1 1llC
make in both lots 2 acres less the quantity Surrendered (one half for
~is:~t:r~~~~.~/~aid Said Street. Next lay out and Set apart in Severalty to Philip Williams
wi\ vuiams
h .>h. his heirs & assigns lot N° 3 lying on the South Side of Said Street, and
uncss my ar"" t rs
Jl" of~ . l 901.
along Side of Josephine Williams lots (N 05. I & 2) So as to contai n
E. L. M Cormt<k
I quant1ty
. S urren dered (one ha If) &"10r Sa1.d
Ex'.ofEdwd
an d rna ke one acre Iess t1e
~~:c~~~~~~~~~
Street. Next lay out and Set apart in Severalty to George Williams
his heirs and assigns lot N°. 4 lying on the South Side of Said Street
M'Cormi<k
Ally
Note
and along Side of Philip Williams, his brother, So as to contain one acre
Jno M Gibson
c.c. less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next George Carter
in Severalty, lay out and Set apart to him and his heirs and assigns
Marked satisfied
As toPhilip Willying
on the north Side of Said Street N°s. 4 & 5 and along Side of Wilson
Iiams. as per au thorityofthe an Lovett, So as to as contain & make two acres (2) less the quantity Surrendered
excd paper. said
(one half) for Said Street. Next Elzey Wi lson in Severalty, lay out and
lien. having been
paid
Set apart to him & his heirs and assigns, lot N°. 6 on the north Side of Said
Dec. IS". 1899
Teste
.
Jno M Gibson Street, and along Side of George Carter, So as to contain & make one acre
cc
Less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next
Thomas Laws in Severalty, lay oo off and Set apart to him and his heirs and ass
igns lot N°. 5 on the South Side of Said Street, and along Side of George Williams So
as to contain and make one acre less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for
Said Street. Next Lee Moore in Severalty Jay out & Set apart, to him and his heirs
1908 April8
o
vendorLienretained and assigns lotN. 6 on the South Side ofSaid Street, and along Side of Thomas Laws
6
~~~c;:,~o is
So as to contain & make one acre less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said
~:.~~::r3~k
Street. Next Presley Jenkins in Severalty lay out and Set apart lot N°. 7 on the
Final Delved
South of Said Street, and along Side of Lee Moore, to have and to hold Same to
~~rs:,~~ ~.Zr~'1k t"'~"' him & his heirs & assigns, So as to contain One acre in quantity, less the (one
T~c Smnl M Cornuc k. CC
.
.
.
half) Surrendered for Sa1d Street. Next Catharme Taylor m Severalty, lay out
!~~~·~o:~~".';.ed and Set apart to her and her heirs and assigns lot on the North Side (N°. 7) of Said
bJyt
khisdhcedbtoPresley Street along Side of Elzey Wilson, So as to contain & make one acre less the quantity
en · ms ere y
marked satisfiedand Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next Horace Burns in Severalty lay out and
. an d ass1.gns Iot No. 8 on t he Sout h s·d
dtscharsed.un
thoritysivenmederau
by - Seta part to h.1m an d h.IS he1rs
1 eofS a1.d Street
~:.~~~h~~~~~~~ecu and along Side of lot N° 7 Presley Jenkins, So as to contain and make one acre
sai~:~~~.i~s.Moore
~ess the quantity Surrendered (one hal~ for Sai? Str~et. Next ~ichardso~ Stephenson
AnyforM" E. L. M' m Severalty lay out and Set a part to h1m and h1s he1rs and ass1gns lot N . 8 on
Cormick
. Executrix
. Street, and along S1·deo f Cat h' . Tay Jor So as to contam
· an d rna ke
EdwardM'C
ormick.of North o f Sa1d
Dec4 N
ov'
22"' 1900
•
•
·
·
· one acre less the quant1ty Surrendered (one half) for Sa1d Street. Next Reason Harnson
in Severalty lay out and Set apart to him and his heirs and assigns N°. 9, I 0, I I on the South Side of Said Street and along Side of Horace Burns So as to con
tain and make three acres, less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street
Next Geo W Carter in Severalty lay out and Set apart to him and his heirs & assigns
Bonds & liens
lot N°. I 2 on the South Side of Said Street and along Side of lots N°. 9, I 0 & I I Reason
to me & cancelled
Teste Jno MGibn
Harris, So as to contain and make one acre, less the quantity Surrendered (one half)
Au 22 1900
for Said Street. Next Morgan Coxen & Dan1. Carter in Severalty, lay out and
Set apart, to him and thei r heirs and assigns lots N°5• 9 & I0 on the north Side of Said
The vendor's lien
reserved under the
Street and along Side of Richard Stephenson (lot N°. 8) So as to contain and make
oppositedeed
securing the perfor
Two acres, less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next Nelson Reid
c.c.

mance of the various
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conditions hcrin
set out & the unpaid
purchaser money
insofar as the lot
of Land conveyed
by Morgan Coxen
to concerned has
been satisfied X
paid in full & the
same is now
released & discharged
unto Said Morgan
Coxen Witness
my Signature this
29'' day of i\pl 1889
E L. McCom1ick
Tr & Ex Edward
McCormick by
M M'Cormick
an est
Jno M Gibson cc
April 29 1889
The v

in Severalty lay out and Set apart to him and his heirs and assigns lot N°. I I
on the North Side of Said Street, and alo ng Side of Morgan Coxen, David Carter
N°s. 9 & I 0) So as to Contain and make one acre less the quantity Surrendered
(One half) for Said Street. Next George Fie lds in Severalty, lay out & Set apart to
him & his heirs and assigns lot N°. 13 on the South Side of Said Street, and a long
Side of George W Carter, So as to contain and make one acre, less the quantity
Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next Charles Johnston in Severalty
lay out & Set a part, to him and his heirs and ass igns lot N° 12 on the north
Side of Said Street, and along Side of Nelson Re id So as to Contain and make
One acre less the quantity Surrendered (one ha lf) for Said Street.
Next
Jacob Jackson in Severalty lay out and Set a part to hi m & his he irs and assig ns
lot N° 14 on the South Side of Said Street, and along Side of George Fields (lot N° 13)
So as contain and make one acre less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street
Next George G. Potter in Severalty, lay out and Set apart to him and his hei rs and
assigns lots N°. 13 & 14, on the N011h Side of Said Street, and a long Said Street, and
a long Side of Charles Johnston So as to contain and make two acres less the
quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said Street. Next Peter Lovett in Severalty
lay out and Set apart to him and his heirs and assigns lot N° 15 on the North Side of
Said
[Typewriter page stapled to the top of page I 08]
The debt secured by a vendor's lien on the lot of Chas. Johnston,
in a deed from E. L. McCormick Ex' ex of Edward McCormick deed.
to Chas. Miles and others, which is of record in the Clerk's Office
of the County Court of C larke County, Va. In deed book "K" at
page I 04K and which lien, as to the said C has. Johnston, is intended
to be released and it is believed has been paid to the said E. L.
McCormick Ex' ex &c. who was, when the said debt was satisfied, entitled
and authorized to receive the same, and that said bonds, representing
said debt, should have been cancelled and deli vered to said Chas.
Jo hnston, who paid the same, and it is believed that was done; the
bond, representing the 2nd. deferred payment and the bond, representing
the 4th and last deferred payment o n said lot of land, are now herewith produced, marked cancelled, but the bonds, representing the I st
and 3rd. deferred payments, have been lost or destroyed and cannot
be produced.
'M.arsfza[['M.rConnicl(;4tty
Jorr.E.L. 'M.cConnicl(i4_'e~
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 26th day of Feby. 1902.
r.Eugene qCover
!Notary Pu6[ic

The vendor lien
marked in this
deed insofar
as the Jot Sixto Tobias Caner is
concerned has
bee n fully paid
the sum is released
from the lien herein
recorded

Street & next after lot N° 14 o n same side, So as to contain and make
o ne acre more or less & less the quantity Surrendered (one half) for Said
Street. Next Tobias Carter in Severalty Jay out, and Set apart, to him
and his heirs and assigns lo t N° 15 on the South S ide of Said Street &
next after Jacob Johnston on Same S ide, So as to Contai n & make one
acre less the quantity Surrendered (one half) fo r Said Street - and last
3 R 24 poles lay out, & Set apart in Several ty to Geo W Carter & Tobias
Car1er their heirs & ass igns lying next to Said Tobias & next to Said
turnp ike road less the quantity Surrendered alo ng the Same fo r Said
Street. And the Said party of the first part, doth herein and hereby
Covenant with the Said parties of the 2"d. part, Jointly & Severally, that
they Shall henceforth have q uiet and peaceable possession of the Said
30a 3 R & 24ps of land, in Severalty, as herein before designated, Set forth
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~::~e::::;;~!i: posite~ecdsecuring

and defined, and that She w ill warrant and defend title to Same as
herei n & hereby conveyed to them, Specially under & by Vi rtues of this will
the peu ormance of the
•
•
•
various eonditions
aforesa1d, and all persons cla1mmg throug h or under her. But upon
thereon set out. and the h
d. ·
y ·IZ: th at t he S a1·d parti·eS 0 f t h e 2nd . part respective
· 1y proceed
unp:udpurchaS<d monc) t ese COn 1t10ns
due byChas Johnson wi thin a reasonable time from the date hereof in the mode & manner
on Loc no. 12 on
nonh sideor thestreet and upon the terms and engagements herein before recited, & Stated to maul
has been salisfi ed &
paidin run.as
unto good & proper Sized nails & Stakes all that timber Standing o r lyi ng
evi denced by the
down, and be ·mg on the1r
· respect1·ve 1ots or parce 1s, w h·IC11 can be cut
productio n of the last
~~d~~;·~,t.~~w rclcascd & maul ed into nails & Stakes, and all Such timbers, Standing, lying down
~i·:nd'"'""scd from s>~d be ing o n Same, that cannot be made into nails and Stakes, they will
E. t. M'Con nick
Cut into proper Sized Cord wood. And will further Stack, or pile up all
Ex\ of Ed.t M"Corm ick
by
Said na ils & Stakes, and cord up into lawful cords, all the Cord wood
~:r!~;~' M'Cormick or in the event of anyone of Said Parties of the 2"d. part, fa iI ing after a
Feb 26· 1902
reaso nable time & notice to do Said Cutting, mau ling & then Said party
Thebondsrepr:sentins of the fi rst Sha ll be at liberty to have Said work done witho ut hindrance
the 2d & 4'"
""
payments
by any one or more She pleases to employ fo r the purpose, o n Such lo t
~:.b~~:::,~::;:; or lots. 2"d. that the respecti ve lo ts or parcels of land, of the Said Parties
~·;.,~~~~":;~~ of the 2"d. part designated & Set a part as here in befo re declared and defined
Johnson .
, it is agreed by the part ies of the first and 2"d. parts respecti vely, She be liable
representms the 1.. & ./
•
.
•
paymentshavebeen
and held bound by Spec1al hen, herem and hereby reserved & retained, as
either lost or destroyed
•
h
· 1
1 f h S a1·d partieS
· 0f t he 2"d . part
& are believed to have agamst t e respective ots or parce S 0 t e
~;e;&.~:~i;~.:;:o"" only for all the purchase money now at the date hereof unpaid, all w ho
Attached signed by
is evidenced by obligations of the respecti ve parti es of even date with this
M M' Cormick Att y
reby26. 1902
Deed, except those taken heretofo re fo r the Cash or first pay ment
T;,:~~ M. Gibson Witness the follow ing Sig natures & Seals
{ Ellen L McCormick Exx (Seal)
cc.
his

his

his

Presley x Jenkins (Seal) {Ne lso n x Reid
m ark

{

his

{

mark

{

mark

(Seal) {
{

{

Charles x Miles

(Seal)

mark

his

Reason x Harriso n (Seal) {George G x Po tter (Seal) { Charles x Johnsto n (Seal)
{

{

his

{

Josephi ne x
Williams

mark

his

Richard x
Stephenson

{

{

{

{

(Seal) {

(Seal)

mark

his

{ George x Williams (Seal)
mark

mark

his

his

T ho mas x Laws

mark

(Seal) {

his

George x Fields

{

(Seal)

Wilson x Lovett

(Seal)

mark

mark

his

his

Peter x Lo vett

(Seal)

mark

G eorge x Carter
his

his

G eo rge W x Carter (Seal)

Catharine x Taylo r (Seal)
mark

m ark

his

his

Tobias x Carter

(Seal)

Jacob x Jackson

(Seal)

mark
his

mark
his

Elzey x Wilson

(Seal)

mark

(Seal)

Morgan x Coxen

(Seal)
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mark
his

mark
his

Lee x Moore

Dan l. x Carter

(Seal)

(Seal)

mark

mark

[Typewriter page stapled to the top of page I 09]
The Debt secured by a vendor's lien on the lots forme rly owned
by Josephine Williams, in a deed from E.L. McCormick, Ex'xor
Edward McCormick, deceased, to Chas. Mi les and others, recorded
in Book K- pps I 04 et seq, and which lots were subsequently conveyed by the said Josephine Williams and her husband to Henry
Jackson by deed recorded at page 499 of BK I, and also the
debts secured by vendor's lien in the latter deed, having been
fully paid off and discharged, and which liens reserved in
both of the deeds aforesaid it is intended to release, it being believed the debts secured thereby have been fully paid
to the Executrix of the estate of the late Edward McCormick, who
was at the time entitled to receive the same, and that said
bonds evidencing said debts and secured as aforesaid were
cancelled and deli vered to the said Henry Jackson, who paid
the same: or have been lost or destroyed, and can not at this
time be produced: Now, therefore, the undersigned, as attorney
for the heirs at law of the late Edward McCorm ick, and of his
estate, make oath that to the best o f my knowl edge and be lief
the debts were paid as above set out and the bonds evidencing
sa id debts were either delivered to the said Henry Jackson,
or have been lost or destroyed and can not at this time be found.
Witness my signature this June 7th . 19 10.
:Marsfia[[:McConnicl(
)lt ty

*

Subscribed and sworn to before me, the undersigned Clerk of
The C ircuit Court of Clarke County, Va. , this Ju ne 7th. 191 0.
Memo- to be taken as part of the foregoing deed & plat, thereafter annexed, dated the 30'h Day of
Sept'. 1870 & recorded in the County Court of Clarke, Witnesseth that whereas by Said
Deed the lot therein numbered & designated as lot no 12 was Set apart & conveyed in Severalty
to Geo W Carter, and the lot therein numbered & designated as lot N° 15 was Set apart
and conveyed in Severalty to Tobias Carter and the lot there in numbered & design
nated as lot N°. 16 was Set apart and conveyed in Severalty to Geo Wand Tobias Carter
Jointly. Now this mim 0 . Witnesseth that the Said Geo W Carter for and in consider
ation of the pay' of the purchase money by Said Carter, he Said George W Carter
doth herein thereby grant unto Said Saul Carter Said Lot N° 12 Contains one acre
less the quantity Surrendered for a Street, to have to ho ld Same as fu lly & abso
lutely as if Same has been Conveyed to him Orig inally by Said deed, and that the Said
George W Carter for and in consideration of the purchase money by Tobias Carter doth
Herein and hereby grant unto the Said Tobias Carter all his Said George W Carter right
& interest in & to lot N°. 16 Containing 3 R 24 poles less the quantity Surrendered for a
Street - to have and ho ld the Same as ful ly and absolutely as if Conveyed originally
to him Said Tobias alone by Said Deed. And that the Said Tobias Carter for and in consideration of
the payment of the purchase money by the Said George W Carter, doth herein thereby grant unto the Said George W
Carter lot No I S Containing one acre, less the quantity Surrendered for a Street, to have & hold Same as fully

and absolutely as if Conveyed originally to him Said George W Carter by Said Deed
h~

Witness the fo llowing Signatures & Seals

George W x Carter (Seal)
mark

~s

Tobias x Carter

(Seal)

mark
his

Witness G T Glass

Solomon x Carter (Seal)
mark
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N3 1'h
E
McGuire
The above plat represents the various 1-1 of Josephine City Situated in Clarke County,
Virginia and is in accordance with the Sale of land made by Ms Ellen L McCor
mick Extrix of Edward McCorm ick deed on the 30'h day of Sept' 1870 to
Charles Miles, Charles Johnson, Josephine Williams, & others all of whose
names are written opposite to their respective lots, the metes and bounds
of each lot an as Set forth on their lines and each contains one acre
except the two which are on the Turnpike road. that adjoining the toll
house, N°. 15 Contains 3 roads and 7 perches and the one opposite N°. 16
contains 3 Roads and 26 perches. The angles on Longstreet are all right
angles, and the Said Street is thirty feed wide and the centre of Said
Street is thirty feet wide and the centre of Said Street is the di vision line
between the two parcels of lots and is parallel to
Greens line
and is 16 poles from it
All of which we resp1Y. Submit
James M Brown
Jas M. D. Brown
Octr. 28'h. 1870
Virginia
}
Clerks office of the County Court
Clarke County } Sch
on the 30 day of September 1870, The foregoing Deed of Bar
Gain & Sale & plat from Ellen L McCormick Executrix of the will of Edward
McCormick deed. to Charles Mi les & others was recei ved in the clerks office
of the County Court, and acknowledged before me by all the parties hereto ex
cept M". McCormick & George G. Potter & Elzey Wilson
Teste J A Moore Depy Clerk
Virginia
}
Clerks office of the County Court
Clarke County } Sch
on the 26'h. day ofNovember 1870, acknowledged before
me clerk of the Said Court in the Said office by Ellen L McCormick
Exrx of Edward McCormick deed. and at another time to wit April 22d. 1871
Acknowledged by George G. Potter. And on the 8'h. day of December 1871 acknowl
edged by Elzey Wilson, Stamped with U S. Revenue Stamps amounting to
Three Dollars & fifty & the Said Stamps cancelled & admitted to record
Teste George Glass Clerk
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